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This was off the back of a spate of tanker attacks in 
the Red Sea and Middle East Gulf region, which the US 
blamed on Iran in response to trade restrictions against 
the country. That claim was denied by Tehran.

Either way, shipping found itself at the centre of a 
political storm. Escalating tensions raised alarms for 
safe navigation in the Middle East and particularly the 
Strait of Hormuz, one of the major oil chokepoints of the 
world, with the stability of global crude oil markets at 
considerable risk.

Geopolitical tension and trade hostility were an 
overriding theme of 2019 — and one that was not 
confined solely to the Middle East and the war of words 
between the US and China.

The uncertainties surrounding Brexit, the economic 
crisis in Venezuela, the protest movement in Hong 
Kong, and others, added further volatility to global 
trade flows.  

LINTON NIGHTINGALE

THE TOP 100: A TALE OF TENSION, 
TRANSITION AND TRADE WARS
Shipping has been making front-page news in 2019, with oil tankers 
being attacked or detained, the Sino-US trade war rumbling on, the 
economic crisis in Venezuela and uncertainties surrounding Brexit 
being among the hottest topics. In the Lloyd’s List Top 100 People, we 
look at who has been front and centre of these stories, who has driven 
change, broken boundaries, inspired and influenced their peers

REFLECTING on the year that was in shipping can be 
summed up in one word: eventful. 

The ongoing saga overshadowing the past 12 months 
has been the trade war between the world’s two largest 
economic superpowers, China and the US.

Trade wars, no matter how you try to dress them 
up, are bad for business. For an industry that relies on 
the frictionless and seamless movement of trade, the 
standoff between its biggest net contributors has been 
particularly bad. The risks are palpable.

In 2019, shipping, too, became front-page news. 
In July, an Iranian crude oil tanker, Grace 1, was 

detained by UK authorities in the Strait of Gibraltar on 
suspicion it was transporting crude oil to Syria in breach 
of European Union sanctions.

Tehran responded by seizing the British-flagged tanker 
Stena Impero in the Strait of Hormuz, alleging it had 
violated maritime laws.

INTRO
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Indeed, economists made a habit of downgrading 
their trade growth expectations for 2019. The latest 
forecast from the World Trade Organization at the time 
of writing was for full-year trade growth of a measly 
1.2% — a figure in stark comparison to the near 4% at 
the start of the year.  

Understandably, this trade tension made for a fraught 
backdrop for shipping in 2019.

And that is without considering the many challenges 
surrounding the pipeline of environmental regulation; the 
reluctance of banks to lend to a highly capital-intensive 
yet volatile industry; and the digital disruption that 
continues to reshape shipping and transform traditional 
relationships in the freight and logistics sector.

Our Top 100 seeks to add clarity to the narrative. 
The rankings pay homage to the shipping kingpins 

that have either been front and centre of this story, 
or those that have driven change, broken boundaries, 
inspired and influenced their peers.

Importantly, we have stuck to our guns and 
refrained from acknowledging the prominent political 
figureheads.

There has been a case for both US president Donald 
Trump and China’s president Xi Jinping to top the bill 
consistently in recent years.

Yet while their impact on the industry has been 
undeniable, the verdict was once again to highlight 
shipping’s chief protagonists forced to react to 
state policies and directives that have had major 
repercussions on global trade.

So it is perhaps of little surprise that China’s shipping 
juggernauts China Cosco Shipping Corp and China 
Merchants Group, represented by Xu Lirong and Li 
Jianhong, respectively, top the tree in Lloyd’s List’s 
2019 rankings.  

Both parties — and, indeed, Capt Xu and Mr Li — have 
been intertwined with the rise of China to an economic 
and maritime powerhouse over the past four decades.

However, the pairing takes the rankings crown due 
to the sheer scope, scale and reach of their combined 
shipping entities off the back of another period of 
accelerated merger and acquisition.

Further, the two state-owned giants Cosco and China 
Merchants Group continue to play a pivotal role in 
Beijing’s Belt and Road Initiative, even if its progress has 
slowed in recent months.

The decision is also flanked by their frontline position 
in the US-Sino trade war and as a proxy for a dispute 
that has been far-reaching. It has spawned new trades 
and repositioned both regional and global supply chains, 
while adding a distinct layer of uncertainty to the wider 
shipping market.

Last year, Lloyd’s List elevated the International 
Maritime Organization to our premier spot on account 
of its January 1, 2020 sulphur cap. At the time, we 
labelled this a real game-changer for shipping, having 
stimulated the search not only for new types of fuel but 
also for new ways of working.

In 2019, the regulation dominated shipping discourse. 
The cost of compliance, scrubber retrofits and issues 
over fuel supply as the industry strived to meet the 
emission goal took centre stage, and garnered plenty of 
column inches at Lloyd’s List, too.

However, it has also proved a catalyst for the acceleration 
of a green shipping directive and decarbonisation drive. For 
that alone, the UN body should be commended and is thus 
a worthy rankings runner-up this year.

Indeed, shipping’s low-emission push gains strong 
ranking representation.

Citibank’s Michael Parker debuts in our Top 100 on 
account of his leading role in the launch of the Poseidon 
Principles, an initiative that ties financial lending to 
climate impact that could — if developed, expanded 
and applied — lay new blueprints for shipping lending.

Cargill, represented by Jan Dieleman, is also rewarded 
for its focus on decarbonisation.

Elsewhere, there are high climbers in the form of Igor 
Tonkovidov at Sovcomflot and Trafigura’s Rasmus Bach 
Nielsen, recognising the respective concerted efforts to 
champion alternative fuels. 

Similarly, CMA CGM’s Saadé family shifts up, having 
hedged its bets on liquefied natural gas as a marine 
fuel, placing notable newbuilding orders that have not 
escaped our radar.

INTRO
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Maersk, too, represented in our rankings by Robert 
Uggla and Søren Skou, has been recognised as one of 
the top three influencers for its ambition to become 
carbon-neutral by 2050.

It continues to lead the industry by example, but is also 
recognised for its reinvention to stay at the forefront of 
container shipping as a global leader in integrated box 
logistics. This strategy is starting to come together. 

Of course, the scale of Maersk is difficult to ignore and 
that deserves merit in itself. This theory also holds water 
with other major shipping players.

However, scale alone is not enough to catch the eye. 
Some players have been more active than others.

Take 71-year-old John Angelicoussis, head of Greece’s 
biggest shipowner and the world’s largest purely private 
shipowning group, who remains as engaged as ever 
with the market; or Idan Ofer of Eastern Pacific, leading 
the charge on LNG dual-fuelled investments.

Our rankings naturally feature some of the old 
guard, whose role and influence on the global shipping 
market cannot be ignored. Nevertheless, there are 

nine new entrants that Lloyd’s List believes warrant 
acknowledgement.

The highest new entry is Andrea Gacki, director 
of the US Office of Foreign Assets Control, known as 
OFAC. Although she merely oversees the mercurial 
policy whip-lashings of the Trump administration, the 
sanctions imposed on both Venezuela and Iran by her 
Washington office caused untold disruption to global 
shipping in 2019.

Geopolitics were also behind the inclusion of fellow 
debutants Abdullah Aldubaikhi, who heads up the Bahri 
tanker fleet, which hit the headlines this year when two 
of its tankers were attacked in May off Fujairah; and 
Captain Akhilesh Kumar. The master of Grace 1 found 
himself at the centre of a bizarre sub-plot in the story of 
the tanker’s detention and release.

These, though, are just a snapshot of the stories and 
events that shaped shipping in 2019. 

Dive deeper into the rankings and there is plenty more 
to digest in our account of the movements from the very 
best minds in shipping. 2020 has much to live up to.

MOVERS AND SHAKERS 2019

 28  9 60  3
have moved up in the 

rankings
have moved down in the 

rankings
are new entries  

for 2019
stay in the same position 

as 2018

FROM PIRATES TO POLITICIANS AND FROM HACKERS TO SEAFARERS:  
A DECADE OF MARITIME’S MOST INFLUENTIAL PLAYERS

TEN years ago, Lloyd’s List published its inaugural Top 
100 ranking of the most influential people in shipping.

Much has changed in the industry over the past 
decade, in what has been arguably one of the most 
eventful periods in shipping’s long and illustrious history. 

Lloyd’s List’s rankings have documented it all, 
charting the shifts in the balance of power and the 
rise and fall of shipping’s kingpins as they navigated 
— some better than others — a global financial crisis, 
geopolitical upheaval, regulatory rulings and numerous 
other factors that have helped shape shipping today.

While some facets of the industry have been 
completely transformed and are simply unrecognisable 
to when we began our annual listing, many of the 
themes underpinning shipping have remained constant. 

In the first Top 100 issue, Lloyd’s List editor Richard 
Meade noted four “big issues of the day” — overcapacity, 
China, oil price and access to finance — that are just 
as relevant today as they were a decade ago.

In the past, we have noted the contributions 
of figureheads from the political spectrum, 
whether US presidents Barack Obama and 
Donald Trump or former Saudi oil and Chinese 
transport ministers, whose policies and decisions 
have had major maritime repercussions.

There has also been the odd nod in the past 
to the pirate and the hacker, plus homage 
has been paid to the humble seafarers in 
respect of their admirable frontline duties. 

While everyone may not have agreed with 
all the ranking decisions, it is important to 
note the Top 100 is entirely subjective.

However, Lloyd’s List has always sought 
to add clarity to justify our motives.

The Top 100 will, as ever, prompt discussion 
and ruffle a few feathers. No doubt several 
of shipping’s biggest egos will take a hit. 
Others will be suitably soothed.
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XU LIRONG /  LI JIANHONG
CHINA COSCO SHIPPING CORP /  CHINA MERCHANTS GROUP
While succession plans are in the spotlight as both chairmen 
reach retirement age, there has been recent speculation over 
a potential consolidation between the two companies

XU Lirong talked about “industry 
chain unity” during the World 
Shipping Summit hosted by his 
company in Shanghai in November.

However, on reflection, you 
would say it was really more 
about the industry leadership that 
Cosco Shipping wants to build 
up as its global sway grows.

The idea is behind the state 
conglomerate’s many strategic 
actions, including the development 
of the blockchain-based Global 
Shipping Business Network, the 
roll-out of the liner reliability 
index and preaching about an 
inclusive end-to-end strategy 
that intentionally goes against 
an integration path being taken 
by a leading rival carrier.

After the mergers and 
acquisitions in recent years, the 
company chaired by Capt Xu is now 
indisputably the world’s largest 
shipping company by size, with 
a merchant fleet of more than 
1,200 ships (including boxships, dry 
bulkers, tankers, gas carriers and 

specialised vessels) and a terminal 
portfolio across 37 ports globally.

Li Jianhong’s  China Merchants 
Group is relatively small in shipping, 
running about 400 vessels. However, 
its subsidiaries are frontrunners 
in quite a few sub-segments, 
highlighted by its very large crude 
carrier and port businesses.

Both chairmen are long servant to 
the Chinese public sector. Capt Xu 
began his first job as a seafarer for 
Cosco at the age of 18, while Mr Li 
started his career in a state-owned 
shipyard in Shanghai at 17.

They worked their way up to the 
top seats, with the responsibility 
of turning bloated, state-owned 
enterprises into competitive 
businesses with global influence. 
They have both delivered 
important achievements.

The $6.3bn takeover of 
Orient Overseas International 
Ltd, which has given a boost 
to Cosco Shipping’s boxship 
business, appears a successful 
move, at least as shown 

by the reported financial results.
The GSBN has recruited some 

key industry players and is pressing 
ahead on useful applications. 
Greece’s Port of Piraeus, in which 
Cosco Shipping invested, has 
become a prominent gateway 
into Europe, while the €600m 
($663.4m) expansion project has 
recently won government approval 
after prolonged negotiations.

China Merchants is also acquiring 
and consolidating businesses on 
many fronts, including shipping, 
ports and shipbuilding.

The Chinese giant, via its financial 
prowess, recently embarked on a 
$968m deal that will allow it to 
extend reaches to a large chunk of 
terminal assets owned by CMA CGM.

The successes of Capt Xu and 
Mr Li, as well as their companies, 
have been intertwined with the 
rise of China to an economic 
and maritime powerhouse 
over the past four decades.

However, now the headwinds 
are getting stronger.

01
 2

Xu (left) and Li: a busy year amid fast-changing shipping markets.
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US-China economic ‘decoupling’ 
is the most palpable risk. It derails 
trade flows, makes demand more 
volatile and eventually saps cargo 
volumes as economic growth wanes.

The results will hurt ocean 
carriers and take a bigger toll 
on port operators that have less 
flexibility in moving their assets.

Capt Xu told Lloyd’s List 
in September his company 
had been able to handle the 
disruption well by adjusting fleet 
deployment. “But I hope the 
impact will not grow beyond 
the extent to which our global 
networks can adapt,” he added.

Shortly after the interview, 
the US sanctioned two of Cosco 
Shipping’s tanker units for alleged 
involvement in shipping Iranian oil. 
The move crippled the operation 
of 26 very large crude carriers 
— about half of the VLCC fleet 
owned by the Chinese major.

Whether this is another 
ramification of the decoupling 
between the world’s largest 
two economies is, of course, 
open to debate.

However, the punishment — 
which was announced just a few 
days before a new round of China-US 
trade talks — has at least made it 
very suspicious, even though the 
activities of smuggling Iranian oil by 
Cosco-managed tankers had been 
detected by vessel-tracking data.

Moreover, Beijing’s Belt and 
Road Initiative, in which the two 
state-owned giants are among 
the key pioneers, is slowing.

The value of new construction 
projects abroad has declined since 
2018 as China’s overseas lending 
lost steam, Hong Kong-based South 
China Morning Post reported, citing 
data from Gavekal Dragonomics.

Beijing’s masterplan is also under 
stricter scrutiny by local governments 
from the countries involved, some 
of which even seek to renegotiate 
or overturn existing contracts.

China Merchants, for example, 
was recently caught off-guard by 
the attempt of Sri Lanka’s new 
president Gotabaya Rajapaksa to 
undo the $1bn deal signed by the 
previous government to lease the 
southern port of Hambantota.

It seems the business is no more 
plain sailing from here on. However, 
that is not to suggest a path to 
an inevitable decline, either.

The ground gained over decades by 
China and its companies would not 
be lost overnight. Cosco Shipping and 
China Merchants will remain powerful 
players in the maritime sector for 
the time being, through the sheer 
size and strength they have built.

The future will depend on Beijing’s 
political wisdom and economic 
resilience and on whether the 
country’s public sector can gain 
more efficiency through further 
reforms that are clearly needed.

Both Capt Xu and Mr Li must have 
had a busy year amid fast-changing 
shipping markets increasingly 
complicated by rising geopolitical 
and regulatory uncertainties.

The agenda next year is likely 
to require more hard work, with a 

US-China trade deal still hanging 
in the balance and the 2020 
sulphur cap set to take effect.

Now succession plans are 
being brought into the spotlight 
as the two chairmen are both 
reaching retirement age.

In early December, China 
Merchants appointed Hu 
Jianhua as president, the 
second-in-command at the 
company that boasts more 
than $1trn of total assets.

The 57-year-old had a 
long career in the ports and 
logistics sector and was the 
vice-chairman and managing 
director of China Merchants Port 
Holdings before entering the 
top management of the parent 
group as vice-president in 2018.

The appointment comes three 
months after China Merchants’ 
former president Fu Gangfeng 
was relocated by Beijing to 
take the same role at its state-
owned peer Cosco Shipping.

The moves have surprised 
quite a few industry observers, 
who are keen to find out what 
calculation is behind it.

These management 
manoeuverings are also giving rise 
to speculation that there may even 
be a consolidation between Cosco 
Shipping and China Merchants 
— at least on some counts.

Capt  Xu also appeared in the Top 
100 in 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018. 
Mr Li also appeared in the Top 100 in 
2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.

KITACK LIM
INTERNATIONAL MARITIME ORGANIZATION
The secretary-general was reappointed for a second term and will 
head the global maritime regulator until the end of 2023

THE INTERNATIONAL 
Maritime Organization and 
its secretary-general Kitack 
Lim will steadily be among 
the most influential players 
over the next few years.

For a large part of the industry, 
the IMO is still the global rule-maker, 
with a particularly intense mandate 
to clamp down on emissions, 
imposing difficult measures like 
the 2020 global sulphur cap.

However, over the past couple 
of years under Mr Lim, it is also 
being looked at as the enabler that 
can offer the certainty needed to 
make investment decisions to help 
the maritime sector decarbonise. 

02
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This is both a plaudit and a major 

challenge for the IMO, which, 
although largely a technical body, 
is inescapably seeing political 
considerations coming into play.

In a world where corporations 
across all sectors are embracing 
the need to mitigate their climate 
impact — with public pledges, 
at least — the emission-cutting 
targets that the IMO has set have 
become shipping’s reference points.

Serving as secretary-general 
since 2016, Mr Lim secured his 
reappointment this year and will 
lead the IMO until the end of 
2023, during which we can expect 
some of the most consequential 
decisions for maritime.

2019 was, in some ways, 
about seeing some early rewards 
for Mr Lim and the IMO.

Some may say that corporate 
commitments to the IMO strategy 
are little more than lip service 
and a ploy to satisfy investors 
who are more demanding.

However, large corporations have 
seized on the apparent certainty the 
IMO initial strategy offers to roll out 
initiatives that could have genuine 
consequences for the industry. 

The launch of the Poseidon 
Principles that tie financial lending 
to climate impact could — if 

developed, expanded and applied 
— lay new blueprints for lending 
in shipping and other sectors.

The Getting to Zero Coalition 
will try to develop commercially 
viable zero emissions by 
2030, by bringing together 
stakeholders across the 
maritime industry and beyond.

This kind of willingness to 
collaborate at this scale has long 
been absent from the industry.

All these initiatives and their 
basis on the IMO strategy 
demonstrate the organisation’s 
significance and, in a way, 
vindicate it for the effort it has 
made to put a strategy in place.

While this is all encouraging, 
the industry also wants concrete 
and timely regulations to follow 
up on the strategy, to spur the 
development of zero-carbon 
technologies and fuels. 

After effectively shooting down 
direct speed limits this year, 
the IMO will further consider 
short-term emissions reduction 
measures in 2020. Yet there is 
no guarantee that the IMO will 
adopt any new measures next 
year. That would only put more 
pressure on the organisation.

The climate crisis has forced 
shipping into action. It has, 

however, also overshadowed 
the IMO’s other crucial function: 
ensuring safety at sea. 

There are serious challenges 
that need to be addressed in 
this area, not least of which 
are cargo-related fires and 
liquefaction-related casualties..

An especially stark shortcoming 
from member states of the IMO 
is on mandatory reports for very 
serious casualties; flag states 
have not submitted them for 
the majority of these casualties 
over the past five years.

Earlier this year, Mr Lim vowed 
to take on this issue and improve 
the IMO track record. This is a 
problem that will likely persist and 
he may have to contend with it 
for the remainder of his tenure.

Although Mr Lim’s fourth year in 
office did not have the climactic 
moments of 2018, important work 
was done. The IMO moved forward 
with work on improving the sulphur 
cap regulation through a data 
collection approach and it also 
agreed on new energy efficiency 
requirements for newbuilds.

The year was also proof that 
after the initial excitement over the 
strategy fades, the real challenge 
of implementation comes. While 
regulators are still within the 

Lim: appointed to a second four-year term.

01-10
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GHG strategy’s timeline, 2019 
exemplified how deliberations at 
the IMO can be tedious and slow.

Internally, the IMO took some 
steps to become more transparent, 
like less-restrictive media rules. It 
is also set to undergo reforms that 
will change the power structure in 
governance, with more countries 
holding seats in the IMO Council, 
the body that runs the IMO.

The end of this year should 
allow the IMO to move forward 
and leave behind the friction 
that the mere anticipation of the 
2020 sulphur cap has caused. 

It is too early to celebrate, 
however. Getting here 
is only half the job. 

Next year will reveal just how 
well a global regulation of this 
scale can be enforced and whether 
the concerns that some in the 
industry still express around safety 
compatibility of the compliant fuels 
end up causing incidents for vessels.

This latter point is particularly 
critical, as it affects first and 

foremost crews on board vessels 
and can also have financial 
and legal implications.

Even those who are adamant 
that implementation of the 
sulphur cap cannot be delayed 
expect challenges during 
the first few months.

In other areas of significant 
progress, the IMO Hong Kong 
Convention on Ship Recycling is 
edging closer to ratification — 
more than a decade since its 
adoption — after India, Japan, 
Malta, Turkey agreed to ratify it.

While there is no shortage of 
responsibilities, next year will 
see Mr Lim face what could be 
one of the biggest of his term.

He will inevitably have to deal 
with a very familiar problem that 
could affect the IMO’s progress 
on regulating shipping emissions 
more than any measure its 
members decide to adopt.

The incoming European 
Commission will push for the 
inclusion of maritime into the 

EU Emissions Trading System, a 
move that Mr Lim openly opposed 
almost three years ago when it 
was the European Parliament 
spearheading the effort.

Regional action would 
undermine global efforts to cut 
GHG emissions, the IMO fears.

Back then, the Parliament agreed 
to leave shipping temporarily 
outside of the ETS, giving the 
impression that this would not be 
an issue — at least until 2023.

This time around, things are 
looking tougher for the IMO. 
Parliament and the Commission 
are keen to march forward with 
this, ostensibly even with little 
regard of what the IMO is doing.

The secretary-general will have 
to make more than one personal 
public intervention to change the 
anticipated course of events.

Mr Lim also appeared in the Top 100 
in 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018. The 
IMO appeared in the Top 100 in 2010, 
2011, 2012, 2013 and 2014.

ROBERT UGGLA /  SØREN SKOU
AP MOLLER HOLDING /  AP MOLLER‑MAERSK
The chief executives head two of the numerous businesses 
under the Maersk umbrella that are independent of each 
other but linked through the Mc-Kinney Moller family

MAERSK is probably the closest 
the shipping industry has 
to a household name.

Maersk Line, Maersk Tankers and 
Maersk Broker are all world-class 
entities in their respective fields, 
bound by a shared history.

Yet they are not part of the same 
group and each has a different 
ownership structure — and hence 
different people at the helm.

The container shipping, terminals 
and logistics operation that 
includes Maersk Line is part of 
the AP Moller-Maersk group.

Maersk Tankers is owned by AP 
Moller Holding, while Maersk Broker 
is privately owned by members 
of the Mc-Kinney-Moller family.

And that is what connects all 
three companies, plus many others 
that come under the Maersk 
umbrella one way or another.

The children and grandchildren 
of the late Maersk Mc-Kinney 
Moller have majority interests in 
these three distinct businesses.

AP Moller Holding, the investment 
arm of the AP Moller foundation, 
whose chief executive is Mr Moller’s 
grandson Robert Maersk Uggla, 
controls 51.4% of the voting shares 
of AP Moller-Maersk, which operates 
the world’s largest containership 
fleet, as well as running ports 
and providing logistics services.

AP Moller Holding also owns 
Maersk Tankers, a leading product 

tanker operator, which it acquired 
from AP Moller-Maersk in 2017,

Meanwhile, Mr Uggla’s mother, 
Ane Maersk Mc-Kinney Uggla, spent 
nine years as chair and many more 
on the board of Maersk Broker, one of 
the world’s largest shipbroking firms, 
with a presence in 15 countries, 
until her retirement in September.

However, she and her two 
sisters are the sole shareholders 
of Maersk Broker, which is not 
part of AP Moller-Maersk.

Both Ane Uggla and Robert Uggla 
are directors of AP Moller-Maersk, 
which is currently chaired by 
Jim Hagemann Snabe, and have 
shown they are not bound by the 
past when looking to the future.
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For although Maersk Tankers 
can trace its history back to 1928, 
Maersk Broker to 1914 and AP 
Moller-Maersk even further back 
to 1904, none of them would 
have survived by sticking to the 
same strategy over the decades.

Instead, the Maersk group has 
changed course numerous times, 
expanding in to new sectors, exiting 
others and proving it is willing to 
make some tough calls that would 
not be for the fainthearted.

Even so, the transformation now 
under way at AP Moller-Maersk 
is probably the boldest ever 
as the Danish powerhouse 
reinvents itself once again.

The plan, unveiled in 2016, is 
to withdraw from energy-related 
activities and become an integrated 
transport and logistics company.

One of the key architects of this 
radical realignment is Søren Skou, 
who has worked for the group 
his entire adult life and is now 
group chief executive and very 
much the public face of Maersk.

He recalls how AP Moller-Maersk’s 
board of directors felt something 
drastic was required to turn 
the business round after seeing 
so much shareholder value 
destroyed over the years.

“We had to change the trajectory 
of AP Moller-Maersk in 2016,” he 
told Lloyd’s List. “We had gone from 
being a $60bn company in 2011 
to a $35bn company in 2016.”

He and the board concluded 
that the biggest opportunities were 
in the container shipping, ports 
and logistics sectors, reflecting 
the fact that, while Maersk 
expects world trade to continue to 
expand despite current tensions, 
oil demand may soon peak.

In the three years since the 
board approved the restructuring 
blueprint, AP Moller-Maersk 
has been transformed from a 
conglomerate of nine different 
business units, each operating 
independently of each other, with 
separate management and staff, to 
a single company with one global 
sales force, one global customer 
service organisation and so forth.

As well as selling Maersk Oil and 
Maersk Tankers, and de-merging 
Maersk Drilling, the company also 

acquired Hamburg Süd, a top 
10 container line, for $4bn, so 
consolidating its position at the top of 
the containership fleet league table.

There is still much more to do, 
against an equally challenging 
backdrop as the whole shippng 
industry catches up on digitalisation, 
sets out ambitious decarbonisation 
goals and strives to improve 
safety after a spate of serious 
containership casualties.

Yet neither top management 
nor the board appear to have 
any misgivings about the 
chosen path for Maersk.

Mr Skou — who is also chairman 
of the Box Club and, in November, 
took over the additional role of 
chief operating officer on an interim 
basis following the resignation of 
Søren Toft — says he is confident 
Maersk’s strategy, with the focus 
on becoming the global leader 
in integrated container logistics, 
“can deliver good results for our 
shareholders in the coming years”. 

As for his own future, Mr 
Skou says he hopes to be able 
to “see the strategic change 
through to completion”. 

For the family that so carefully 
guards the legacy of Maersk 
Mc-Kinney Moller, whose guiding 
principle was “With Constant 
Care”, the decision to split up the 
conglomerate and sell off businesses 
that were no longer regarded as 
core, was undoubtedly a momentous 
one that sent shockwaves 
through the whole industry.

However, in the opinion of Mr Skou, 
this was the best way to ensure 
Maersk stayed at the forefront of 
container shipping, both in terms 
of scale and leadership, while the 
family has been able to retain 
its tanker and other maritime 
interests through different branches 
of its huge business empire.

It may, though, be several 
more years before it is clear 
whether AP Moller-Maersk’s new 
direction will deliver long-term 
success after a decade of 
disappointing performance.

Mr Uggla, Mr Skou and other Maersk 
group executives also featured in the 
Top 100 in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 
2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.

Uggla (top) and Skou: making 
a concerted effort to restore 
shareholder value. 
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ZHAO JIONG /  ZHAO GUICAI
BOCOMM FINANCIAL LEASING /  ICBC FINANCIAL LEASING
The chairman and chief executive, respectively, have seen 
competition among Chinese shipping lessors become 
intensified as overall demand for vessel finance wanes

ZHAO Jiong, 57, hardly appears 
in the media; nor does he often 
speak on public occasions.

However, the chairman’s habit 
of keeping a low profile does 
not prevent Bocomm Financial 
Leasing, a subsidiary of China’s 
Bank of Communications, 
from a remarkable expansion 
in ship finance this year.

Excluding offshore business, 
the company is the largest 
shipping lessor in China, with 
about Yuan80bn ($11.4bn) of 
vessel assets as of mid-November, 
Lloyd’s List understands.

It almost doubled the amount of 
invested capital in the sector from 
2018 to about $3.5bn so far this year.

Various new deals were reported 
over the past 12 months, the 
foremost of which was perhaps 
the $750m orders of up to 10 very 
large ore carriers — eight firm units, 
plus two optional ones — placed 
with Yangzijiang Shipbuilding 
and Qingdao Beihai Shipbuilding 
Heavy Industry in August.

Lloyd’s List understands that the 
series of 325,000 dwt bulkers, to 
be delivered from mid-2021 and 
backed by Vale’s long-term contracts 
of affreightment, is co-owned by 
Bocomm Leasing and South Korean 
owner Kmarin, with the Chinese 
partner holding a majority stake.

Compared to his peer, ICBC 
Financial Leasing chief executive 
Zhao Guicai, 52, seems to be more 
comfortable in the spotlight.

At a recent local shipping event, 
he told the audience that Chinese 
leasing houses “have been playing 
an increasingly important role in 
the global ship finance market 
over the past several years”.

His company’s invested 
capital in shipping this year is 
expected to exceed $2.8bn, with 
existing vessel assets (excluding 
offshore) totalling $10bn.

The highlights of the leasing 
arm of Industrial and Commercial 
Bank of China, the world’s largest 
commercial bank by asset size, 
include the $600m newbuilding 

projects on which it worked together 
with state-owned domestic 
owner, Shandong Shipping.

The orders involved eight 
middle-range product tankers 
to be chartered by Shell and 
four kamsarmax dry bulker 
to be hired by Bunge Ltd.

More recently, ICBC Leasing agreed 
on a $544m sale and leaseback deal 
for 10 Frontline suezmax tankers 
to be acquired from Trafigura.

The two top-tier shipping 
lessors in China also team up on 
important deals sometimes.

In November, they each agreed 
to financed two 62,000 dwt 
newbuilding pulp carriers ordered by 
Cosco Shipping Specialised Carrier Co 
at Dalian Cosco KHI Ship Engineering.

The $94m worth of contracts, 
though relatively small in value, 
represented a rare case, as the 
pair normally do not deal with the 
state-owned shipping conglomerate 
that enjoys ample financing sources.

The leasing houses in China 
have been building their strength 
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Zhao Jiong (left) and Zhao Guicai: seen expansion in ship finance this year.
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since the western shipping banks 
started to withdraw from the 
sector a decade ago, following 
the latest global financial crisis.

They invested approximately 
$12.6bn in ships and offshore projects 
in 2018, according to consultancy 
Smarine. The figure is estimated 
to grow by about 10% this year.

Norway’s DNB recently noted 
that the Chinese leasing companies 
had provided almost 20% of global 
shipping capital in 2016, 25% 
in 2017 and 30% in 2018, “and 
their market share is expected 
to increase in the future”.

Yet how long can they 
keep motoring on?

Fang Xiuzhi, head of shipping 
at Bocomm Leasing, was not so 
optimistic about the demand 
for leasing finance next year.

The year of 2020 would likely 
see an extended weakness of 
newbuilding orders this year 
amid market and regulatory 
uncertainties, he told a November 
conference in Shanghai.

At the same time, shipowners 
had required less refinancing via 
sale and leaseback deals as their 
earnings improved, Mr Fang said.

This had also stiffened price 
competitions between the lessors, 
as their project managers were still 
asked to deliver growth despite 
a softer market, he added.

In the longer run, however, 
Bocomm Leasing would intend 

to keep its shipping assets “at 
a relatively appropriate size” 
when reaching a certain scale.

Mr Fang further expected the 
growth of Chinese ship leasing 
business to slow and stablise 
over the next three to four 
years from the blistering pace 
seen in the past decade.

His colleague Bill Guo, executive 
director of shipping at ICBC 
Leasing, noted another trend.

As the ship finance demand 
wanes, China’s leasing majors 
are stepping up their exposure 
to operating leases, under which 
lessors order vessels directly with 
yards or buy secondhand ships 
and own the residual value of the 
assets. These moves endow lessors 
with more of a role as shipowners.

Mr Guo added some leasing 
firms had even dipped their 
toes into the spot markets 
with self-owned vessels.

For now, the leasing lenders, 
in most cases, still act as the 
bridge between banks and 
traditional shipowners.

However, as they become more 
experienced in this industry, it is 
only natural for the leading lessors 
— backed by large Chinese banks 
and enjoying a funding cost that 
is only about half of the level of 
many traditional shipowners — to 
sit face to face with charterers.

Dry bulkers, relatively easy to 
operate with higher liquidity, have 

been the most favourable vessel 
assets for the leasing shipowners.

Some, such as ICBC Leasing, 
have started to enter the tanker 
market with the help of third-party 
operators or managers. And 
expect the lessor-owner hybrid to 
explore more segments in future.

The trend will hopefully prompt 
the Chinese lessors to be more 
serious about shipping’s path to 
decarbonisation, which will have 
a great impact on asset values 
as greener ships are produced.

Neither Bocomm Leasing nor 
ICBC Leasing (let along their 
smaller peers in China) have signed 
up for the Poseidon Principles, 
a sustainable shipping finance 
initiative launched by a group 
of European and US banks.

As the major clients of these 
banks, the lessors must have 
received the invitation for 
endorsement, although they 
are unlikely to make the call 
without Beijing’s approval.

However, the time will soon 
come when the Chinese leasing 
companies must price in the 2050 
greenhouse emission target. 

While both Zhaos will be long 
retired by that time, they should 
lead their organisations to prepare 
for the changes from now.

Zhao Guicai also appeared in the Top 
100 in 2016, 2017 and 2018. Zhao Jiong 
also appeared in the Top 100 in 2018.

ANDREA GACKI
OFAC
The director of OFAC merely oversees the mercurial policy whip-lashings 
of the Trump administration, which wields the real power

ALTHOUGH she merely oversees the 
mercurial policy whip-lashings of the 
Trump administration, Andrea Gacki 
has done more to disrupt global 
shipping than any other Washington 
DC bureaucrat in decades.

The director of the Office 
of Foreign Assets Control, 
known as OFAC, now presides 

over the implementation of 
Iranian and Venezuelan-related 
sanctions on oil and shipping.

These unilateral sanctions, in 
place throughout 2019, have 
placed tanker shipping front and 
centre of global geopolitical unrest, 
particularly in the Strait of Hormuz.

Sanctions have escalated tensions 

between Iran, the US and its Middle 
East allies to the highest level since 
the Iraq war in the early 2000s.

Against this backdrop, eight 
tankers were attacked in the Middle 
East over April and May, and one 
(Stena Impero — see also entry 
for Erik Hannel at Stena Bulk) was 
seized by Iran’s revolutionary guard.
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Two naval coalitions — one 
led by the US and another by 
Europe — were formed after this to 
escort or accompany commercial 
ships through this crucial trade 
artery to protect freedom of 
navigation. These naval coalitions 
remain as we head into 2020.

However, Lloyd’s List is under 
no illusions that Ms Gacki at OFAC 
wields the real power. She is 
merely the monkey and the Trump 
administration is the organ grinder.

President Trump’s foreign policy 
has translated to the punitive, 
confusing and inconsistent 
application of sanctions now 
facing global shipping.

“Their intelligence agencies 
aren’t intelligent,” a UK-based, 
global shipping executive 
lamented to Lloyd’s List during a 
background briefing in October.

US agencies that do 
understand shipping have 
signalled embarrassment at how 
this ignorance has impacted 
the industry, he said.

OFAC’s influence has also 
elevated tanker-tracking to new 
levels. It has left charterers, 
owners, operators, shipmanagers, 
banks, marine insurers, class 
societies and virtually every 
marine service provider scurrying 
to maritime lawyers worldwide 
to check exposure to Iranian and 
Venezuelan ships or cargo.

Contracts have been redrawn 
or ended, clauses inserted 
and accounts circumvented to 
prevent falling foul of OFAC.

On the water, a subterfuge 
fleet of vessels has formed this 
year and is now plying the seas 
between Venezuela and Asia, 
and Iran and Asia. These new 
logistics chains emerged to 
disguise the origin and destination 
of sanctioned ships and cargo.

Ship-to-ship transfers are centred 
around Singapore, Malaysia, 
Malta and Fujairah, alongside 
ownership, flag and vessel name 
changes to further obfuscate 
energy commodity flows.

If proof was needed of the OFAC 
effect, it came in October, when the 
Treasury department sanctioned 
two subsidiaries of China’s Cosco 
for breaching Iranian sanctions.

The tanker market exploded 
as charterers struggled to digest 
just which tankers from the 
world’s largest shipowner could 
be sidelined. Headline figures 
emerged of vessels chartered 
at crazy numbers of $300,000 
daily amid the frenzy.

While these high numbers 
never really materialised, OFAC’s 
unprecedented move gave traction 
to the previously moribund tanker 
market at the beginning of the 
seasonally stronger fourth quarter.

Over the year, shipping 
patterns have been redistributed 
to accommodate US import 
bans on Venezuelan crude.

There is no doubt that if or 
when OFAC removes or tightens 
shipping restrictions further, waves 
of market upheaval will lap at the 
shores of shipowners, charterers 
and their suppliers wherever they 
are based around the world.

This is Ms Gacki’s first appearance 
in the Top 100.

Gacki: merely the monkey; the Trump administration is the organ grinder.
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SAADÉ FAMILY
CMA CGM
Chairman and chief executive supports the group’s determination 
to lead by example on environmental issues

THE second generation is now 
firmly in charge of CMA CGM, the 
French container shipping group 
founded by the late Jacques Saadé.

His son Rodolphe, who was 
appointed chief executive in early 
2017 and chairman later that 
year, leads the family-controlled 
group that continues to show 
the same innovative spirit that 
propelled the company from a 
single-ship operation to one of 

the world’s biggest ocean carriers 
over the course of four decades.

Until late 2019, Rodolphe Saadé 
had the support of his uncle, Farid 
Salem, who had worked alongside 
Jacques Saadé from the very 
beginning to build up CMA CGM 
into a group that now operates a 
fleet of more than 500 ships and 
moves some 21m teu a year.

When Mr Salem decided to 
retire soon after his 80th birthday, 

Rodolphe Saadé described him 
as one of the two architects of 
the CMA CGM adventure. While 
Jacques Saadé, who died in 
2018, had been the public face 
of CMA CGM, Mr Salem was 
at his side the whole time.

Staff who had worked for, and 
been mentored by, Mr Salem 
regarded him as one the most 
knowledgeable people in the 
entire industry, who understood 
the shipping business inside out.

Rodolphe Saadé and his sister, 
Tanya Saadé Zeenny, who are 
on the board, together with 
their mother and other family 
members, have undoubtedly 
benefited from Mr Salem’s depth 
of experience and acknowledged 
skills as a negotiator in a group 
that has expanded through 
takeovers as well as organically.

The acquisition trail continued 
in 2019 as the Marseilles group 
bought the Swiss logistics 
company CEVA and put CMA CGM 
veteran Nicolas Sartini in charge 
to oversee the integration.

That process is still continuing, 
with the goal of creating an 
organisation that can offer 
services to customers along 
the whole supply chain.

Meanwhile, CMA CGM continues 
to strengthen its green credentials 
with some unequivocal messages 
on environmental issues.

The company has taken a firm 
stand on passing through the 
Arctic, insisting it would not use 
the Northern Sea Route because 
of the damage ships posed 
to the fragile eco-system.

However, probably the biggest 
event of the year for CMA CGM was 
the launch its first 23,000 teu ship.

The French line had ordered a 
series nine of these ships in 2017, 
making history with the decision 
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Saadé: CMA 
CGM has 
made a firm 
commitment to 
LNG fuel with 
its 23,000 teu 
newbuildings.
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to power them with liquefied 
natural gas. The line also plans to 
charter 15,000 teu LNG-fuelled 
ships from Eastern Pacific.

Even though there has 
been much discussion about 
whether LNG may just be an 
interim fuel, Mr Saadé is not 
having any second thoughts.

Instead of a wait-and-see 
approach, CMA CGM preferred to 
take action now, he said at the 
time of the naming ceremony.

Years from now, “there might 
be a better solution, electricity or 
hydrogen”, he told Lloyd’s List.

“But what we feel is, in order 
to be a responsible shipping 
line to protect our environment, 
we need to be responsible 
by going with a recognised 
technology available today.”

Although CMA CGM could have 
waited, “it’s not our style; we are 
very proactive”, he insists. “I hope 
other shipping lines will follow us.”

In 2019, “we strengthened 
our position as a pioneer 
in the industry’s energy 
transition”, says Mr Saadé.

“The CMA CGM Group and 
our 110,000 staff members 

worldwide have paved the way 
for the shipping of tomorrow.”

However, the past is not 
forgotten.

In memory of the man who had 
moved his family from Lebanon to 
France in the 1970s to escape war, 
bought a small shipping company 
and went on to become one of 
the pioneers of containerisation, 
the new arrival to the fleet was 
named CMA CGM Jacques Saadé.

The Saadé family also appeared in the 
Top 100 in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 
2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.

JOHN ANGELICOUSSIS
ANGELICOUSSIS SHIPPING GROUP
The chairman, an individualistic Greek magnate, has been 
active across all three of his target sectors as he pushes the 
boundaries of possibility for a purely private shipowner

AMID so much change in his 
beloved shipping industry, John 
Angelicoussis gives little sign that 
it is anything other than business 
as usual for Greece’s biggest 
shipowner and the world’s largest 
purely private shipowning group.

As it has for the past 15 years, 

the Angelicoussis Shipping Group 
straddles three sectors — dry 
bulk, tankers and liquefied 
natural gas shipping — and 
appears to have little interest in 
deviating into other activities.

Yet it is continuing to grow 
nonetheless, reaching more 

than 130 vessels and about 
29m dwt, including $3bn worth 
of newbuildings on order.

One recent saga that 
appeared to be about stretching 
Mr Angelicoussis’s wings in a slightly 
new direction has ended up more 
realistically framed as an illustration 
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of a greater comfort in more 
traditional shipowning territory.

His solitary floating storage 
regasification unit, Hull 2477, which 
is under construction by Daewoo 
Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering 
for delivery in April 2020, has been 
bareboat-chartered by Texas-based 
Excelerate Energy, which has a 
purchase option on the unit.

By all accounts, it is a good 
deal for the Greek owner 
and, as Mr Angelicoussis has 
remarked, “secures a productive 
future” for the unit.

However, the chartering market 
for FSRUs has been tough and 
he has passed up gilt-edged 
opportunities to contract additional 
units. It would be a surprise if 
any further FSRUs are ordered.

With an emphasis on long-term 
contracts, Maran Gas Maritime 
has been the most profitable of 
the group’s three wings in recent 
years, although the spike in tanker 
rates will have allowed Maran 
Tankers — predominantly a very 

large crude carrier owner — to 
challenge that state of affairs.

Maran Gas’s fleet is up to 32 LNG 
carriers on the water, with another 
13 — including the FSRU — on 
the orderbook at DSME, where the 
Angelicoussis group has ordered 
more than 100 ships worth about 
$12bn over the past quarter-century.

With a dozen vessels still on 
order and the company’s fleet now 
approaching the same scale, in 
terms of units, as managed by his 
tanker and dry bulk arms, the pace 
of ordering may slow, although 
Mr Angelicoussis is unlikely to 
completely halt LNG fleet expansion.

An astute ingredient in the 
magnate’s growth to become one of 
the premier LNG owners in the world 
has been a joint venture with Qatari 
LNG giant Nakilat, which pertains 
to about half of the fleet and has 
freed up capital for further growth.

The two companies first 
worked together in 2005 on Mr 
Angelicoussis’s debut quartet 
of steam-turbine LNG carriers. 

However, in recent years, the 
joint venture has been given new 
impetus by the ambitions of both 
companies to expand their footprint 
in the LNG shipping sector.

The original joint venture, Maran 
Nakilat, has been increased to 15 
vessels, a fleet that is 60:40 majority 
owned by the Greek partner and also 
managed by Maran. That formula 
has been reversed, though, by a 
new joint venture unveiled in 2019, 
portentously named Global Shipping.

Nakilat will hold a 60% stake 
in the new company, with the 
balance held by Maran Ventures, 
and the deal foresees Nakilat 
managing and marketing the 
fleet, which kicks off with four of 
the 173,400 cu m vessels from 
Maran’s DSME orderbook.

The company has also been 
strengthening its portfolio of 
customers, with the stand-out 
development being the recent 
long-term fixture of an LNG carrier 
to Japan’s Jera Co, a joint venture 
between Tokyo Electric Power 
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Group and Chubu Electric Power 
Group. A second charter by Jera is 
said to be under consideration.

Once split evenly between spot 
and period employment, the 
fleet of Maran Tankers is currently 
deployed mainly in the spot market 
as a result of a protracted weak 
freight environment. However, 
that also enabled it to more fully 
enjoy the benefits of the recent 
surge in rates for big tankers.

Of a fleet of 34 VLCCs, 11 
suezmaxes and two aframaxes, 
only seven units were trading 
under time charters as end-2019 
approached, not counting a further 
seven Angelicoussis-owned VLCCs 
that are on long-term bareboat 
charter to Chevron as a result of a 
longstanding strategic alliance.

Though there is said to be a 
greater penchant within the group 
as a whole for spot market play 
than used to be the case, the 
feeling is that Mr Angelicoussis will 

pick his moment before locking in 
longer employment for a greater 
portion of the tanker fleet.

Maran Tankers recently 
completed a lengthy VLCC building 
programme but has contracted 
another brace of VLCCs at DSME 
and it still has four suezmaxes 
on order at Daehan Shipbuilding 
for delivery in 2020 and 2021. 

Mr Angelicoussis’s 50-vessel 
dry arm, which rebranded from 
Anangel to Maran Dry in 2018, 
has been renewing its fleet.

Two of the company’s four 
largest bulkers — a quartet of 
very large ore carriers that were 
created a decade ago by converting 
Mr Angelicoussis’s last single-hull 
VLCCs — were scrapped in 2019, 
while the remaining duo are still 
serving out lengthy time charters. 

Meanwhile, four 
newcastlemaxes were on order 
from Shanghai Waigaoqiao 
Shipbuilding for early 2020.

All this adds up to a picture 
of a 71-year-old shipowner 
who remains as engaged as 
ever with the market and the 
future in his chosen sectors.

Sources attest that the magnate 
remains as individualistic 
and speedy as of old in his 
decision-making, aspects that 
he prizes as part of the freedom 
enabled him by remaining private.

There will always be new 
additions — to the fleet at sea but 
also to the owner’s life ashore, such 
as the group’s state-of-the-art 
headquarters in Athens or the 
latest Mercedes-Maybach.

However, when it comes to Mr 
Angelicoussis’s business model — 
which may appear simple but has 
rarely, if ever, been applied on this 
scale — expect more of the same.

Mr Angelicoussis also appeared in the 
Top 100 in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 
2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.

IDAN OFER
EASTERN PACIFIC SHIPPING
The shipowner — the younger Ofer on our ranking of influence — 
has led the charge on LNG dual-fuelled investments this year

A FEW years ago, Lloyd’s List found 
Idan Ofer still undecided on the big 
strategic questions he knew were 
approaching his shipping interests. 
Today, the focus is clear — and 
the pace of change is dramatic.

The private portfolio of 
non-maritime assets has been 
pushed down the priority list; 
the power business has been 
sold to private equity; he 
has divested his Chinese car 
manufacturing business; and 
the “difficult” Pacific Drilling 
restructuring is done and dusted.

Mr Ofer never left shipping, 
but it seems he is now fully 
focused on a generational 
realignment of one of the biggest 
private fleets in the world.

Together with a senior 
management team that includes 

his son, Gil Ofer, the younger Ofer 
brother is pursuing an aggressive 
growth strategy that will account 
for what he sees as a significant 
turning point for the industry 
requiring his full attention.

The strategic pillars of this plan 
span his responses to the meta 
challenges of the age: green 
shipping, industry digitalisation 
and seafarer wellbeing.

Each pillar comes with a bold 
plan that would individually land 
most other players pretty high up 
this ranking of industry influence. 
Taken together, it secures Mr 
Ofer’s position as one of the 
most influential private owners 
in the industry this year — and 
likely for many more to come.

Where others have continued 
to take a wait-and-see position on 

LNG-fuelled tonnage as a response 
to the decarbonisation challenge, Mr 
Ofer has led the charge with around 
$3bn of dual-fuelled assets either 
now on order or chartered out.

The debate over LNG’s 
‘transitional’ role in the zero 
emissions pathway for shipping will 
rumble on around these deliveries.

However, Mr Ofer is convinced 
that the 20%-plus efficiency gains 
on the right assets will more 
than justify their place in the 
mid-term market and position 
EPS at the vanguard of the 
immediate decarbonisation drive.

He was the first independent 
tonnage-provider to contract 
a series of LNG dual-fuelled 
15,000 teu containerships.

After securing a landmark charter 
deal with CMA CGM on a 15-year 
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deal at a charter rate of about 
$55,000 per day, EPS expanded 
its commitment with options 
taking the series to 22 vessels.

That has continued with a $270m 
splash on dual-fuelled suezmax 
newbuildings and a recent $550m 
spree on dual-fuelled bulkers at 
Shanghai Waigaoqiao Shipbuilding.

Outside the LNG-fuelled 
investments, Mr Ofer has also 
been testing the waters in green 
financing, securing the first 
Asia Pacific green loan this year 
and implementing a fleet-wide 
green ship recycling policy.

When it comes to technology 
Gil Ofer has been leading the EPS 
accelerator programme, which will 
ultimately select 30 start-ups whose 
technologies have the potential to 
leap-frog the industry forward.

EPS has already started trialing 
several of the key projects 
themselves, with AI-powered 
chartering software, smart 
bunkering technology and security 
systems all now being used in the 
business, while more ‘test and learn’ 
innovation drives are on the way.

The final pillar of Mr Ofer’s plan 
looks squarely at the issue of 

seafarer well-being, starting with 
the 5,000 crew he employs, for 
whom he has implemented a ‘life 
at sea improvement programme’.

Among other initiatives, this 
will see his ships become fully 
equipped with state-of-the-art 
gyms, while he has engaged interior 
designers to tackle the common 
and accommodation areas of all 
his ships to “create an inclusive and 
collaborative onboard experience”.

That will involve a lot of 
retrofitting and redecorating. 
Mr Ofer has shipping interests 
in more than 200 vessels that 
total over 15m dwt, the majority 
of which are managed by his 
flagship Singapore-based company 
Eastern Pacific Shipping.

He is also approaching 2020 
and beyond with just under 40 
newbuilds on the horizon that will 
ultimately make up more than 20% 
of his fleet and lower its average 
age to just below six years.

Outside of the more strategic 
changes, 2019 also saw a more 
prosaic expansion of his gas carrier 
fleet, with the purchase of three 
large liquefied petroleum gas 
vessels, establishing EPS as a key 

niche player in the segment.
This year has also seen him 

close out the acquisition of the 
BW Chemical Tankers’ fleet of 
13 vessels, making his company 
Ace Quantum a leader in the 
J19 stainless steel segment.

Yet the transition here is not 
just one of assets; it looks very 
much like a strategic rethink.

The old business model of 
buying 15-year-old ships and 
bleeding them dry until the last 
possible scrapping date is well 
and truly dead, according to 
those close to Mr Ofer, particularly 
for a business the size of EPS.

Mr Ofer now talks openly about 
sustainability, both in environmental 
terms and that of the business itself.

Clearly there is an aspect of 
marketing to this generational 
realignment. The once intensely 
private, very traditional approach 
still pursued with great discipline 
by his older brother Eyal and his 
sons appears to be evolving into a 
slicker, more corporate approach 
for Idan — at least in terms of 
how the narrative of his strategy 
is being portrayed to the market.

However, that should not detract 
from the significance of this shift.

Those inside EPS view these 
changes as more than a mere 
strategic tweak and fleet 
renewal; this is a necessary 
response to an epoch shift.

There is a palpable sense 
that for those who do not 
adapt quickly to the changing 
environmental, social and 
technological challenges, the death 
of dynasties is fast approaching. 

For a 200-ship operation with 
legacy assets and complex 
commercial partnerships to 
consider, that represents a 
decade-long process at least.

However, as one EPS insider 
put it to Lloyd’s List in a recent 
conversation: “Without it, our 
business would be extremely 
challenging and, in 10 years, 
you would be questioning our 
survival. It’s that stark for us.”

Mr Ofer also appeared in the Top 100 
in 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 
2018; the Ofer family appeared in the 
Top 100 in 2011 and 2012; and Sammy 
Ofer appeared in the Top 100 in 2010.

Idan Ofer: talks about sustainability, both environmental and the business itself.
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EYAL OFER AND SONS
ZODIAC MARITIME /  OFER GLOBAL
Being private allows the Ofers the luxury of reacting to 
opportunities as they present themselves without having 
to justify an over-arching narrative for investors

EVER since the carefully planned 
reorganisation of the Sammy 
Ofer fleet more than six years 
ago, there has been a temptation 
to contrast the two separate 
businesses run independently by 
Eyal Ofer and his sons with that 
of his younger brother Idan.

The shared lineage and 
equitable starting point of a 
fleet divided inevitably resulted 
in similarities and — initially at 
least — begged comparisons 
from editorial lists such as this.

However, the two businesses 
have steadily begun to display the 
very different styles at play and this 
year, in particular, the differences 
seem more pronounced than ever.

Where the increasingly public 
persona of Idan’s Eastern Pacific 
is now shining through, the Zodiac 
operations run by Eyal and his 
sons Daniel and David remain 
undeterred in their steadfast 
pursuit of a private operation 
playing the long game.

The Ofers have collectively or 
separately appeared near the top of 

every edition of this annual Top 100 
ranking, but the entry for Eyal and 
his sons could have been the same 
for any of them: they continue 
the course of long-term discipline 
with a momentum and growth 
that only a dynamic, private, 
family business can achieve. 

Zodiac’s growth trajectory this 
year suggests a summary of 
‘staying disciplined but active’.

The fleet of vessels has grown 
from last year’s Top 100 figure 
of around 150 and is now 
around 160, diversified across 
most core asset classes.

However, as in previous years, 
the scale and scope of activity 
has largely flown under the radar 
when it comes to press attention.

Being private allows the Ofer 
family the luxury of reacting to 
opportunities as they present 
themselves without having 
to justify an over-arching 
narrative for investors.

While that may sound obvious, 
the reality is that there are 
very few players left with deep 

enough pockets to take significant 
positions when they arise.

Although the scale of such 
plays this year may be more 
muted than in previous entries, 
the ability to take advantage 
of low prices to grab a capesize 
here and couple of (ex-Brightoil) 
very large crude carriers there 
should not be underestimated.

Rest assured, their influence 
as one of largest privately 
owned shipping groups in the 
world remains undimmed.

The rest of this year’s Top 100 list 
is littered with tales of exogenous 
forces, market fluctuations and 
uncertainty driving industry 
responses, but with very limited 
agency on the part of shipowners.

The Ofers are, of course, not 
immune to such volatility, but 
their conservative approach to risk 
management and the realisation 
from counter-parties that reputation 
matters, rather highlights why they 
walk the line year in, year out.

Making commitments 
irrespective of market fluctuations 
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is one thing, but having a degree 
of certainty that the other 
side will uphold their part of 
the bargain is more valuable 
today than it ever has been.

To say that integrity matters 
to the Ofers would be something 
of an understatement; this is 
a generational project built on 
reputation that they know is hard 
won, but understand is easily lost.

It would be wrong to suggest 
the Ofers’ approach is ‘back to 
basics’ when, in reality, they 
have always been the same.

However, as the rest of the 
industry deals with the demise 
of ‘other people’s money’ as a 
driving force behind many of the 
riskier deals of the recent past, 
concepts such a liquidity, risk 
management and sustainable 

businesses actually needing to 
make money, have again become 
pertinent tests of quality when 
choosing a business to partner. 

When uncertainty is the only 
certain factor you can rely on, such 
things matter more than ever.

Another marker of this 
conservative approach can be 
seen in the Ofers’ response to the 
environmental conundrum that 
has divided our list this year.

Zodiac is notably not jumping 
into LNG-fuelled tonnage with the 
same passion displayed elsewhere.

The company line is that they 
continue to study it as one of many 
options, but even a quick study of 
their strategic approach to such 
questions in the past would make 
clear that they prefer to be the first 
follower, rather than the pioneer, 

and have found value in learning 
fast from other people’s mistakes.

That is not to say that efficiency 
is unimportant; Zodiac is now 
eight years into a programme of 
environmental audits. However, 
it seems they can drive the same 
results being touted elsewhere 
from more prosaic approaches to 
operational low-hanging fruit.

Grabbing 7% reductions from 
tweaks to anti-fouling paint, changing 
propellers and remapping engine 
outputs is less headline-grabbing 
in an era of big-ticket green 
displays, but then headlines were 
never going to be their style.

Eyal Ofer also appeared in the Top 100 
in 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 
2018; the Ofer family appeared in the 
Top 100 in 2011 and 2012; and Sammy 
Ofer appeared in the Top 100 in 2010.

JAN DIELEMAN
CARGILL
The head of ocean transportation continues to drive the 
environmental debate; he is also unequivocal about safety

JAN Dieleman, head of Cargill’s 
ocean transportation unit, 
has been involved in many a 
project this year. His enthusiasm 
and drive is unabated.

The most notable of 
these projects has been the 
partnership with Maersk Tankers 
to run a joint spot pool for 
medium range tankers.

The new joint pool, to which 
Cargill will contribute about 20 
vessels, has been described as 
unique because “two reputable 
names teaming up shows the 
progressive side of the industry”, 
according to Mr Dieleman.

Cargill is offering insights 
and know-how from the 
trading perspective across 
the whole supply chain, while 
Maersk is providing operational 
and digital expertise.

The tie-up was “quite an 
achievement”, said the executive, 
who is based in Geneva.
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Dieleman: 
motto is 
‘modern, green, 
and profitable’. 
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“It was put together in such a 
short space of time. Initial talks 
were held in April, with the deal 
announced in September.”

The two companies aim to reach 
100 tankers within two years, 
from a total of 60 at launch.

Cargill also teamed up with 
Maersk Tankers and Mitsui & Co 
in order to work on fuel-saving 
technologies to meet the shipping 
industry’s decarbonisation goals.

The trio — who hope their Njord 
project will deliver a commercial 
payback, as well as bringing benefits 
to the whole industry — will 
draw on each other’s expertise, 
highlighting how owner-charterer 
collaboration can lead to 
commercially viable solutions to 
cut greenhouse gas emissions.

“The environment piece is 
growing exponentially,” Mr 

Dieleman said. “There is energy 
around the topic; people are willing 
to do something about this.”

He can take part of the credit, 
as he has been pushing the 
agenda for some time now, 
encouraging charterers to be more 
transparent “in a homogenous 
way” in reporting emissions. 

As one of the world’s largest 
charterers of dry bulk vessels, 
Cargill cut emissions by 350,000 
tonnes, or 4.5%, in 2018 versus the 
year before, while maintaining the 
same level of transport activity.

Cargill has also been involved 
with other initiatives, including 
the Poseidon Principles and the 
Getting to Zero Coalition.

It is no surprise, then, that his motto 
is “modern, green, and profitable”. 

The company has taken delivery 
of 15 newbuilding bulkers this 

year, with a further 15 vessels 
scheduled for delivery next year.

In tankers, it has taken delivery 
of eight new MRs this year, with 
seven more due in 2020.

Further newbuilding orders are 
out of the question, according 
to Mr Dieleman, especially 
since it is unclear what new 
technologies may emerge.

As if leading a global team 
were not enough, Mr Dieleman, 
who is also unequivocal about 
safety, joined the board of 
RightShip this year and has 
spent a lot of time and energy 
working behind the scenes.

He has spoken at a number of 
events, most recently at the Global 
Maritime Forum, held in Singapore. 

Mr Dieleman also appeared in the 
Top 100 in 2016, 2017 and 2018.

JOHN FREDRIKSEN
FREDRIKSEN GROUP 
One of the last big personalities in shipping, the Norwegian-born billionaire is 
selling off stakes in companies and reducing his workload as he reorganises 
his considerable maritime assets for passing on to his twin daughters

EVERY year, there are rumours that 
one of the last big personalities 
in shipping is preparing his exit 
strategy. So there is much to 
read into 75-year-old John 
Fredriksen’s activities over 2019.

Cyprus’s richest citizen is selling 
off stakes in his companies and 
wants to reduce his workload, 
according to interviews Mr 
Fredriksen gave in 2019.

It is already well known that his 
36-year-old twin daughters will 
not be taking over the day-to-day 
running of his shipping, offshore 
and fish-farming empire, and 
he wants to reorganise his 
remaining holdings and leave a 
self-sustaining legacy for them.

Norwegian-born Mr Fredriksen’s 
extensive holdings include tanker 
company Frontline, Golden Ocean 
Group, Ship Finance International, 
Flex LNG, Avance Gas, rig owner 

Seadrill, fish-farmer Mowi, as well 
as Seatankers Management, the 
empire’s investment engine house.

The entire fleet was valued at 
$13bn by mid-2019, according 
to VesselsValue, including 26 

newbuilding orders worth $1.77bn. 
Mr Fredriksen’s net worth is 
estimated at $11.3bn by Forbes 
and $8.6bn by Bloomberg.

He famously works on gut 
feeling when making strategic 
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decisions about shipping, knowing 
billions are at stake. This stands 
in contrast to an increasingly 
corporatised, digitalised culture, 
where accountants and numbers 
dictate company moves.

It is significant that Mr 
Fredriksen used 2019 to deepen 
ties with Trafigura, already 
a long-standing client.

The world’s second-largest 
independent oil trader formed 
a bunkering joint venture 
with Frontline and Golden 
Ocean ahead of the biggest 
shake-up for marine fuels in 
a generation. The regulatory 
change mandates lower-sulphur 
fuels used from January 2020.

Trafigura also took an 8.4% 
stake in Frontline, worth $128m, 
in August, in a ships-for-cash 

and shares deal. Frontline 
bought 10 suezmax tankers from 
Trafigura (and later declined 
options to purchase a further 
four). Mr Fredriksen retains 
his 42% stake in Frontline.

BW Group has also bought into 
the floating liquefied natural 
gas shipowning company, 
which listed in New York in 
mid-2019, supplementing 
the existing Oslo listing.

There have been internal 
manoeuvres of note as well. 
Marcus Hermansen was promoted 
to chief operating officer of 
Seatankers in October. Earlier 
this year saw the departure of 
Harald Thorstein, who previously 
managed the Fredriksen group of 
companies and knew where the 
proverbial bodies were buried.

Unconfirmed reports had 
Seatankers behind $500m in 
tanker orders placed in May at a 
Chinese shipyard, which, if true, 
were the first such orders made 
by the group since mid-2018.

Geopolitical instability in 
the Middle East has always 
worked in Mr Fredriksen’s favour, 
with his first fortune made 
decades ago, shipping Iranian 
oil during the Iran-Iraq war.

The shipping tycoon may 
see current tension and a 
long-anticipated market 
upturn as a good time to leave. 
For now, that gut decision 
has yet to be made.

Mr Fredriksen also appeared in the 
Top 100 in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 
2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.

HU XIAOLIAN
THE EXPORT‑IMPORT BANK OF CHINA 
Compared to the Chinese leasing houses, which are in the ship 
finance limelight, the policy bank, led by its chairperson, appears 
to be moving backstage; yet it is by no means retreating

HU Xiaolian told reporters during 
the People’s Congress gathering 
in March that China’s shipbuilding 
industry was still facing an 
oversupply of low-end capacities, 
yet a shortage of high-end products.

A few days later, the 
Export-Import Bank of China, 
which she chairs, signed a 
strategic co-operation agreement 
with state conglomerate, China 
State Shipbuilding Corp.

That was to show a continued 
commitment by the policy bank, 
also known as Cexim, to the 
country’s vessel construction 
sector, despite much fewer 
deals having been reported since 
2018 versus previous years.

Now CSSC has been merged by 
Beijing with its northern cousin, 
China Shipbuilding Industry Corp 
and reincarnated into a new and 
larger CSSC. It means the combined 
group will receive more consolidated 
support from the state lender.

In fact, Cexim was one of the 
main financiers behind the $4bn 
newbuilding orders that CSSC 
signed with various owners and 
charterers earlier this month, 
Lloyd’s List understands.

As Ms Hu said, the Chinese 
shipbuilding industry needs to 
step up its ability to build high 
value-added ships. And her bank has 
been a generous sponsor to those 
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Hu: skills and leadership are being put to the test. 
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01 /  PETER VOSER, PSA INTERNATIONAL 
HAVING held reign over PSA International for more than a decade, Fock Siew Wah retired in 
mid-2019 to make way for his deputy Peter Voser as chairman of the Singaporean operator. 
The former chief executive of Royal Dutch Shell has big shoes to fill. Mr Siew Wah has led 
the group from being a regional to a truly global player. The PSA Group’s global footprint 
has grown to its current-day span of more than 50 coastal, inland and rail terminals in 17 
countries, and volumes have doubled to more than 80m teu annually from the beginning 
of his stewardship. On an equity basis, the group handled more than 60m teu in 2018, 
according to data compiled by Drewry. Mr Voser has been charged with providing a sustainable 
growth trajectory for the group while helping it develop in the supply chain space. 

02 /  ERIC IP, HUTCHISON PORT HOLDINGS
IN 2018, Eric Ip celebrated 20 years at the helm of Hong Kong-based Hutchison Port Holdings. 
During his tenure, the group managing director has witnessed it all. From the box port boom 
years through a global financial crisis and beyond, to the era of the ultra large containership, 
which has seen ports evolve as rapidly as the vessels they serve. HPH is the original global 
port operator, paving the way for others to branch out from their regional roots. Its first 
international foray was at Felixstowe, in the UK, where it remains today. Felixstowe is among 
more than 50 port terminals flying the HPH flag worldwide. Expansion may have slowed in 
recent years but the same could be said of its competitors, reflecting a slower market pace 
and limited growth opportunities. However, HPH is expected to be a major benefactor of 
the ‘One Belt, One Road’ initiative, as it starts to come to fruition in the coming years. 

03 /  FENG BOMING, COSCO SHIPPING PORTS
FENG Boming was appointed chairman of Cosco Shipping Ports in September, as part of wider 
management reshuffle of parent state conglomerate China Cosco Shipping. Mr Boming replaces 
Zhang Wei, who was promoted to senior management of Cosco Shipping the previous month as 
part of this reshuffle. Changes at the top come as CS Ports continues its rapid period of growth, 
both in terms of throughput numbers and affiliated terminals. Whether the takeover of Noatum 
Ports, Piraeus, or the creation of a new Abu Dhabi box hub in in the Middle East, CS Ports is 
steadily expanding its presence, with a significant foothold in nearly all the key markets. In total 
teu terms, CS Ports leads the pack, having usurped HPH as the largest port operator in 2018. 

04 /  SULTAN AHMED BIN SULAYEM, DP WORLD
A MESSY terminal dispute in Djibouti made for an eventful 2018 for DP World, which is 
still wrangling about the matter to this day. As the Dubai-based operator bids to put this 
unfortunate event to bed, it has been steadily building its business and putting its self-coined 
‘global trade-enabler’ strategy back on track. The ramp-up of business at new terminal ventures, 
including in London, has helped soften the blow of a weak domestic performance over the past 
year, but overall box volumes have remained flat. However, cash-rich DP World, which boasts a 
portfolio of nearly 80 marine terminals, continues to expand. Although the group’s investments 
have diversified significantly in recent years, including the acquisitions of P&O Ferries, 
Unifeeder and, more recently, Topaz Energy and Marine, the port business remains its core. 

05 /  MORTEN ENGELSTOFT, APM TERMINALS
ENTERING the third year of his tenure as head honcho of APM Terminals, Morten Engelstoft has 
overseen the integration of the terminal operator into the Maersk group’s wider transport and 
logistics division. While the amalgamation takes priority, new greenfield sites and acquisitions 
have been put on hold. Instead, the focus has switched to utilising existing facilities, driving traffic 
from its affiliated carrier Maersk Line and likewise Hamburg Süd, while divesting itself of those 
deemed to be underperforming. Despite new ventures being put on hold, APM Terminals remain a 
significant player, with a global network of nearly 80 terminals and more than 100 inland services.

TOP 
10 BOX PORT OPERATORS 2019

We assess the movers and shakers in the container port sector
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06 /  BAI JINGTAO, CHINA MERCHANTS PORT HOLDINGS
BAI Jingtao has been elevated to the top position at China Merchants Port Holdings after 
former chairman Fu Gangfeng left to join rival China Cosco Shipping Corp as president, or 
number two. Mr Jingtao is the group’s managing director and is charged with heading up one 
of the fastest-growing players on the port circuit. CM Ports has invested in new port projects 
globally, and is a key protagonist behind China’s One Belt, One Road drive. The group now has 
nearly 40 terminals globally to its name. 

07 /  AMMAR KANAAN, TERMINAL INVESTMENT LTD
AMMAR Kanaan is now well into the second year heading up Terminal Investment Ltd as the 
terminal operator’s chief executive. He replaced the long-serving Vikram Sharma, who stood down 
upon his retirement. Over the course of Mr Sharma’s reign, TIL, the terminal-operating arm of 
container shipping giant Mediterranean Shipping Co, grew into a fully fledged global operator. TIL 
was initially established to provide land support to MSC but is now a seriously player in its own right.  

08 /  CHRISTIAN R. GONZALEZ, INTERNATIONAL CONTAINER TERMINAL SERVICES INC
CHRISTIAN R. Gonzalez is the nephew of International Container Terminal Services Inc 
chairman and president Enrique Razon Jr. He was instated by the Spanish-Filipino billionaire 
as the group’s global corporate head at the start of 2019 to oversee day-to-day operations. 
The Manila-based company’s longstanding mantra has been to invest in small to medium-
sized established terminals focused predominately on gateway cargoes, where there is 
the promise of immediate efficiency gains and, in turn, strong cashflow potential. 

09 /  ANCHOR CHANG, EVERGREEN
AFTER Evergreen Group’s founding chairman Chang Yung-Fa passed away in 2016, Anchor 
(Cheng-Yung) Chang (not related), chairman of Evergreen Marine, Evergreen Line’s Taipei-
listed flagship unit, has been enlisted as the man in charge. Evergreen’s principal business 
maybe container shipping, as the seventh-largest global carrier, but its terminal portfolio, too, 
is impressive. The group has interests globally, including in the US, most notably Los Angeles 
at Everport, and Central America, while the majority are located closer to home across Asia.

10 /  KNUD STUBKJÆR, SSA MARINE
US port operator SSA Marine is known predominately for its domestic operations, holding a 
presence at the principal box ports on both the western and eastern seaboards. Yet despite a 
significant share of business concentrated in the US, SSA Marine has interests throughout the 
globe, with quays operating under its name in nearly all continents. Indeed, only Europe is 
missing from the list. Knud Stubkjær heads up the operational side as the group’s chief executive 
and is a man familiar in container shipping circles. Another of the Maersk alumni, he has more 
than 35 years of experience in the industry, including 30 with the Danish shipping giant.

The Top 10 box port operators ranking is based on the equity share of global 
terminal teu volumes derived from data provided by Drewry

GLOBAL TERMINAL OPERATORS’ EQUITY‑BASED THROUGHPUT LEAGUE TABLE

01 PSA INTERNATIONAL 60.3

02 HUTCHISON PORTS* 46.7

03 CHINA COSCO SHIPPING 46.1

04 DP WORLD 44.2

05 APM TERMINALS** 42.8

06 CHINA MERCHANTS PORT HOLDINGS*** 35.1

07 TERMINAL INVESTMENT LIMITED (TIL) 26.5

08 ICTSI 8.9

09 EVERGREEN 8.5

10 SSA MARINE 8.1

Notes:
Figures include total annual throughput for all terminals in which shareholdings 
held as at December 31, 2018, adjusted according to the extent of equity held in 
each terminal

Figures for each operator include equity volumes from other operators in which 
stakes are held

Figures do not include stevedoring operations at common user terminals and also 
exclude barge/river terminals

PSA and HP figures have been adjusted to account for PSA’s 20% shareholding in HP

Some figures are estimated

*Hutchison figures include HPH Trust volumes

**APM Terminals figure has been adjusted to account for its stage in GPI

***CMPH figures have been adjusted to account for SMP’s 49% shareholding in 
Terminal Link

Source: Drewry Maritime Research
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firms — mainly the state-owned 
ones — who have tried.

It was Cexim’s lending that 
enabled the old CSSC to bag 
the orders of nine 23,000 
teu, dual-fuelled vessels from 
CMA CGM in 2017, as well as 
Carnival’s contracts of up to six 
Vista-class cruiseships in 2018.

Going forward, a primary 
focus of the new CSSC is building 
liquefied natural gas carriers, a 
sector that remains dominated 
by South Korean shipyards.

After a November visit of Qatar 
Petroleum chief executive Saad 
Sherida to CSSC’s headquarters, 
speculation has arisen as to 
whether the Chinese builder can 
win part of the oil and gas giant’s 
touted newbuilding project of 
40-60 LNG carriers. If it can, Ms 
Hu is surely willing to contribute.

Compared to the Chinese 
leasing houses, which are in the 
ship finance limelight, Cexim 

appears to be moving backstage, 
yet by no means retreating.

For example, it is the third-largest 
bank lender to Bocomm 
Financial Leasing, China’s largest 
lessor of merchant ships.

According to the latest published 
data, Cexim ranked at the number 
one spot, with global shipping 
lending of $17.5bn, at end-2018, 
based on Petrofin’s estimates.

And ships are not the 
only marine assets in which 
the bank is involved.

Last month, Cexim penned an 
agreement to provide a guarantee 
to European lnvestment Bank for 
its €140m ($154.1m) loans to the 
expansion project run by Cosco 
Shipping at Greece’s Piraeus port.

And that is just one of the 
hundreds of China’s Belt and Road 
infrastructure projects, which, 
if successfully implemented, 
will benefit trade and shipping 
in a significant way.

Ms Hu’s Beijing-based bank 
had an outstanding loan book 
worth more than Yuan1.2trn 
($170.8bn), about one-third of 
which were distributed to the 
Association of Southeast Asian 
Nations region, she told a Chinese 
finance forum in November.

Of course, the slowing domestic 
economy and the rising geopolitical 
uncertainties highlighted by 
the China-US trade war have 
stoked concerns over the Middle 
Kingdom’s financial strength.

It is also putting Ms Hu’s 
skills and leadership to the test, 
having worked for 35 years in 
Beijing’s financial system.

Yet one thing is for sure: 
China will not easily give up its 
maritime power aspirations, in 
which Cexim will continue to 
have a crucial role to play.

Ms Hu also appeared in the Top 100 
in 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.

GEORGE PROKOPIOU
DYNACOM /  DYNAGAS 
Hands-on owner has been a bold individualist and innovator during 
a long career in shipping, but he prioritises the ‘doable’

AT first glance, George Prokopiou’s 
profile as a shipowner closely 
shadows that of fellow Greek 
magnate John Angelicoussis.

However, comparisons falter 
when confronted with such 
an individualistic business 
personality as Mr Prokopiou.

He has always had his own 
vision of shipping markets 
and been prepared to back his 
judgment — most obviously in 
the tanker market, where his 
Dynacom fleet has traditionally 
been a spot market player.

Hands-on, with an engineering 
mind and a believer in innovation, 
he was the first independent 
shipowner to see the potential 
of Arctic liquefied natural gas 
operations and to invest in ice-class 
1A and winterised gas vessels.

His first three LNG carriers were 
delivered in 2007-8 and were 
supported by the owner for a number 
of years as the expected spot 
market for LNG shipments remained 
stubbornly underdeveloped.

It took a while for the strategy to 
visibly pay off. However, in 2012, 

Mr Prokopiou’s company became 
the first to transit the Northern Sea 
Route through the Arctic with an 
LNG carrier, one of his original trio.

By the time Dynagas LNG Partners 
was formed and launched its 
initial public offering on Nasdaq 
in November 2013, it had a 
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Prokopiou: known to many in the industry for his impeccable hospitality. 
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portfolio of long-term charters 
to wave before investors.

As of November 2019, the 
US-listed partnership’s fleet of six 
vessels had average remaining 
charters of close to nine years’ 
duration, while the private arm, 
Dynagas Holdings, operates a 
fleet of nine more LNG carriers 
on the water, all but one of 
which are on long-term charter 
to Russia’s giant Yamal project.

Four are contracted to Yamal 
for 15 years and Dynagas owns 
a 49% stake, with Chinese 
partners owning the remaining 
interests, in five newly built Arc-7 
icebreaking LNG carriers contracted 
to the project until end-2045.

Taken together, the fleet of 
Dynagas Partners and sponsor 
Dynagas Holdings currently 
has an 82% share of the world 
fleet of LNG carriers with 1A 
ice-class or equivalent.

Mr Prokopiou has continued 
expanding his footprint in LNG, albeit 
at a gentler pace. Two 174,000 cu m 
dual-purpose regasification vessels 
are on order at Hudong-Zhonghua 
Shipbuilding for 2021.

In 2019, Dynagas contracted 
a brace of 180,000 cu m vessels 
with Hyundai Heavy Industries 

for 2022 delivery, but he has cast 
some doubt over whether more 
orders will follow any time soon.

Industry emissions requirements 
and technology are changing 
“too fast”, in the owner’s 
words, and he is keeping a 
close eye on new solutions.

Mr Prokopiou was among the 
first owners to forcibly advocate 
slow-steaming and smaller 
ship engines. He has also been 
outspoken against the use of 
exhaust gas-cleaning systems. 

Thanks to its penchant for the 
spot market, tanker arm Dynagas 
Tankers was among the prime 
beneficiaries of the spike in tanker 
earnings in autumn 2019, fixing 
very large crude carrier and 
suezmax tonnage at soaring rates.

Dynacom has a fleet of about 
60 tankers and is one of the 
world’s biggest suezmax owners, 
with 29 vessels in this segment.

The owner also has a significant 
presence in the dry bulk market 
through Sea Traders, which 
operates a fleet of about 40 
units, mainly in the panamax 
and supramax sectors.

Mr Prokopiou is known to 
many in the industry for his 
impeccable hospitality and his 

good sea-legs on board what is 
becoming a small fleet of yachts.

The latest, which has been 
christened Dream, emerged 
in 2018 after a decade-long 
conversion in Greece of a 
small Turkish cruise vessel.

The resulting 106.5 m-long, 
six-deck vessel is one of the 
world’s largest mega-yachts 
and combines latest technology 
with classical nautical styling.

The owner was intimately 
involved with the project on a 
daily basis, typifying the personal 
approach he has also brought 
to his shipping activities.

A recent comment made 
of the emissions challenge 
facing the industry could well 
be taken as his mantra.

“I want real answers and not 
just wishful thinking. Desirable 
is very important. Doable is 
more important,” he said.

Although the founder himself 
is as active as ever, the future 
of his group looks to be in good 
hands, with Mr Prokopiou’s 
four daughters all increasingly 
involved with the business.

Mr Prokopiou also appeared in the Top 100 in 
2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.

RASMUS BACH NIELSEN
TRAFIGURA 
The global head of wet freight, who has been with 
Trafigura for five years, is based in Geneva

TRAFIGURA’S global head 
of wet freight Rasmus Bach 
Nielsen has been instrumental 
in developing the commodities 
trader’s tanker portfolio. 

He was the architect of several 
crude and product tanker deals 
involving leading shipowners, 
overseeing more than $3bn 
worth of transactions during 
2017-2019, while managing a 
newbuilding programme also 
for very large gas carriers.

Mr Bach Nielsen, who is a Danish 

citizen, has been with Trafigura 
for five years. Prior to that, he 
had 15 years of experience 
working at various shipowners, 
including Scorpio Tankers, 
Navig8 and Maersk Tankers.

It is through him that the 
trading house became an almost 
10% shareholder in US-listed 
Scorpio Tankers following the 
sale of 15 medium range product 
tankers delivered earlier in the 
year and four long range two 
tankers due for delivery in 2020. 

The deal was valued at $803m.
Trafigura also sold 10 suezmax 

tankers built in 2019 to Frontline 
in a cash and shares deal, giving 
it an 8.5% stake in the John 
Fredriksen crude tanker unit. 

“A significant increase in US 
export volumes, an ageing global 
fleet, particularly of crude vessels, 
and a historically low orderbook all 
support our constructive outlook 
for the sector,” Mr Bach Nielsen 
said at the time of the deal.

“We therefore see significant 
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upside potential in our equity 
investment in Frontline, a company 
with vast commercial scale and 
capabilities with whom we already 
enjoy a close working relationship.” 

Frontline and Mr Fredriksen’s 
dry bulk unit Golden Ocean also 
invested in a bunkering venture 
with Trafigura, which typically 
trades about 5.5m barrels 
per day of oil and petroleum 
products around the world.

However, it is not just involved 
in crude and refined products.

The company was linked to 
an order for two VLGCs being 
built at the Hyundai Samho 
Heavy Industries yard in South 
Korea. The vessels, which are 
due for delivery in 2021, will 
be able to burn either liquefied 
petroleum gas or compliant fuel. 

“Trafigura is seeking to reduce 
emissions, explore ways in 
which we can improve supply 
chain efficiencies in logistics and 
adapt our operations to meet 
the reality of climate change,” 
Mr Bach Nielsen said, adding 
that recording and reducing 
its greenhouse gas emissions 
from shipping is of growing 
importance for the trading house.

He said: “As part of this, we are 
adding a clause to our standard 
terms and conditions with 
shipowners requiring information 
that will allow us to track how 
much fuel is consumed per metric 

tonnes of cargo loaded while 
transporting Trafigura-controlled 
cargoes. This will enable better 
decision-making about which 
ships to charter in the future.”

Trafigura is also a vocal supporter 
of a tax on carbon dioxide and 
of a prompt implementation 
(within six to 18 months) of a 
slow-steaming policy, as this 
would have an immediate 

impact on cutting GHG emissions 
while hybrid fuels and battery 
technology are being developed. 

Trafigura is a founding partner 
of the Global Maritime Forum and 
supported the Getting to Zero 
Coalition announced in September.

This is Mr Bach Nielsen’s first appearance 
in the Top 100. Trafigura was also 
included in 2017 and 2018.

GRAHAEME HENDERSON
SHELL 
The vice-president of shipping and maritime believes collaboration is the best 
way to tackle significant maritime issues such as safety and decarbonisation

GRAHAEME Henderson is 
vice-president, shipping and 
maritime, at Shell International 
Trading & Shipping Co. That makes 
him responsible for Shell’s shipping 
across the upstream, downstream, 
projects and technology.

Among this portfolio is the 
world’s largest fleet of liquefied 

natural gas vessels — 90 owned 
and chartered ships — and 
Prelude FLNG, the largest offshore 
facility ever constructed.

In June this year, it was 
announced that the first LNG 
cargo had been shipped from 
Prelude on the gas carrier Valencia 
Knutsen to customers in Asia.

Meeting the growing demand for 
cleaner energy — and delivering that 
energy safely — have become the 
twin drivers of Dr Henderson’s role.

His recent work on Together 
in Safety, especially the High 
Impact-Low Frequency (HiLo) 
initiative, has made him the 
industry spokesman on safety.
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Experience of working in 
partnership on that safety 
venture has now been utilised 
in another tough issue for 
shipping: decarbonisation.

Although decarbonisation is 
relatively new for much of shipping, 
Dr Henderson has been working 
on it for the past five years.

In an initial bid to reduce 
emissions by tackling inherent 
inefficiency, he led Shell in breaking 
down vessel operations into 105 
steps and optimised each of them.

It was a determined move from an 
analogue to a digital way of thinking.

The result has already produced 
a 15% reduction in emissions, with 
an achievable target of 20%.

Digital technology can now pull 
500 data points per second in real 
time, including wind and ocean 
current movements, to benefit 
from trim optimisation, timely hull 
cleaning, air lubrication (a further 
potential saving 5%) and Flettner 
rotors (potential saving of 8%).

It all makes good business sense, 
Dr Henderson believes, because 
it reduces fuel consumption 
and cuts CO2 emissions.

He is passionate about LNG 
as a key element in Shell’s 
decarbonisation journey. The 
fuel offers a reduction in CO2 

of potentially more than 20% 
and zero SOx emissions.

LNG is currently available at 
150 ports around the world, the 
infrastructure is in place — and the 
industry understands it, he says.

That cannot be said of the 
new fuels under development 
that will not be available in the 
quantities needed or with the 
necessary infrastructure.

The estimated date for the 
widespread use of ammonia or 
hydrogen is 2030; in the meantime, 
Shell is developing an LNG vessel 
than can be converted to ammonia.

The spirit of collaboration driven 
by the safety initiative has been 
replicated in Dr Henderson’s work 
on clean energy and, ultimately, 
zero-emission shipping. “We 
should be working together” 
because the final solution will 
involve a range of fuels, he says.

Dr Henderson believes 
shipping’s acknowledged 
fragmentation can only be tackled 
by “collaboration at a level the 
industry has never seen before”.

The work on safety brought all 
the major shipping associations 
into one room, together with 
the major vessel operators.

That same style of working 
is needed for decarbonisation 

— co-creating a global 
environmental programme.

Dr Henderson has called on 
maritime to collaborate with other 
industries — especially aviation, 
trucking and heavy industries, 
which will be competing for 
the new fuels — and with the 
wider logistics supply chain.

Echoing the work on safety, 
this might be flagged as 
Together in the Environment.

A recent example of partnership 
has been the digital shipping app 
named Pronto, a platform that 
embraces ports, shipping companies 
and terminals working to use smart 
digital solutions to increase levels 
of efficiency across maritime.

Dr Henderson understands the 
key to tackling decarbonisation 
is technology. He will work in 
the coming year to encourage 
technology groups and 
classification societies to 
collaborate more closely.

Regarding policy, he sees 
national governments and the 
IMO have essential roles to play. Dr 
Henderson is in discussion with IMO 
secretary-general Kitack Lim about 
a global mandatory greenhouse 
gas emission regulation framework. 
Government support is vital for 
further research and development.

Dr Henderson holds a first-class 
honours BSc degree and a PhD 
in mathematics of sea waves. 
He is also is a professional 
chartered engineer.

A past-president of the UK 
Chamber of Shipping and a 
past-chairman of OCIMF, he 
has been a member of the 
World Economic Forum’s Global 
Agenda Council on the Oceans 
and has chaired the UK Shipping 
Defence Advisory Committee.

He was a member of the UK 
expert panel that produced 
the Maritime 2050 report.

His work on bringing maritime 
associations together to tackle 
safety issues — and now 
environmental issues — has made 
him one of the leading players 
in the global maritime sector.

Dr Henderson also appeared in the 
Top 100 in 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 
2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.

Henderson: understands the key to tackling decarbonisation is technology. 
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01 /  KITACK‑LIM, INTERNATIONAL MARITIME ORGANIZATION
FOR what could be thought of as a transitional year — after a hectic 2018 and ahead 
of a crucial 2020 — the IMO was nonetheless still, by some margin, the most influential 
in maritime regulation, dominating both safety and environmental policy. In 2019, it 
finalised preparations for the 2020 global sulphur cap and moved on with applying its 
initial greenhouse gas strategy. This still requires significant work but has already had a 
clear impact, with business taking it as a sign shipping is on an irreversible decarbonisation 
footing. Next year will be a moment of truth for the IMO as it deals with the implementation 
of the 0.5% sulphur limit and tries to bring in a new short-term measure to reduce 
GHG emissions. Kitack Lim was re-appointed as secretary-general to run the IMO for 
another four years, which could be even more consequential than his fourth year.

02 /  ANDREA GACKI, US OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL
IF environmental regulation is what will define shipping’s future, sanctions are perhaps the 
biggest challenge today. The intensification of US sanctions surrounding Iran and Venezuela has 
shaken up the industry this year, with far-reaching effects. Aside from having market impacts 
— like the sanctioning of Cosco tanker units, which sent tanker rates soaring — OFAC has 
put pressure on the marine insurance industries and flag states to comply with US sanctions, 
adding a greater degree of scrutiny. This year was proof of just how much international 
disputes — both physical and financial — and willingness from the world’s largest economy to 
enforce penalties can affect global shipping. Andrea Gacki became director of OFAC in 2018.

03 /  URSULA VON DER LEYEN, EUROPEAN COMMISSION
THE new European Commission president Ursula von der Leyen could turn out to be 
one of the most important actors in maritime in 2020. She has explicitly tasked her 
Commissioners to work on including shipping within the EU Emissions Trading System, a 
move that would effectively regulate greenhouse gas emissions of vessels using EU ports. 
Shipowners globally detest the move — as does the IMO — but the political momentum 
behind it and its place within a broader decarbonisation agenda means reversing course 
may be difficult. Ms von der Leyen’s decisions and speed on regulating shipping emissions 
next year could define every aspect of the future of this industry for years to come.

04 /  ESBEN POULSSON, INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER OF SHIPPING
THE head of the world’s largest shipowning lobby, Esben Poulsson, had another busy year as 
regulatory demands on owners continue to grow. The organisation has helped prepare the 
industry for the 2020 sulphur cap and will be expected to take a lead in improving it during 
its first implementation year, based on early experiences. In 2020, the ICS will be significant 
in the development and approval of short-term decarbonisation measures from the IMO. 
Chairman Mr Poulsson and his secretariat will also have to contend with the new European 
Commission and its goal to regulate shipping emissions, a move the ICS highly opposes.

05 /  SADAN KAPTANOGLU, BIMCO
OFFERING the most diverse services among industry groups, BIMCO continues to be 
a leading voice for businesses collectively speaking to regulators. Its work covers all 
regulatory aspects and, with a firm proposal on reducing emission though engine power 
cuts, it has already put its stamp on next year’s GHG debate. The 0.5% sulphur cap, 
though going fully ahead, is an operational and financial challenge that will generate 
new insights. It will be upon groups like BIMCO to translate those into action. 2020 could 
be transformative for BIMCO, where Sadan Kaptanoglu is president, as it will be the last 
year with Angus Frew as secretary-general. He has been in this role since 2013.

TOP 
10

IN REGULATION 2019
Year after year, regulation is becoming an increasingly more important part of this 
industry. These are the 10 most significant actors in regulation that affect shipping
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06/  GREEN MOVEMENT
THE significance of environmental policy in shipping today means that those influencing 
regulation are not always a singular or structured body. Civic society, activists and 
politicians with a broader environmental agenda all scrutinise and weigh on regulators 
as they attempt to deliver policies that can reconcile these concerns with technical 
feasibility and commercial interests. Organisations like the Clean Shipping Coalition, 
Transport & Environment and the International Clean Council on Transport are among 
those pressuring the industry to act faster on emissions than others are willing or claim 
to be able to. Groups like Extinction Rebellion targeting IMO meetings are raising the 
profile and showcasing just how visible shipping regulation has become. That is unlikely 
to change any time soon. Our photo, supplied by the United Nations, shows climate 
activist Greta Thunberg who, with Bruno Rodriguez, Wanjuhi Njoroge and Komal Karishma 
Kumar, opened the first Youth Climate summit, hosted by the UN, in September.

07 /  DIMITRIS FAFALIOS, INTERCARGO
THE leading dry cargo association emerged in 2019 as one of the few leading groups that 
still publicly criticises the shortcomings of the 2020 sulphur cap and the threats it presents, 
particularly for tramp shipping. While the cap is coming, Intercargo is one of those groups 
we expect to provide evidence and data of what implementation has looked like for these 
trades in 2020 and beyond. Depending on what they find, it could have an impact on the 
regulation in the future. Intercargo, led by chairman Dimitris Fafalios, is also vocal on safety 
issues, especially on the perils of liquefaction, which continue to claim seafarers’ lives. 

08 /  PAOLO D’AMICO, INTERTANKO
TANKER shipping has been a target this year, whether it be through financial sanctions or 
due to geopolitical tensions that lead to vessel harassment and seizures. Under chairman 
Paolo d’Amico, Intertanko tries — as much as is possible in this context — to protect this 
sector and speak for its interests. The group must also juggle this with being the leading 
tanker voice in the IMO. During the past year, Intertanko played a key role in shaping the 
new energy efficiency targets for tanker newbuilds. As the IMO attempts to craft new 
GHG-reducing measures, the group will seek to have just as strong an impact there.

09 /  ARUN SHARMA, INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CLASSIFICATION SOCIETIES
THE IACS remains the industry’s designated technical expert. Its voice is one of the 
most influential in terms of guidance. Next year, the IACS could have an even bigger 
role as its members help implement the 2020 sulphur cap while the IMO works on 
addressing some of the outstanding concerns around compliant fuel safety and 
availability. Beyond that, however, the industry will likely expect the organisation 
to make greater interventions as technologies and intended solutions for vessel 
decarbonisation come to be promoted. Chairman Arun Sharma’s plan to focus on data-
driven policy could also have significant impacts in the realm of policy-making.

10/  PETER STOKES, GLOBAL MARITIME FORUM
ONE of the key goals of the IMO’s initial greenhouse gas strategy was to spur business into 
action. Perhaps the grandest manifestation of that is the Global Maritime Forum, shipping’s 
non-governmental organisation that is vying for a concerted industry approach to major 
challenges and trends such as decarbonisation. Under chairman Peter Stokes, the GMF has already 
had a clear impact in 2019; it led to the birth of the Poseidon Principles that tie climate change 
considerations to future lending policies. It is also one of the founding members of the Getting 
to Zero Coalition, which brings together dozens of companies, NGOs and institutions with the 
aim of developing commercially viable zero-carbon vessels by 2030. Pressure and appetite for a 
decarbonised shipping means the GMF is likely to increase in significance over the coming years.

The Top 10 in regulation list is compiled by the Lloyd’s List editorial team and considers people in a position to influence 
large-scale change in shipping industry regulation or whose actions in regulation directly influence the industry
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APONTE FAMILY
MEDITERRANEAN SHIPPING CO 
The founder and chairman, his group president son and 
chief financial officer daughter are among those who run 
one of the world’s biggest shipping conglomerates

IN a world where scale matters, 
MSC Mediterranean Shipping 
Company is riding high right now.

The container shipping, ports, 
logistics and cruise group owned by 
the Aponte family is taking delivery 
of a series of boxships that are the 
largest on the high seas in terms of 
capacity — at least for the moment.

During the summer, MSC Gülsün, 
the first of an initial series of 
11 vessels, joined the MSC fleet 
and immediately entered the 
record books with its declared 
nominal intake of 23,756 teu.

At 400 m in length, width of 
60 m and incorporating many 
innovative design features, the 
South Korean-built ship sets new 
standards on many fronts.

Sisterships MSC Samar and 
MSC Isabella have since joined 
the fleet, while in October, MSC 
declared options for another 
five of the same specification.

However, this is not what 
grabbed the headlines 
towards the end of 2019.

The company pulled off an 
extraordinary coup when the 
Apontes persuaded Søren Toft to 
leave Denmark’s AP Moller-Maersk, 
where he was chief operating 
officer and a member of the 
executive board, and join MSC 
as chief executive in charge of 
the group’s container shipping 
and logistics businesses.

He will report to MSC’s founder 
and chairman Gianluigi Aponte and 
his son Diego, the group’s president.

Mr Toft will be focusing on cargo 
operations, but the Aponte family 
has many other maritime interests.

On the cruise side of the 
business, MSC Cruises took delivery 
in February of the 171,600 gt 
MSC Bellissima, with capacity of 
4,500 passengers, as the MSC 
group continued to expand this 
side of its shipping empire.

MSC Cruises is now the world’s 
biggest privately owned cruise 
company, having achieved 800% 
growth in its first 10 years. Its 
fleet currently consists of 16 

cruiseships, with plans to expand 
to 25 vessels by 2027 under a 
€11.6bn ($12.8bn) investment plan.

Over the years, MSC has 
diversified its cargo activities to 
include overland transportation 
and logistics services, as well as 
port operations, as container lines 
seek to provide a complete range of 
door-to-door services for customers.

On the ports front, MSC’s 
Terminal Investments Ltd arm is 
in the process of forming a joint 
venture with Peel Ports covering 
the Liverpool2 terminal on the 
Mersey, which has struggled 
to attract customers. 

TIL now has a portfolio of 54 
terminals, while the logistics 
unit MedLog is present in 
more than 60 countries.

Underpinning these cargo 
transportation operations is MSC’s 
mighty containership fleet.

This is now the second-largest in 
the world, after that of 2M alliance 
partner Maersk, with a portfolio of 
around 560 owned or chartered 
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Aponte family: from left, Diego, Gianluigi and Alexa are widely regarded as among the most successful families in shipping. 
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vessels adding up to 3.7m teu, 
carrying 21m teu of cargo a year, 
plus a sizeable orderbook.

The Aponte clan, which has 
built up this huge shipping 
empire, is widely regarded as 
among the most successful 
families in shipping.

Gianluigi Aponte remains 
at the helm, supported by 
Diego Aponte, daughter Alexa 
Aponte-Vago, who is the group’s 
chief financial officer, and her 
husband Pierfrancesco Vago, the 
executive chairman of MSC Cruises. 

Headquartered in Geneva 
and still relatively media-shy 
despite the lavish spectacles of 

its cruiseship naming ceremonies, 
the MSC group is nevertheless an 
active force behind the scenes 
on a range of issues of concern 
to the whole shipping industry.

These include moves to develop 
digitalisation standards, plus 
efforts to improve safety and 
numerous clean shipping initiatives.

MSC has joined several other 
lines in ruling out the Northern 
Sea Route as a shortcut between 
Asia and Europe because of the 
environmental harm it would cause 
to the fragile Arctic ecology.

To help tackle climate change, 
MSC has also retrofitted more 
than 250 ships in its existing 

fleet with the latest green 
technologies, cutting about 
2m tons of carbon emissions 
each year as it takes action in 
support of the International 
Maritime Organization’s 2030 
decarbonisation target. 

The group will mark its 50th 
anniversary in 2020 when it will 
be able to reflect on the half 
century since Mr Aponte Sr, a 
former sea captain from Sorrento 
in southern Italy, started out 
with a single ship, MSC Patricia.

The Aponte family also appeared in 
the Top 100 in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 
2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.

LEE DONG‑GULL
KOREA DEVELOPMENT BANK 
The chairman is turning his attention to other important 
aspects of the economy, while attempting to streamline the 
operations of South Korea’s two policy finance institutions

IN the second year of his three-year 
term, Korea Development Bank 
chairman Lee Dong-gull has 
achieved one major milestone 
in 2019 with the signing of the 
Won2trn ($1.7bn) merger deal 
for Hyundai Heavy Industries 
and Daewoo Shipbuilding 
& Marine Engineering.

While not a done deal yet, this 
would have relieved him of one 
of his biggest headaches as the 

bank applied much of its efforts 
last year to helping out the 
maritime sector, a key element 
of the South Korean economy.

Securing regulatory approvals 
from various jurisdictions — the 
European Union prime among 
them — are some of the hurdles 
the deal still faces, in addition to 
opposition from workers’ unions.

Competitors in countries such 
as Japan also complain of heavy 

state subsidies in the sector that 
will be exacerbated by the merger.

However, Mr Lee already seems 
to be turning his attention to 
other important aspects of the 
economy to which the bank needs 
to attend, while simultaneously 
attempting to streamline the 
operations of South Korea’s two 
policy finance institutions.

Earlier this year, he suggested 
the government should consider 
merging KDB and the Export-Import 
Bank of Korea (Kexim) for 
state budget efficiency.

“It is about time that we 
reshuffled the government’s policy 
finance functions so as to keep 
in step with the fast-changing 
market trends,” Mr Lee was 
cited as saying in local media.

In doing so, the former business 
administration professor kept 
up his no-nonsense style and 
continued to show he will not shirk 
away from difficult decisions while 
remaining clearly focused on the 
task at hand: to rehabilitate South 
Korea’s troubled conglomerates.
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Lee: has shown he will not shirk away from difficult decisions 
while remaining clearly focused on the task at hand. 
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He has been reported as saying 
the reason behind a possible 
merger of the two state-run banks 
would be to gain access to more 
manpower and budgetary resources 
to help develop the future growth 
engines of South Korea’s economy.

Mr Lee was quoted as saying 
that while KDB’s main role for 
the past 50 years has been 
to bolster industrialisation, 
new growth drivers must 
be found for the future.

This is as strong an indication 
as any that the shipyard and 
engineering sectors that have 
been much of KDB’s and Mr 
Lee’s focus in the past two 
years will now be left to fend for 
themselves, after being given a 
massive amount of assistance.

Indeed, in 2019, KDB has even 
spun off a separate private equity 

arm called KDB Investment to focus 
just on restructuring, turnarounds 
and distressed investments.

A potential merger of KDB and 
Kexim would be a further concern 
for South Korea’s shipbuilding 
industry if Mr Lee’s apparent shift 
in policy focus to high-tech and 
new economy segments plays out.

Kexim had been a tacit 
supporter of the maritime industry 
through providing financing for 
domestic shipowners to spend 
on building ships at local yards 
— a practice about which Japan 
has brought a complaint to the 
World Trade Organization.

In other parts of South Korea’s 
industrial complex, Mr Lee has 
shown a similarly tough and 
uncompromising attitude to that he 
showed to striking shipyard workers 
opposed to the HHI-DSME merger, 

suggesting a strike at distressed 
carmaker GM Korea “may lead 
to negative consequences in this 
early stage of normalisation”.

However, there may yet be a 
sting in the tail to this approach. 
DSME workers, who have long 
been opposed to the merger, 
have taken proactive steps.

As recently as October, they took 
their case directly to the European 
Union’s competition commission, 
seeking to scuttle the deal.

HHI formally submitted a 
request for approval of the 
merger in November.

The bank continues to do 
well financially under Mr Lee’s 
leadership, with net profit for 2018 
rising 25% to Won706bn ($599.9m).

Mr Lee also appeared in the Top 
100 in 2017 and 2018.

DANIEL ZHANG /  JEFF BEZOS
ALIBABA /  AMAZON
The two heads and their digital giants have helped accelerate 
container shipping’s integration into the logistics space, 
highlighting the importance of crucial last-mile delivery 

IT was 2012 when Lloyd’s List 
first registered the influence of 
the shipper on the box shipping 
industry as part of its rankings.

Back then, the proxy for 
the power of the shipper was 
represented by Mike Duke, who 
was at that time the president 

and chief executive of Walmart. 
However, times have changed. 

Walmart is still a giant and the US 
company is still the world’s largest 
company in terms of revenue, 
which totalled $500.3bn in 2018. 
Given these numbers, it is hard 
to ignore Walmart’s prowess.

Yet the retail giant’s influence 
today arguably pales in 
comparison to the goliaths of 
e-commerce, namely Amazon 
and Alibaba, founded by Jeff 
Bezos and Jack Ma, respectively.

Mr Ma moved back from the 
operational side of the business 
after stepping down as executive 
chairman of Alibaba in September. 
He was replaced by Daniel 
Zhang, who, as such, gets the 
nod in our rankings this year.

Amazon and Alibaba, too, 
ship large volumes globally, but 
they have also had a profound 
impact on the fundamental 
dynamics of container shipping.

The pair have driven the charge 
from e-commerce companies 
looking to bring greater efficiency 
and transparency to the global 
supply chain. This has led to 
a wake-up call across the box 
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Zhang (left) and Bezos: spearheading the tech giants whose 
influence on container shipping cannot be ignored.
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sector, in which carriers are 
increasingly exploring ways that 
digitalisation and technology 
can help get rid of shipping’s 
well-documented inefficiencies. 

Moreover, the pressure 
instilled by these digital players 
has helped to reinforce the 
importance of last-mile delivery 
and the control of the entire 
supply chain, prompting major 
box carriers to move further into 
the logistics space and spur a 
trend of vertical integration.

Maersk made the first 
move, embarking on a fully 
integrated transport strategy. 
Others have since followed.

However, it is also the speed of 
delivery that these digital players 

have ingrained into the psyche 
of the consumer — and, more 
importantly, the next generation 
— that is changing mindsets 
and upsetting the status quo.

Old-age practices and processes 
are being challenged. At the 
very least, carriers are being 
forced to up their game.

In 2018, Alibaba’s Mr Ma upped 
the ante once more, unveiling 
plans to invest up to $16bn to 
create a smart global freight 
network spanning land, air and sea 
through its logistics arm, Cainiao.

For this to work, container 
shipping must become an 
integrated part of parcel logistics. 
That means container shipping has 
to react to that required level of 

efficiency, to include easy-booking, 
real-time visibility and punctual 
delivery into their services.

The ever-ambitious Mr Ma 
said he was aiming to have 
this all-encompassing logistics 
network up and running by 
2023. This journey continues 
with Mr Zhang at the helm.

This speed of delivery would 
be impressive. Either way, this 
vision only promises to accelerate 
container shipping’s efficiency 
drive as it strives to keep pace 
with the digital disruptors.

Mr Ma appeared in the Top 100 in 2018. Mr 
Bezos also appeared in the Top 100 in 2016 
and 2017. The power of the shipper, as 
represented by Walmart, appeared in the Top 
100 in 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015.

GEORGE ECONOMOU
TMS 
The Greek magnate’s diversified fleet consists of about 
130 ships, spanning bulkers, tankers and LNG carriers

GEORGE Economou is a serious 
art collector. He recently gifted a 
monumental Peter Doig painting to 
the New York Metropolitan Museum 
of Art for its 150th anniversary 
and a gallery at London’s Tate 
Modern bears his name.

Mr Economou extols the need 
to visit galleries and meet artists 
to be at the front of the queue 
when a desirable work becomes 
available. It’s a competitive world.

Things may not work exactly 
the same in shipping, but for 
the past two decades, the 
hyperactive Greek magnate has 
been seemingly comfortable 
in the public eye, his every 
move watched like few other 
shipowners on the planet.

Never one to let the grass grow 
under his feet, Mr Economou likes 
to be an early mover. Whether 
it’s acquiring vessels or taking 
emergency action to redeem 
an investment caught out by 
the market, the signature is 
generally bold and unhesitating.

That was the case two years 
ago, when his offshore drilling 
company Ocean Rig was the first 
to file for bankruptcy protection 
in the US and to restructure.

This enabled it to emerge in a 
much fitter shape and, at the end 
of 2018, conclude a merger with 
market leader Transocean, leaving 
Mr Economou with a 2% stake.

Others continue to struggle in 
a sector that was decimated by a 
plunge in energy spending when 
oil prices slumped and which, 
he believes, still looks “ugly”.

Through force of will and 
restless financial engineering, 
Mr Economou also brought his 
Nasdaq-listed shipping company 
DryShips back from the brink 
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Economou: signature of his moves is generally bold and unhesitating. 
Credit: Marine Money Greece
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of bankruptcy but was quick 
to recognise that it was not 
equipped to tap into the traditional 
benefits of a public company in 
a climate of widespread investor 
antagonism towards shipping.

Having built a shareholding in the 
company of about 83%, he bought 
out remaining investors for about 
$75m to take DryShips private after 
more than 14 years on Nasdaq.

This may not be the end of the 
public markets for his group. He 
does not rule out a future return, 
particularly for a capital-hungry 
project such as the group’s liquefied 
natural gas carrier arm, TMS Cardiff 
Gas, helmed by son Christos.

Yet if so, it is unlikely he will 
want to personally front any 
more investor roadshows. No 
longer being listed is unlikely to 
equate to any loss of influence.

“You have to be flexible,” he 
says. “Different times demand 
different structures — sometimes 
capital markets, sometimes private 
equity, sometimes leasing.”

A constant in his playbook, 
though, is: “You always 
have to be diversified.”

Mr Economou and his team 
now control a privately held fleet 
of about 130 ships, including 
50 tankers, 57 bulkers, six 
offshore support vessels, one 
containership and the TMS Cardiff 
Gas fleet of five LNG carriers in 
the water, with 11 on order — 
one of the biggest construction 
programmes in the sector.

All the LNG carriers are fully 
financed and long-term chartered.

The group also owns 
the Heidmar tanker pools 
business and Mr Economou is 
a 10% shareholder in US-listed 
containership owner Danaos.

The long-term LNG charter 
portfolio can be taken as a sign 
of his group’s yearning to dial 
down the risk-taking in future 
but reduction of risk is relative 
in the Economou universe.

Looking back at the bulk 
and tanker businesses, what 
is most eye-catching right 
now is one of the biggest 
exhaust gas-cleaning system 
programmes in the industry.

Mr Economou personally believes 
allowing scrubbers to be seen as 

equivalent to burning low-sulphur 
fuel was a regulatory error.

However, in typical fashion, 
he has gone all-in with retrofits 
for all vessels under 15 years 
of age, irrespective of size.

As a spot market player, the 
group will shoulder the entire cost 
of the programme, which could 
reach $450m or more, but will 
be hoping to reap the benefits.

This contrasts with many 
significant scrubber installation 
programmes that have been 
funded by time charterers.

As a realist, Mr Economou has 
never sugar-coated the shipping 
business that has made his 
fortune. Recently, he told an 
industry conference that owners 
are merely glorified taxi drivers.

Tramp shipping in particular is 
“taxi drivers in New York without 
the tariffs”, he says, elaborating 
to Lloyd’s List: “It’s a mature 
business, cut-throat, highly 
fragmented and price-sensitive.”

Mr Economou also appeared in the 
Top 100 in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 
2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.

ANGELIKI FRANGOU
NAVIOS 
The chairman and chief executive is showing no signs of slowing down

IT IS now a full decade and a half 
since Angeliki Frangou, daughter of 
Greek shipping legend Capt Nikolaos 
Frangou, burst on the shipping 
scene in her own right by taking over 
former US Steel subsidiary Navios.

Building the Navios Group into a 
multi-billion-dollar enterprise with 
a fleet of more than 200 vessels 
— not to mention significant port, 
barge and cabotage operations 
within its South American logistics 
business — has ensured Ms 
Frangou remains unchallenged 
as the pre-eminent woman 
shipowner of the 21st century.

No-one — period — has been 
busier. Aides attest that the 
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Frangou: hands-on at every level of the business. 
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boss, who attained degrees in 
mechanical engineering as well 
as experience on Wall Street 
prior to running her own shipping 
company, is hands-on at every 
level of the business and shows 
no signs of slowing down.

A headline achievement 
underlining her status is that 
she remains chairman and chief 
executive of four separate New 
York-listed shipping companies, 
while subsidiary Navios South 
American Logistics is perpetually 
regarded as a spin-off candidate 
that could notch up a fifth listing.

The past two years have been 
among the busiest of Ms Frangou’s 
career, with numerous major 
moves to enhance the standing 
of the various arms of Navios.

In 2017-18, Ms Frangou took 
advantage of lower asset prices 

to acquire 12 bulkers for mother 
company Navios Maritime Holdings 
and another 12 for Navios Partners.

Meanwhile, she launched Navios 
Maritime Containers with a listing 
on the Norwegian over-the-counter 
market, followed up by a 2018 
listing in New York, building up 
a fleet of 29 containerships.

On the tanker front, the group 
has united its two tanker entities: 
Navios Maritime Acquisition, 
operating very large crude carriers, 
product tankers and chemical 
tankers; and Navios Mid-Stream 
Partners, with its fleet of six VLCCs.

The resulting 41-tanker fleet 
has been enjoying the resurgent 
tanker market, with Ms Frangou 
taking the chance to lock in a 
couple of the VLCCs on long-term 
charters at healthy rates.

The company has three 

newbuilding VLCCs on order 
for delivery over the next two 
years under leaseback deals 
with purchase options.

During 2019, with asset values 
appreciating, much of Ms Frangou’s 
focus has been on reducing debt 
and refinancing in order to reduce 
borrowing costs and strengthen 
her companies’ balance sheets.

Recent months have seen 
two of the group’s companies 
repay major term loans.

With every growth step, Ms Frangou 
has maintained Navios’ conservative 
philosophy of actively hedging as 
well as forward chartering in order 
to protect against downside risk.

Ms Frangou also appeared in the Top 
100 in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 
2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.

ARNOLD DONALD
CARNIVAL 
Cruise line’s chief executive has conceded it takes time to 
implement real changes in terms of compliance

LACK of public perception is an 
issue for many of the executives 
in our ranking. That is not a 
problem currently bothering 
Arnold Donald or any of the 
other cruise industry chiefs.

Viral footage of the bloated 
floating hotel MSC Opera steaming 
into a small pleasure cruiser in 
Venice, sending petrified tourists 
fleeing from the dockside in 
June 2019, was an unfortunate 
image for a sector already 
struggling with sustainability.

The crash triggered a 
minor scandal in Italy and 
potentially ended cruising’s 
love affair with Venice.

However, safety, sustainability 
and environmental protection 
is by no means a local issue 
for the cruise operators.

The entire sector is under scrutiny 
and Carnival and its chief executive 
Mr Donald — our chosen cruise 

proxy for the purposes of this 
Top 100 list — is facing intense 
heat from the regulators, many 
of whom are vocal detractors.

The US Department of Justice has 
effectively required a restructure 
at the top of Carnival to overhaul 
its compliance culture.

This process has seen the 
company quadruple the size of 
its environmental compliance 
team and hire a chief ethics 
officer, Peter Anderson, who now 
reports directly to Mr Donald.

While the slew of green 
initiatives that have been 
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Donald: has introduced new technology like the Ocean Medallion, 
a smart wearable badge for cruise customers.
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AD

emitted from Carnival HQ this 
year may indicate progress in 
this regard, the reality is that this 
has been forced upon them.

Some of this is historical, but the 
problems have come back to haunt 
them with a vengeance this year.

Carnival is still on probation for 
illegally dumping oily waste from its 
Princess Line ships in 2017, when it 
was fined $40m for environmental 
crimes — the largest-ever fine 
at that point for crimes involving 
deliberate vessel pollution.

However, in June, the company 
was fined a further $20m 
for violating the probation 
agreement for those offences.

Carnival’s C-suite was asked 
by the DOJ “to personally pledge 
their commitment to correcting 
the company’s compliance issues 
and corporate culture” and the 
creation of the chief compliance 
officer role was a term of the 
company’s settlement agreement. 

If Mr Donald was hoping 

that would draw a line under 
the issue, he was wrong.

In October, the same federal 
judge who issued the $20m fine 
pushed Carnival to accelerate 
its promised overhaul, telling 
executives she expects more 
concrete action and fewer 
promises from Carnival.

Mr Donald has publicly explained 
that the company is doing a lot, 
but he argues it takes time to 
implement real changes at a 
company with 120,000 employees, 
more than 100 cruiseships 
and nine different brands.

That is not an unreasonable 
position to take and, to be fair 
to the cruise sector, much of 
the environmental advances 
for the wider shipping sector 
are being rapidly road-tested 
in cruise lines first.

Yet with regular court-imposed 
status hearings now set to 
become part of the corporate 
calendar for Carnival in the near 

term, progress will have to be 
visible, tangible and swift.

We included Mr Donald on 
this list for the first time last 
year, arguing that in terms of 
environmental technology, safety 
innovation and their approach to 
design and operational efficiency, 
cruiseships were leading (and 
influencing) the market.

Ironically for Mr Donald, that 
is still true, but his ranking on 
the list this year is more to do 
with his position at the vanguard 
of compliance tightening.

The scrutiny currently being 
applied to Mr Donald’s operations 
should not be taken as an anomaly 
of his status as a cruise leader, 
but rather as a warning of what 
is coming to the rest of our more 
anonymous list of executives and 
the pace of change that is now 
required to avoid similar pitfalls. 

Mr Donald also appeared in 
the Top 100 in 2018.

JEREMY NIXON
OCEAN NETWORK EXPRESS 
The chief executive is keeping a close eye on costs as 
the carrier heads towards its first annual profit

JEREMY Nixon is probably the 
only person in container shipping 
who can honestly say this year 
was better than last year.

That is not because of any 
ability to beat a moribund 
market, but because last 
year was one to forget.

The launch of Ocean Network 
Express, formed out of the 
container line operations of the 
three major Japanese shipping 
companies, did not go smoothly.

There were “teething issues” 
with staffing that meant the 
carrier struggled to accept early 
bookings and most of last year 
was spent playing catch-up.

This time last year, Mr Nixon was 
warning of a $600m loss, which it 
eventually reported as $586m.
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Nixon: aiming for profitability after facing major losses last year. 
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01 /  KNUT ØRBECK‑NILSSEN, DNV GL — MARITIME
DESPITE losses in tonnage in the past year, DNV GL, with Knut Ørbeck-Nilssen as chief executive 
of DNV GL — Maritime, is still the world’s largest classification society. Pure dominance in the 
general cargo segment and leadership in unitised vessels helped it maintain its supremacy. A 
research and development partnership with the Singapore Maritime and Port Authority and 
remotely controlled vessel trials with Fjord1 and other Norwegian stakeholders are some 
examples of its global reach. It also launched remotely conducted surveys for all of its vessels 
and opened a new artificial intelligence research centre in Shanghai in 2019. In a key personnel 
change, it appointed Kenneth Vareide as chief executive of its digital solutions business unit.

02 /  CHRIS WIERNICKI,  ABS 
THE biggest tanker fleet and second-largest gas tanker and unitised fleets have 
propelled American Bureau of Shipping to new heights as it recorded significant 
tonnage gains during the past year. Under president and chief executive Chris Wiernicki, 
ABS has been active in providing insights into shipping’s decarbonisation pathway, 
boosting vessel safety and cyber security. As incidents with hazardous cargoes on 
containerships persist, ABS is leading a joint venture to establish best practices for 
their carriage. More in the way of business is to come. ABS signed a memorandum of 
understanding in 2019 to class up to 14 Mitsui OSK Lines newbuilding gas carriers.

03 /  KOICHI FUJIWARA, CLASS NK
CLASS NK has comfortably the largest bulker fleet among its competitors, a fact that has long 
held true, as well as the second-largest for general cargoships. Its fleet is also the biggest 
in terms of deadweight tonnage. Apart from its sheer size, however, Class NK has been 
proactive on a number of issues, from providing vessels’ crew with information on potential 
risks associated with the 2020 sulphur cap to issuing new cyber security management 
system guidance. It also recently agreed with NYK to explore condition-based maintenance 
through a joint research project. Koichi Fujiwara is Class NK’s president and chief executive.

04 /  NICK BROWN, LLOYD’S REGISTER
THE year 2019 has been a big one for Lloyd’s Register. The UK-based classification society grew 
its tonnage significantly, helped launch the landmark Poseidon Principles and the Getting to Zero 
Coalition, which is aiming for commercially viable zero-carbon vessels by 2030, and solidified 
its role as one of the leaders in decarbonisation research. LR, where Nick Brown is marine 
and offshore director, has the biggest share of the gas tanker fleet and the second-biggest in 
bulkers. As 2019 showed, there is still room for expansion. LR received recognised organisation 
status recognition from the Italian flag administration and will open a branch in Italy.

05 /  MATTHIEU DE TUGNY, BUREAU VERITAS
BUREAU Veritas grew in 2019, with a strong hold in the gas tanker, general cargo, passenger 
and unitised vessel segments. It was also an important year internally. Matthieu De Tugny, 
who has been with BV since 1994, took over the marine and offshore division as executive 
vice-president at the beginning of the 2019, with former head Phillipe Donche-Gay retiring. BV 
continued its presence in LNG-fuelled containerships. Following existing deals with the French 
carrier, in 2019 BV agreed class the five CMA CGM 15,000 teu ships being built in China.

06 /  MO JIANHUI, CHINA CLASSIFICATION SOCIETY 
CHINA Classification Society, under president Mo Jianhui, recorded the biggest relative 
increase in gross tonnage in 2019, adding more than 20% to its fleet. It is present 
across various sectors, with significant shares of the bulker and unitised cargo fleets. 
CCS is directly involved in autonomous shipping efforts in China, having co-launched 
a 771 sq km test bed for autonomous ships in Zhuhai at the end of 2018.

TOP 
10

CLASSIFICATION SOCIETIES 2019
Familiar standings emerge but competition tightens 
among classification societies in 2019
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07 /  LEE JEONG‑KIE, KOREAN REGISTER OF SHIPPING
THE Korean Register saw a small increase in tonnage in 2019, with more than 40% of its fleet 
being in the bulker segment. After rolling out electronic certificates at the very end of 2018, 
KR launched the remote surveys for its oceangoing vessels in 2019. It has also attracted some 
high-profile business for certifications of Inventory of Hazardous Materials, with deals with 
Zearborn and Oldendorff Carriers. Chairman and chief executive Lee Jeong-kie also concluded 
his term as chairman of the International Association of Classification Societies in July.

08 /  PAOLO MORETTI,  RINA
ITALY’S premier classification society continued its expansion, adding more than 10% to its 
tonnage in 2019. Its leading role in the passenger segment means the organisation could have a 
bright future in terms of clientele as the cruise sector grows. RINA’s expertise secured it a partner 
in the east, as it struck a strategic co-operation agreement with the China State Shipbuilding 
Corporation to offer technical advice on passenger vessel shipbuilding. Paolo Moretti is RINA’s 
chief commercial officer and executive vice-president for marine strategic development.

09/  KONSTANTIN PALNIKOV, RUSSIAN MARITIME REGISTER OF SHIPPING
THE Russian classification society performed strongly in 2019, growing by 12%, 
with a solid presence in general cargo, tankers and gas tankers. As Russian Arctic 
gas trade grows with the development of new projects, so likely will the Russian 
Register as it offers its services to vessels involved in the region. RS class continues 
to be involved at the forefront of development. Konstantin Palnikov, who is the 
chairman and chief executive, has also chaired the IACS safety panel since 2017.

10 /  ARUN SHARMA, INDIAN REGISTER OF SHIPPING
THE Indian Register may have marginally lost some tonnage in 2019, but its profile 
has grown. IR executive chairman Arun Sharma took over as chairman of IACS in July, 
declaring his focus to be on data-driven policy. Heading IACS provides a classification 
society with the opportunity to showcase their way of thinking and exposes them 
to a larger audience. IR has also been vocal in its intentions to expand in 2019. It 
got ‘recognised organisation’ status from both Malaysia and Thailand, and wants to 
diversify beyond the Indian flag, which currently claims the overwhelming majority of 
its ships. Among other important developments, IR also signed a deal with the Shipping 
Corporation of India to provide emergency response services for 33 of its vessels.

The Top 10 classification societies ranking is based on gross tonnage of all types of vessels above 
500 gt, of members of the International Association of Classification Societies
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Fast-forward one year and Mr 
Nixon can report being on target 
for a $60m profit. The company’s 
turnaround story won it an 
award for Excellence in Container 
Shipping at the Lloyd’s List Asia 
Pacific Awards earlier this year.

Still, it is not all plain sailing. 
Revenues for the carrier’s second 
quarter, ending September 31, were 
lower than those recorded last year 
and the profit expectation is down 
by a third from previous forecasts.

Like all container lines, ONE has 
had to contend with a slowing 
global economy, rising trade 
tensions and a peak season that 
failed to take off this year.

Earlier in 2019, Mr Nixon admitted 
that forecasts of 4% supply-side 
growth would be matched by 4% 
demand growth were overoptimistic, 
but said the company could manage 
its way through the slowdown.

This has been largely 
achieved by blanking sailings 
to match supply to demand.

“It is a natural counter-measure 
when the trade growth is not as 
strong as we expect,” Mr Nixon said.

However, after the soft market 
that characterised the first half of 
this year, carriers had their hopes 
pinned on a stronger peak season 
than that which emerged.

ONE’s liftings improved from the 
volumes it carried last year, but 
not significantly. In the first half 
of the company’s 2018 financial 
year, it carried just over 2m teu 
on the Asia-North America and 
Asia-Europe headhaul trades, 
with utilisation at 82%.

This year, that figure has increased 
to close to 2.4m teu and load 
factors have improved to 90%.

Yet this has come at a time of 
falling rates, hence the downward 
revision of this year’s forecast.

Despite its volumes on the 
transpacific, ONE is less affected 
by the trade war than some 
of its rivals, Mr Nixon said.

“The US imports about 70% 
of its imports from China on 
the transpacific,” he said.

“As ONE, we’re only about 
50%. We have a much larger 
market involvement in the 
Southeast Asia trades to the 
US and, of course, Japan.

“That business is still continuing, 
and Canada imports are strong, 
Southeast Asia and Japan imports 
to the US are still strong.”

Nevertheless, when revenues 
fall, costs must be constrained. 
ONE says it is on track with 
product rationalisations that 
will save it $195m a year and 

fuel cost savings of $65m a year.
New services, including a Middle 

East/India to Africa service and India 
to Europe service, are targeting 
growth in emerging markets as 
developed world economies slow.

When the three Japanese lines 
merged to form ONE, the hope 
was for synergies of $1bn a year. 
ONE says 86% of that figure was 
achieved in the first year of its 
operation and 96% would be 
achieved in the 2019 financial year.

However, further costs are coming 
its way with the introduction of 
IMO 2020 from next January.

ONE is already buying low-sulphur 
fuel and will start bunkering this 
quarter. Like all container lines, it is 
expecting its customers to pay for 
the additional cost of compliant fuel 
through its ONE Bunker Surcharge.

To date, the company has 
shied off scrubber installations 
and opted for low-sulphur fuel 
as its preferred method for 
meeting IMO 2020 obligations.

However, it has said it is now 
investigating scrubbers for use on 
some of its larger ships to find the 
most competitive combination, 
given the current market situation.

Mr Nixon also appeared in the 
Top 100 in 2017 and 2018.

ANDREAS SOHMEN‑PAO
BW GROUP 
Under the chairman, the group now has an asset portfolio 
that includes the world’s largest gas carrier fleet

TIME has turned Andreas 
Sohmen-Pao from a media-shy 
family business heir into a shipping 
mogul and opinion leader, as 
his responsibility grows.

Recently, the chairman of BW 
Group and Singapore Maritime 
Foundation unveiled a new 
human resources network that 
aims to enhance the role of HR 
professionals in the maritime sector.

What has drawn greater 
attentions is, of course, the proposal 

for a sector-wide carbon levy, 
which he presented during the 
Global Maritime Forum summit 
in Singapore a month ago.

The idea is to establish a green 
fund underwritten by the levy 
and managed by the shipping 
community to facilitate the 
pressing switch for the industry 
to zero-emission fuels.

“The [International Maritime 
Organization] has set the trajectory. 
Politicians are demanding 

zero-carbon shipping. This 
train has left the station,” Mr 
Sohmen-Pao said. “Let’s not be 
on the wrong side of history.”

Mr Sohmen-Pao was leading 
a working group that shared the 
same idea. They hoped the plan 
could raise about $8bn for the 
green fund initially and expand the 
tally to $70bn within 10 years.

The appeal has also been heard 
by many others in the industry. Five 
of the biggest shipping associations 
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are considering a similar levy 
framework, despite being less 
financially ambitious. And they 
want to present that to the IMO.

The increasing personal influence 
of Mr Sohmen-Pao, a grandson 
of Asian shipping magnate the 
late Sir YK Pao, comes along 
with the expanding footprint of 
his company through a series 
of asset manoeuvering.

In January 2019, BW Tankers 
completed its merger with 
Denmark-based Hafnia Tankers, 
creating one of the world’s largest 
product tanker companies, with 
a fleet of more 100 vessels.

In May, BW Group upped its stake 
in liquefied petroleum gas carrier 
owner Epic Gas to more than 80% 
and garnered the chairmanship for 
Mr Sohmen-Pao in the subsidiary.

In November, a filing by liquefied 
natural gas carrier owner Flex LNG, 
a John Fredriksen business, showed 
that Mr Sohmen-Pao’s company had 
become its seventh-largest investor 
with about 1% equity interests.

On the other hand, it sold a 
10% and 5% stake, respectively, in 
very large crude oil tanker owner 

DHT Holdings and its subsidiary, 
BW LPG, earlier this year.

Today, BW Group has extended 
its reaches to an asset portfolio 
of nearly 400 ships of different 
types and sizes — including 
the world’s largest gas carrier 
fleet — that it owns.

With greater power comes 
greater responsibility. Sitting at 

the helm of this business empire, 
Mr Sohmen-Pao continues to 
build up his leadership, a quality 
that has become ever more 
valuable for a shipping industry 
entering an uncharted new era.

Mr Sohmen-Pao also appeared in the 
Top 100 in 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 
2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.

MICHAEL PARKER
CITIGROUP 
The chairman of the shipping and logistics division is a controversial public 
speaker who has claimed British banks ‘were no good at shipping’

INDUSTRY veteran Michael Parker 
has been a long-term fixture in 
ship finance at Citigroup, one 
of the few banks still lending 
money to shipping on any 
significant scale. He also sits on 
the Lloyd’s List Editorial Board.

So it is quite surprising that 
this marks the first time he has 
received an individual profile 
in our Top 100 rankings.

However, the past 12 
months have been a landmark 
year for Mr Parker, a Brit who 
signed up with US bank Citi on 
graduation in 1977 and who 
has stayed there ever since.
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Sohmen-Pao: become a shipping mogul and opinion leader. 

Parker: quite willing to be outspoken when he feels the topic demands it. 
Credit: Global Maritime Forum
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That includes promotion to 
chairman of its shipping and 
logistics division, with the extremely 
capable Shreyas Chipalkatty 
stepping up into his old job as 
global head of shipping.

Part of his new brief will be to focus 
on the top bank’s environmental 
criteria for lending to the sector.

That is fitting, too, because Mr 
Parker is a key architect of the 
Poseidon Principles, a set of lending 
criteria unveiled by 11 banks in 
June, which make decarbonisation 

a central concern when considering 
loans to shipping companies.

He is also a frequent speaker on 
the shipping conference circuit and 
is quite willing to be outspoken when 
he feels the topic demands it.

For instance, he told a London 
International Shipping Week 
meeting — organised expressly 
to sing the praises of the UK as a 
one-stop shop for maritime services 
— that no British bank is currently 
lending to shipping, following the 
withdrawals of RBS and Lloyds.

“Frankly, British banks were 
no good at shipping. They lost a 
lot of money and it wasn’t very 
important to them,” he added.

Fortunately, all is not lost. London 
can claw back ground by looking 
to digitalisation, innovation and 
technology and by emulating 
the Oslo bond market’s example 
in proving finance for small and 
medium-sized companies.

This is Mr Parker’s first 
appearance in the Top 100.

PETER G. LIVANOS
GASLOG 
Chairman has recently appeared to signal a less bullish 
chapter of fleet growth for GasLog than previously

PETER G. Livanos’ legendary father, 
the late George P. Livanos, is best 
remembered as an innovator and 
an environmentalist before climate 
change was widely acknowledged.

Mr Livanos is also a businessman 
who keeps the big picture in view 
and has a long-term outlook.

It was his penchant for looking 
ahead that caused him to 
painstakingly establish his first 
foothold in the liquefied natural gas 
shipping business — the first Greek 
owner to do so — by managing two 
elderly LNG carriers for BG Group.

GasLog, his LNG shipping arm, 
has since been listed in New 
York and is now the mainstay 
of his shipping activities.

GasLog and its subsidiary GasLog 
Partners own one of the largest 
fleets in the world — 35 vessels, 
including 27 directly owned LNG 
carriers on the water, a further 
vessel under leaseback from Mitsui 
& Co and seven newbuildings 
for delivery in 2020 and 2021.

Recent developments include 
terminating the company’s 
involvement in the spot-focused Cool 
Pool with Golar LNG, where GasLog 
had six of its 155,000 cu m vessels.

Two of these were immediately 
chartered for periods of three and 

a half years and nine months to 
Gunvor. Another of the previously 
spot-deployed vessels, GasLog 
Singapore, will serve a new 10-year 
floating storage charter in Panama.

The 2010-built vessel will be 
converted at the time of a five-year 
special survey drydocking in the 
third quarter of 2020, ready for 
the charter to China’s Sinolam 
commencing in November.

In a sign of its status, GasLog 
has just appointed Richard 
Sadler to a new role as its head 
of sustainability as the company 
seeks to focus further on 

sustainability and reporting. The 
former chief executive of Lloyd’s 
Register had served two years as 
GasLog’s chief operating officer.

In recent statements, Mr 
Livanos has appeared to 
signal a less bullish chapter of 
fleet growth for GasLog than 
was the case in the past.

He believes that newbuilding 
LNG vessels ordered today could 
face shorter commercial lives 
than they may be designed for 
due to the International Maritime 
Organization target of at least 
halving emissions by 2050.
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Livanos: keeps the big picture in view and has a long-term outlook.
Credit: John Galayda/Marine Money 
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The issue of residual value 
beyond 2050 arises as LNG 
carriers generally have longer 
lifespans than tankers or bulkers.

“The environmental issues 
going forward are not just 
going to be a game-changer; 
they’re going to be a significant 
game-changer,” he said recently. 

Nonetheless, Mr Livanos still 
believes that natural gas has 
a “very important” role to play 
as the world becomes more 
environmentally aware, including 
serving as a transportation fuel.

It is no surprise that he 
emerged as one of the original 

backers of the Global Maritime 
Forum, which is committed to 
realising shipping’s potential 
to increase sustainable 
economic development 
and “human wellbeing”.

He remains one of a handful 
of shipowners on its advisory 
council and has backed 2019’s 
Poseidon Principles, the initiative 
by leading shipping banks 
to align their portfolios with 
IMO sustainability targets.

Although GasLog represents 
Mr Livanos’s main exposure to 
shipping, he also has an enduring 
involvement in the dry bulk sector.

His DryLog vehicle, which 
controls a fleet of 37 bulkers 
either directly owned or under 
long-term charter, has just forged 
an eye-catching joint venture 
with the shipping division of steel 
and mining giant ArcelorMittal.

Global Chartering Ltd, now 50:50 
owned by the two partners, has 
been transporting 20m tonnes of 
dry cargo materials annually in the 
past and the intention is to “create 
a leading player” in the industry.

Mr Livanos also appeared in the 
Top 100 in 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 
2015, 2016,2017 and 2018.

ROLF HABBEN JANSEN
HAPAG‑LLOYD 
Chief executive drives the German carrier that is aiming 
to be number one for quality of service

AFTER kicking off the latest 
round of consolidation within the 
container shipping sector with 
its 2014 merger with CSAV, then 
three years later completing a 
merger with UASC, Hapag-Lloyd 
is now enjoying the fruits of 
its labours as the fifth-largest 
container line by capacity.

However, like all container lines, 
the Hamburg-based carrier is 
affected by the challenges facing 
box shipping, including global 
trade tensions, fleet overcapacity 
and the looming introduction 
of IMO 2020 regulations.

Add to that an increasingly 
digitalised business landscape and it 
is little wonder that chief executive 
Rolf Habben Jansen has his hands full.

Yet a focus on costs and customer 
service has helped the carrier 
weather the storms relatively well. 

The world’s fifth-biggest container 
shipping group reported it more than 
doubled earnings before interest 
and taxes to €643m ($707m) in 
the first nine months of 2019.

Net profit was €297m, 
compared with €13m in the 
corresponding period last year.

“Despite geopolitical tensions 
and trade restrictions, we 
benefited from higher transport 
volumes and better freight rates 
and also kept a close eye on our 
costs,” Mr Habben Jansen said.

Earlier in the year, he called 
for an increase in scrapping to 
help bring the containership 
segment back into balance 
between supply and demand.

Mr Habben Jansen said today’s 
scrapping rates, at around 2% of the 
global fleet, were not sustainable.

“When you look at scrapping, 

the normal level on average 
is around 4%,” he said.

“If we are sub-2%, that is very low. 
The older vessels that are getting to 
20-plus years will face significantly 
higher operating costs, so it would 
not be illogical to see more of those 
ships being sent to the scrapyard.”

That, in turn, when combined 
with low levels of orders and 
deliveries, would help rebalance 
supply with demand.

At just 10% of the existing fleet, 
the orderbook was at one of its 
lowest levels in both absolute 
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Habben Jansen: focus on costs and customer service. 
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and relative terms for a long 
time, Mr Habben Jansen said, 
and few new orders were being 
placed. The idle fleet was also at 
historically low levels, he added.

“As long as the orderbook 
remains small, that gives us some 
protection from disaster.”

Nevertheless, he warned that 
growth this year would be lower 
than last. “Having said that, we 
don’t see any signals that the 
market is falling apart,” he added.

Looking forward to the 
introduction of low-sulphur fuel 
regulations from next January, 
Hapag-Lloyd was one of the first 
out of the blocks with fuel price 
recovery mechanisms designed to 
push the cost of the transition to 
new fuels on to the customer.

Customers were facing up to 
having to pay more for ocean 
freight as fuel costs increase, 
Mr Habben Jansen said.

“What is good is that you 
see an increasing recognition 
from customers that fuel is a 
variable cost that is outside 
our control,’’ he added.

“As a consequence of that, 
we need to agree something 
around it. For the contracts, I 
don’t think it is going to be a 
big issue, because everyone 
understands that it is something 
that needs to be addressed.”

As part of that move, Hapag-Lloyd 
has recently introduced a fuel charge 
to spot rates in order to cover the 
transitional costs of transferring 
to using low-sulphur fuels.

“Switching from high-sulphur 
fuels to the new low-sulphur fuel 
will inevitably result in higher 
fuel prices in the short term,” 
said Mr Habben Jansen.

“Volatility is also expected 
to increase, particularly during 
the transition period.”

An early sceptic on the merits 
of blockchain, Mr Habben Jansen 
has now committed Hapag-Lloyd 
to joining Maersk and IBM’s 
TradeLens product and is a 
partner in Cargosmart’s Global 
Shipping Business Network.

However, the company is also 
forging ahead with its own projects. 
It aims to have 15% of overall 

volumes booked online by 2023.
Yet after more than doubling in 

size over the period of consolidation, 
Hapag-Lloyd is now focusing on 
improving the quality of its services.

“We want to be number one for 
quality,” said Mr Habben Jansen.

“The industry has not invested 
in delivering value for customers. 
It means fundamental changes 
to the way we do business.”

Hapag-Lloyd would remain a 
global operator, aiming for a market 
share of around 10%, compared 
with its current 9%, he said.

“There is an argument that 
container shipping is a commodity, 
but if that were the case, there 
would not be a 10% to 20% 
difference between the lowest 
and highest prices paid for a 
container on the same voyage.”

However, on the operator’s side, 
it would require strict discipline with 
costs, said Mr Habben Jansen.

“You need cost management to 
earn the right to continue to play.” 

Mr Habben Jansen also appeared in the Top 
100 in 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.

HENNING OLDENDORFF
OLDENDORFF CARRIERS 
The chairman and billionaire shipowner is concerned about 
reducing the carbon footprint of the company

HENNING Oldendorff is probably 
still one of the most quietly 
influential people in the dry 
bulk shipping industry.

He has been at the helm 
of Oldendorff Carriers, the 
largest privately owned owner 
and operator of bulkers in 
Europe, for almost 40 years.

His father Egon founded the 
company in 1921 and plans 
are already being discussed to 
mark the centenary year.

As of October 2019, the 
Germany-based company operated 
712 ships for a total of 62m dwt 
and an average age of eight years. 
Of that, 167 vessels are owned or 
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Oldendorff: enjoys dabbling in the sales and purchase market. 
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bareboat chartered. Oldendorff 
has 31 newbuildings on order, 
comprising two kamsarmaxes, 
which are due for delivery this year.

In 2020, it is expecting delivery 
of nine newcastlemaxes, three 
capesizes, as well as three 
post-panamaxes. Six kamsarmaxes 
and three ultramaxes are also 
scheduled to be completed.

As of end-October, the company 
is expecting two newcastlemaxes 
and one post-panamax to 
be delivered in 2021. 

Two transloaders have also 

been ordered, scheduled for 
delivery in 2021 and in 2022.

Mr Oldendorff, who worked at 
shipbrokers in London, New York 
and San Francisco, enjoys dabbling 
in the sales and purchase market, 
concluding 23 deals with three 
Chinese leasing companies in the 
12 months to June this year.

He also sold three self-unloaders 
that were operating in the CSL pool. 

The billionaire shipowner sits 
on the board and is one of two 
main shareholders at Maritime 
& Merchant bank in Oslo, which 

was set up in late 2016 and 
started operations in early 2017.

He is concerned about reducing 
the company’s carbon footprint 
and has decided to switch to LED 
lighting on the company’s vessels.

Oldendorff has also chosen to 
fit electric propulsion systems 
on two of the new bulkers being 
built at the Chengxi yard in China 
and set for delivery in 2021. 

Mr Oldendorff also appeared in the Top 100 
in 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.

ABDULLAH ALDUBAIKHI
BAHRI 
Senior Saudi business figure had no shipping experience 
before his appointment to head the company in 2018

THE chief executive of Saudi’s 
national shipping company is 
rarely in the headlines, although in 
2019, Bahri could not avoid global 
media attention when two of its 
tankers were attacked off Fujairah.

The very large crude carrier 
Amjad and aframax product tanker 
Al Marzoqah were Bahri-owned 
ships damaged last May, as part of 
premeditated strikes on four ships by 
a team of divers deployed from fast 
boats who placed limpet mines on 
the vessels, which then detonated.

The Saudi-flagged ships and 
two others were likely targeted 
by unknown “state actors”, a 
United Nations report found.

The company claims its fleet of 
45 very large crude carriers makes 
Bahri the world’s largest owner and 
operator of this type of tanker.

The fleet moves not only 
Saudi crude and petrochemicals 
but dry bulk on a total fleet 
of some 90 vessels.

Some 45% of oil is loaded 
and shipped outside the Middle 
East Gulf, giving Bahri an 
international presence beyond 
that of a national oil carrier.

The company’s most recent 
report said the VLCC fleet shipped 

832m barrels annually, which 
translates to about 4.4% of 
all crude seaborne trade.

Abdullah Aldubaikhi has few ties 
to shipping, joining the company as 
chief executive in January 2018.

His curriculum vitae reveals him to 
be Saudi senior business bureaucrat 
who previously worked for a range 
of national entities over the past 
30 years, including the kingdom’s 
agricultural and livestock investment 
company, a private equity company 
and two technology companies.

One of his first priorities in 
2020 may be to modernise the 
VLCC fleet, as only 11 of the 45 
ships were built before 2010.

However, the VLCC fleet, under the 
previous shipping incarnation of Vela 
International Marine, is regarded 
as being scrupulously maintained.

Mr Aldubaikhi said back in 2018 
that this was the year Bahri would 
raise $500m to expand the VLCC 
fleet by some five ships, as well as 
make a series of Asian acquisitions.

However, this has likely been 
sidelined by politics surrounding 
the Saudi Aramco initial public 
offering and the geopolitical 
tensions swirling in the region.

This is Mr Aldubaikihi’s first appearance in 
the Top 100. Bahri or Saudi Aramco appeared 
in the Top 100 in 2012, 2013, 2014.
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Aldubaikhi: expansion plans have likely been sidelined by 
politics surrounding the Saudi Aramco listing. 
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PETROS PAPPAS
STAR BULK CARRIERS 
Greek shipowner wants to position his company as not only the 
biggest in dry bulk but also a leader in sustainability in the sector

IN the dry bulk sector, there 
are few personalities today 
who are magnetising more 
interest than Petros Pappas.

Since the start of his career 
as a shipowner — which kicked 
off in partnership with fellow 
Greek magnate-in-the-making 
George Economou before the 
duo amicably split, essentially 
over divergent appetites for 
risk — Mr Pappas has taken an 
uncommonly thoughtful approach 
to the industry. He has often erred 
on the side of playing it safe.

While risk-control can still be 
seen as an important ingredient 
in the culture of Star Bulk Carriers, 
the Nasdaq-listed bulk carrier 
owner he leads, Star Bulk’s 
image is probably better defined 
by Mr Pappas’ bold side.

Even after a period of slimming 
down its exposure to weather 
the dry bulk lean years, Star Bulk 
never relinquished its crown as the 
largest US-listed dry bulk owner 
and, since the start of 2018, it has 
acquired an astonishing 48 vessels.

In the latest in a string 
of eye-catching deals, the 
company agreed to acquire a 
predominantly supramax fleet of 
11 vessels from Delphin Shipping, 
a vehicle of Kelso & Company.

The majority of the purchase price 
of $139.5m comprised $80m in cash, 
with the balance in Star Bulk stock.

However, overall, most of the 
company’s recent expansion has 
been financed by its own shares. 

Going into 2020, the fleet 
stood at 116 vessels of about 
13m dwt, evenly spread between 
newcastlemaxes, capesizes and 
other larger types, its panamax 
and kamsarmax division, and the 
supra and ultramax sectors.

Star Bulk reinstated dividend 
payments in 2019 and has 

established a “transparent 
dividend policy” to which Mr 
Pappas says the company is 
committed for the longer term.

“Our hope is that by sticking to 
this dividend policy, investors will 
be well-rewarded and will value 
the company appropriately,” 
he told analysts recently.

Yet the resumption of shareholder 
payouts is not seen as shutting off 
acquisitions. In fact, Star Bulk would 
like to further advance its reputation 
as a consolidator in the sector.

“If the company is valued 
appropriately, we will have a 
currency that will allow us to 
finance accretive opportunities 
without walking away from this 
dividend policy,” he said.

Another priority for the company 
is to continue reducing its debt, 
with a longer-term goal of perhaps 
becoming debt-free, which 
would allow it to pay dividends in 
virtually any market conditions.

This vision is essentially that to 
which large publicly traded shipping 
companies have often aspired but 
have rarely been able to achieve.

Along with a highly incentivised 
management team that will be 
paid largely on how Star Bulk 
manages to outperform the 
market, 2020 is shaping up as a 
fascinating year for Mr Pappas.

He has also taken one of 
the industry’s biggest bets on 

exhaust gas-cleaning systems. 
The entire fleet is being fitted 
with scrubbers and 88 had been 
installed by November 2019.

According to Mr Pappas, he 
and his team extensively studied 
every aspect of scrubbers and 
he remains confident in scientific 
evidence that the technology is 
harmless to the environment.

“We were prepared for every 
eventuality — except the controversy 
it has caused, to be honest,” he says.

“We want to be not just 
the biggest company in the 
sector but to be a leader in 
sustainable dry bulk shipping.”

While hardly a publicity-seeker, 
Mr Pappas has not shirked a 
leadership role in many of the most 
hotly debated issues in shipping 
in the past couple of years.

Although he had not expected to 
be thrust into the limelight because 
of scrubbers, he has been one of the 
leading advocates in the industry for 
slowing speeds to curb emissions.

Star Bulk is one of the first bulker 
specialists to join the Global Maritime 
Forum, as well as its Getting to Zero 
Coalition that is pushing towards 
full decarbnisation of the industry. 

In addition, it has become one 
of the first shipowners to publish 
an annual sustainability report.

Mr Pappas also appeared in the Top 100 in 
2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.
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Pappas: bold side has led to a string of eye-catching deals. 
Credit: Marine Money Greece
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01 /  RAFAEL CIGARRUISTA, PANAMA MARITIME AUTHORITY
PANAMA remains at the top of the list, with the most tonnage and number of vessels registered 
with the flag, by a long stretch. It has 225m gt registered, which is 53m gt ahead of the 
second-place holder. Panama has 9,367 vessels flying its flag, some 4,486 ships ahead of 
China, the next-biggest in terms of number of vessels. It has 333m dwt registered, well ahead 
of the rest of the list. Rafael Cigarruista is the new general director of merchant marine at the 
Panama Maritime Authority, taking over the role from Fernando Solorzano in early July 2019. Mr 
Cigarruista, who is a former seafarer and marine casualty investigator, is working to build up the 
flag’s data collection in order to be more analytical. 

02 /  ALFONSO CASTILLERO, LIBERIAN INTERNATIONAL SHIP & CORPORATE REGISTRY
FOLLOWING the departure of chief executive Scott Bergeron in 2019, the Liberian registry 
adopted a new organisational structure, with the chief operating officer holding the top 
position. Alfonso Castillero, who is effectively leading the flag, can boast leaping ahead of the 
Marshall Islands this year — by some 8.8m gt as of the end of October, according to Lloyd’s List 
Intelligence data. He has been vocal in wanting a review of the IMO’s casualty code, and will 
take up the matter with the 174-member group if he has the backing of other flag states. 

03 /  WILLIAM (BILL) GALLAGHER, IRI — MARSHALL ISLANDS REGISTRY
EVEN though the Marshall Islands has moved one place down in 2019’s ranking versus 2018, its 
president William Gallagher, who will have been in the role for 20 years come January 1, 2020, 
says his biggest achievement during his tenure has been breaking up the monopoly of the top 
two flags. The Marshall Islands, which has 163m gt registered with it, has been jockeying with 
Liberia for the second and third positions for some years now, with offshore vessels the deciding 
factor. says Mr Gallagher, who is better known in the industry as Bill. Quality remains at the core 
of the flag, stressed Mr Gallagher, who joined the registry at the age of 28. 

04 /  AGNES WONG, MARINE DEPARTMENT, HONG KONG 
WHILE Hong Kong has maintained its ranking since 2018 as the fourth-largest flag by gross 
tonnes, at 128m gt, it has a new director of marine, Agnes Wong, who took over in mid-May 
2019 from Maisie Cheng. The large gap between its tonnage and that of Singapore, ranked fifth 
with almost 98m gt, will ensure it maintains its position over the coming year. However, Hong 
Kong has 2,255 fewer vessels than its closest rival. The growth has come from crude tanker and 
ore carrier segments, it said, adding it has maintained a high-quality standard of its fleet. 

05 /  QUAH LEY HOON, MARITIME AND PORT AUTHORITY OF SINGAPORE 
AS with many of the top flags, the Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore has a new chief 
executive in the form of Quah Ley Hoon, who replaced Andrew Tan in January. She has actively 
engaged with the industry and has spoken at several events through 2019, including one on 
training. Ms Hoon, who has thanked shipowners for allowing the flag to surpass 95m gt, is 
aiming to position the port and registry beyond 2020, by embracing digitalisation and new 
technologies such as LNG bunkering. She has also been focusing on decarbonisation efforts. 

06 /  IVAN SAMMUT, MALTA SHIP REGISTRY
THE Malta Ship Registry has grown exponentially to become the largest in Europe. As of 
November 1, 2019, Malta had about 81m gt, with 2,637 vessels flying its flag. Its general 
registrar Ivan Sammut has, for the past nine years, been entrusted to regulate, control and 
administer all matters related to ship and yacht registration. He has been overseeing the flag’s 
technical performance with regards to safety and pollution prevention; and has also been 
involved with seafarer training and employment.

TOP 
10

FLAG STATES 2019
Although Panama leads our Top 10 flag states list for 2019 by about 
53m gross tonnes, the difference between the second and third spots 
is some 8.8m gt, mainly due to the offshore sector’s tonnage
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07 /  DWAIN HUTCHINSON, BAHAMAS MARITIME AUTHORITY 
BAHAMAS is the largest flag for the passengership/cruise sector, which aligns with Bahamas as 
a brand. While the flag had slow growth in 2019, maintaining the same position as in 2018, it 
continued to attract and retain quality shipowners who share its values in terms of innovation 
and progressive thinking, its chief executive Dwain Hutchinson said. It also has a large presence 
in the tankers and gas sectors, and recently opened an office in Japan to maintain market share 
in Asia. The flag, which has backing from the government of Bahamas, would like to grow but 
without having to compromise on its quality standards. 

08 /  CAO DESHENG, CHINA MARITIME SAFETY ADMINISTRATION 
THE Chinese flag has grown steadily throughout the year. As of November 1, 2019, it had 58m 
gt on its books, up from 57m gt in 2018. In terms of number of vessels, it saw a surge, with 
4,881 vessels registered, the third-largest of the Top 10. That compares with 3,695 vessels in 
2018. The administration announced a new director in January 2019, Cao Desheng, who has 
held various roles, including director of China Transport Telecommunications and Information 
Center and deputy director of the Waterway Transportation Bureau in the Ministry of Transport. 
In September, Mr Desheng signed a memorandum of understanding with the Port Authority of 
Singapore to promote the bilateral use and recognition of electronic certificates in shipping. 

09 /  AGISILAOS A. ANASTASAKOS, HELLENIC COAST GUARD 
GREECE is the second-biggest flag in Europe, with 40.3m gt, and 1,545 commercial vessels. 
Despite an increasing Greek-owned fleet, the Greek registry, headed by director for shipping 
Agisilaos A. Anastasakos, has seen a steady decline. In 2018, it had 43m gt flying its flag, which 
was 5m gt lower than in 2017. The drop was cited as “a concern” for the new government, 
which took office in 2019. It aimed to “immediately” halt the flight of Greek-owned tonnage to 
other flags, such as Malta, which has managed to attain first place among EU flags. 

10 / NORIO ISHIHARA, JAPANESE MINISTRY OF LAND, INFRASTRUCTURE, TRANSPORT AND TOURISM  
ALTHOUGH Japan has grown in size, it maintains its ranking since 2018 at number 10 in the 
Top 10 list. It has grown to almost 30m gt, up from 27m gt in 2018, according to Lloyd’s List 
Intelligence. The most notable growth came from the number of vessels, which more than 
doubled to 3,846 in 2019 from 1,717 in 2018. Representing the Japan flag in our list is Norio 
Ishihara, director, inspection and measurement division, maritime bureau.

The Top 10 flag states ranking is based on gross tonnage data supplied by Lloyd’s List 
Intelligence; all vessel types above 500 gt are included in the data

GLOBAL FLAG STATES BY TONNAGE/VESSEL COUNT 

GROSS TONNAGE DEADWEIGHT TONNAGE VESSEL COUNT

01  PANAMA 225,002,749 333,442,374 9,367

02  LIBERIA 171,472,522 270,181,504 4,027

03  MARSHALL ISLANDS 162,694,278 261,236,163 4,163

04  HONG KONG 128,080,233 202,679,275 2,707

05  SINGAPORE 97,816,315 145,871,414 4,962

06  MALTA 80,706,544 115,614,647 2,637

07  BAHAMAS 65,445,388 80,190,369 1,512

08  CHINA 58,261,571 87,463,456 4,881

09  GREECE 40,320,446 70,047,642 1,545

10  JAPAN 29,697,186 44,799,445 3,846

Source: Lloyd’s List Intelligence (November 1, 2019)
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ERIK HÅNELL
STENA BULK 
The chief executive led an internal team of eight that met high-profile politicians, 
diplomats and their apparatchiks under the intense international media spotlight

STENA Bulk’s president and 
chief executive found himself 
front and centre of the US-Iran 
conflict in July, when the Islamic 
Revolutionary Guard Corps 
seized the UK-flagged product 
tanker Stena Impero as it 
transited the Strait of Hormuz.

Mr Hånell’s diplomacy, tact, 
patience and unwavering support 
for the 23-member crew at a 
time of extreme geopolitical 
stress propels him well into the 
Top 100 for the first time.

The Gothenburg-based tanker 
operator of 72 vessels fed global 
news headlines for nearly a month 
while Mr Hånell led company 
efforts to extricate the vessel 
from Iranian waters, where it 
was held for two months.

Stena Bulk’s vessel was in the 
wrong place at the wrong time, 
taken simply because it flew the UK 
flag, in retaliation for the detention 
of an Iranian-controlled tanker 
in Gibraltar two weeks earlier.

Mr Hånell’s cool head amid 
inflamed tensions in the Middle 
East, along with an open and 
responsive demeanour as he was 
thrust into the world’s political 
and media spotlight, was an 
asset to Stena in negotiations 
to release the vessel.

With so many countries involved, 
the Swedish-born executive led 
an internal team of eight that 
held daily meetings or calls 
with the world’s highest-profile 
foreign ministers and their 
apparatchiks, including those 
based in Sweden, Iran and the UK.

Mr Hånell skilfully handled 
this pressurised environment 
and diplomatic challenge, 
helped by his long-time 
executive role in global trade.

He has worked at Stena Bulk 
since he started as manager of 

commercial operations in 1999, 
working his way up to president 
and chief executive by 2012.

Like most shipping companies, 
Stena had tested emergency 
responses to crises, but you 
cannot prepare for everything, 
especially something like this, 
Mr Hånell told Lloyd’s List in 
an October 2019 interview.

The July 19 seizure occurred on 
a Friday evening and coincided 
with Sweden’s summer vacation. 
There was also extreme 
political instability in the UK 
over Brexit at the time, adding 
a further degree of difficulty. 

Five days after Iran took 
Stena Impero, UK Prime Minister 
Teresa May resigned and a new 
Home Secretary was installed 
in the consequent shake-up.

It was all pure politics, 
Mr Hånell recalled.

“We never gave up, even though 
there were days when we felt like 
nothing was happening,” he said.

There were constant trips 
around Europe and to the Far 

East, plus keeping relatives of 
Indian, Latvian and Russian crew 
updated, initially three times daily.

Stena Bulk also worked to 
protect their families from intrusive 
media calls received worldwide.

Mr Hånell admits he was 
unprepared for the scale of 
media scrutiny, which he said 
was “a new experience”.

He answered 50 to 60 
calls daily to his mobile from 
journalists — most with little 
understanding of the maritime 
world — on top of the day-to-day 
running of the business and 
working to release the tanker.

After Stena Impero’s release, the 
tanker immediately sailed to Dubai 
to disembark the traumatised 
crew. Mr Hånell was there to 
meet them, eschewing publicity, 
keeping his presence quiet.

He remains sanguine about the 
episode and has nothing but praise 
for the UK Foreign Office. This 
was despite a politically charged 
(and incorrect) message fed to 
the media inferring Stena Bulk 
did not provide enough notice to 
the UK government to organise a 
naval escort before it was seized.

Now the drama is over, Mr Hånell 
says there are no plans to reflag 
any Stena tankers and he remains, 
for now, with the Red Ensign.

Also adding to his global profile 
in 2019, Mr Hånell was appointed 
chairman of tanker operators’ 
industry group ITOPF in November.

The low-profile London-based 
group wields much influence 
in tanker circles, and Mr Hånell 
had served on the board for 
seven years. Paddy Rodgers, 
formerly from Euronav, was the 
prior chairman for eight years.

This is Mr Hånell’s first 
appearance in the Top 100.
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Hånell: you cannot prepare for 
everything, especially something like this. 
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RONALD SPITHOUT
INMARSAT
Maritime president has led the company from FleetBroadband 
to Fleet Xpress, which has placed the potential of data 
analytics at the centre of vessel operations

RONALD Spithout took on the 
role of president of maritime 
business at Inmarsat, the 
mobile satellite communications 
provider, in December 2014.

Back then, although the 
FleetBroadband L-band service was 
up and running, the ‘connected 
ship’ was a vision and the internet 
of things (IoT) merely a dream 
for a sceptical maritime sector.

During 2015 and 2016, 
Mr Spithout led two years of 
planning and training, and 
spoke at countless conferences, 
to explain the industry-wide 
benefits of higher data speeds.

His commitment only paid 
dividends with the roll-out of 
Fleet Xpress, which combined 
L-band reliability with Ka-band 
technology. The platform has 
proved a foundation for an 
ecosystem of maritime applications.

From a standing start in 2016, 
Fleet Xpress is now installed 
on 7,500 ships. It offers faster 
speeds but also a dedicated 
bandwidth that can be used for 
applications as basic as electronic 
chart display and information 
system (Ecdis) downloads, to 
sophisticated telemedicine, vessel 
performance benchmarking and 
after-sales service from shipyards.

Data analytics, a core element 
of maritime digitalisation, is now 
being taken on board by most 
shipowners and managers.

The effect of this is that Inmarsat 
is seeing a doubling of traffic every 
six to eight months. In March 
2019, Inmarsat made Crew Xpress 
available on Fleet Xpress, which 
gives an incentive for shipmanagers 
to invest in crew connectivity, 
especially in crew welfare.

Application developers have 
responded to the increasing 

acceptance of digitalisation: 
onboard sensor reading has grown 
exponentially, and improved 
levels of safety have become 
linked to better connectivity.

This led to Inmarsat launching 
its IoT platform, Fleet Data, 
early in 2019, allowing ship 
operators to easily collect, 
transfer and analyse data through 
third-party applications.

“Containerships are doing a 
terabyte of data (1,000 gigabytes) 
a month. We are now seeing 
the first signs of the connected 
vessel,” Mr Spithout said.

So rapid has the transition been 
from FleetBroadband to Fleet 
Xpress that revenue for Inmarsat 
Maritime’s business suffered a 10% 
decline in the first half of 2019.

However, Mr Spithout explained, 
clients tend to run a new 
service for the same purposes 
as the old service — but when 
they understand what the 
new capability can help them 
achieve, usage picks up rapidly.

The initial level is cost-saving, 
followed by higher levels of 
interaction between charterer 

and ship operator, leading to 
service operations centres.

In a new move, the platform 
will enable anonymous and 
aggregated vessel-type 
benchmarking of data volumes 
against similar vessels captured 
in the Fleet Xpress database.

With eight new satellites on order, 
ready to be launched, stationed, 
tested and tuned in by 2023, the era 
of the connected ship will transition 
from the future vision of 2014 to the 
current reality of the early 2020s. 

Alongside this investment in 
the technology of connectivity, 
Inmarsat is working with start-ups 
and with students because 
here, Mr Spithout believes, are 
the most creative ideas.

“We get close to colleges 
because all good ideas come 
from students,” he says.

The business development team 
has been encouraging students 
to go to Inmarsat’s offices so the 
company can “pick up the signals”.

Mr Spithout also appeared in the Top 
100 in 2018. Inmarsat appeared in the 
Top 100 in 2015, 2016 and 2017.
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Spithout: now seeing the first signs of the connected ship.
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THEODORE VENIAMIS
UNION OF GREEK SHIPOWNERS
During his fourth three-year term, the president has co-sponsored an effort 
to promote Greece’s wider maritime cluster in a more structured way

THERE is no doubting that Theodore 
Veniamis is a man on a mission.

However, the mission appears 
to have broadened during 
his presidency of the Union 
of Greek Shipowners, now 
the longest since democracy 
returned to Greece in 1974.

Mr Veniamis began his stint 
in office at a time when the 
world financial system was in 
crisis, shipping markets had 
crashed and Greece’s debt crisis 
was on the cusp of being blown 
open, ensuring that shipowners’ 
contributions to the nation’s 
shrinking economy would come 
under unprecedented scrutiny.

Throw in the launch of a 
European competition probe 
into the national tax regime for 
shipping and he naturally had his 
hands full protecting the shipping 
community’s status quo.

Defending shipping as a 
pillar of Greek society and its 
economy, Mr Veniamis sought to 
position it as a potential partial 
solution to the country’s rampant 
youth unemployment. He also 
supervised creation of the Greek 
Shipowners’ Social Welfare 
Company, or ‘Syn-Enosis’.

More recently, he has 
co-sponsored an effort — at 
long last — to promote Greece’s 
wider maritime cluster in a 
more structured way.

The fact that he has been 
elected for a fourth three-year 
term as president suggests 
his peers generally commend 
the job he has done.

2019 saw three key developments 
that have soothed Greek 
owners’ fears of being under 
attack in their own backyard.

The first was a deal to introduce 
a dividend tax that is understood 
to have satisfied Brussels’ 

years-long probe into the country’s 
fiscal framework for shipping.

Since then, the arrival of Kyriakos 
Mitsotakis’ staunchly pro-shipping 
government and Greece’s 
official exit from its final bailout 
programme have hinted at a return 
to something closer to normal times 
for Greek shipping in its homeland.

However, as domestic problems 
have eased, international 
issues have rung alarm bells 
at UGS headquarters.

Public speeches and written 
statements from Mr Veniamis 
were rare during his first three 
terms but the International 
Maritime Organization’s 2020 
sulphur cap regulations and 
longer-term decarbonisation 
goals have increasingly dragged 
him into the limelight.

In pushing for recognition of 
safety issues stemming from 
introduction of new compatible 
fuels or attacking the allowance 
of scrubbers by the IMO, the UGS 
president says he has been standing 
up for the rank and file owners.

He acknowledges that the 

scrubber debate has caused 
divisions in the Greek shipping 
community but also suggests 
it has naturally fallen to the 
UGS to communicate shipping 
realities that are in the interests 
of the industry not only in Greece, 
but in Europe and beyond.

“We have a voice and we raise 
our voice as it is needed,” Mr 
Veniamis told Lloyd’s List. “We take 
into account what is right for the 
vast majority of our members.”

That has meant an antipathy 
to scrubbers that, he says, 
are undermining the tramp 
sector’s level playing field.

“I don’t enjoy fighting. It’s not 
nice to come up against your own 
people [Greek owners who have 
opted to install scrubbers], who you 
like a lot and you respect,” he says.

According to Mr Veniamis, 
worldwide availability of safe 0.5% 
sulphur marine fuels is the UGS’s 
primary concern, with the accent on 
safety as much as global availability.

Initially a lone voice, he has 
been successful in canvassing 
sufficient support to get the IMO 
to commit to new safety measures 
to complement the sulphur cap, 
but not to delay its introduction.

“We are the only ones so 
committed and hands-on — 
not only on this issue, but on 
many other issues,” he says.

“We represent what we represent 
— more than 21% of the world 
fleet and over 53% of the EU fleet. 

“Why should we let others 
that don’t represent even 1% of 
the fleet influence the world of 
tramp shipping? That’s wrong for 
the world, it’s wrong for Europe 
and it’s wrong for the IMO.”

Mr Veniamis also appeared in the Top 
100 in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 
2015 , 2016, 2017 and 2018.
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Veniamis: the IMO’s sulphur cap 
and decarbonisation goals have 
dragged him into the limelight.
Credit: Nikos Kokkalias
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IGOR TONKOVIDOV
SOVCOMFLOT 
The president and chief executive views LNG bunkering as one means to 
tap the ‘natural competitive advantage’ from Russia’s vast gas deposits

IGOR Tonkovidov took over 
the helm at Sovcomflot this 
September, having served as chief 
technical officer for the Russian 
shipowner-operator for seven years.

The engineer by training 
has actively promoted the 
use of liquefied natural gas as 
marine fuel, particularly along 
Russia’s Northern Sea Route.

In his previous capacities at 
Sovcomflot, including his time as 
chief operating and chief technical 
officer, Mr Tonkovidov has played an 
instrumental role in systematically 
switching the Russian carrier’s 
tanker fleet to run on LNG fuel.

One month into his appointment 
to the top office, two large 
tankers on Sovcomflot’s fleet 
completed eastbound voyages 
along the NSR using LNG.

Mr Tonkovidov said these recent 
voyages, along with Sovcomflot’s 
experience of more than a 
year of operating LNG-fuelled 
tankers, has shown that using 
LNG as a primary marine fuel can 
slash carbon dioxide emissions 

by 30% compared to burning 
traditional heavy fuel oil.

He also expressed confidence 
in the economic viability of 
bunkering vessels trading in 
emission control zones in the 
North and Baltic Seas with LNG 
over another cleaner burning 
alternative, marine diesel oil.

Sovcomflot is certainly motivated 
to counter objections that 
environmental activists have voiced 
towards the promotion of the NSR 
as a regular shortcut for Russia’s 
exports to reach Europe and Asia.

As well as addressing these 
environmental concerns, Mr 
Tonkovidov also views LNG 
bunkering as one means to 
tap a “natural competitive 
advantage” Russia enjoys 
from its vast gas deposits.

On the other side of the equation, 
Russia can also bank on its ready 
access to the NSR to slash the 
time and costs of shipping LNG 
to gas-hungry Northeast Asia.

Together with the VEB.RF Group, 
Sovcomflot has extended lease 

financing to the first in a series 
of ice-breaking LNG carriers 
that will be built at Russia’s 
Zvezda Shipbuilding Complex.

These tankers are designed 
to carry cargoes all year round 
through the icy conditions of the 
Kara Sea and the Gulf of Orb. 

Novatek has signed a long-term 
time charter for the first of these 
tankers to transport LNG cargoes 
from Arctic LNG 2, its second export 
project in the Russian Arctic.

This is Mr Tonkovidov ‘s first appearance 
in the Top 100. Sovcomflot also appeared 
in the Top 100 in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 
2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.

EDUARDO DE SALLES 
BARTOLOMEO
VALE 
Chief executive’s term in office could hardly have 
come at a more testing time for the miner 

EDUARDO de Salles Bartolomeo 
was appointed chief executive of 
Vale in April 2019, replacing Fabio 
Schvartsman, who had stepped down 
in the wake of the fatal dam disaster 
that killed 250 people in January.

Mr Bartolomeo’s term could 
hardly have come at a more 
testing time for the miner, as 
he had the challenging task of 
leading through one of the darkest 
chapters in the history of mining.

Around seven months 
into his role, he has made 
significant progress towards 
stabilising the business and 
advancing the objective of full 
reparation of Brumadinho.
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Tonkovidov: played an instrumental 
role in switching the Sovcomflot 
tanker fleet to run on LNG fuel.
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The collapsed Brumadinho 
dam was one of 19 upstream 
tailings dams owned by Vale in 
the iron-ore rich state of Minas 
Gerais, built according to a method 
that has been banned in Peru and 
Chile for safety reasons. Tailings 
dams hold the waste material 
from mining operations.

The Bela Horizonte barrier, used 
for holding waste water and mud 
from the Fiejao iron ore mine, 
collapsed, following which Vale 
had to suspend operations at some 
mines, leading to the halt of 40m 
tonnes of iron ore being extracted.

Later, Vale was forced to 
close another mine, with a 
total impact of 30m tonnes of 
production. The reduction in iron 
ore production caused capesize 
rates to slide to almost four-year 
lows in the first half of 2019.

Under the new head, Vale 

managed to resume part of its 
operations halted after the tragedy.

The new chief aims to reduce 
freight costs in the final quarter 
of the year by incorporating 
new vessels to the long-term 
chartered fleet and lowering Vale’s 
exposure to the spot market.

Mr Bartolomeo has extensive 
experience in integrated operations 
in bulk commodities, with work in 
coal, fertilisers and base metals.

He worked with Vale for 10 
years, focused mainly on the 
company’s physical operations, 
having served as executive director 
for logistics and, more recently, as 
head of base metals in Canada, 
before taking up the role of chief 
executive of Brazil’s largest miner.

This is Mr Bartolomeo’s first appearance in the 
Top 100. Vale appeared in the Top 100 in 2011, 
2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.

URSULA VON DER LEYEN
EUROPEAN COMMISSION 
The new European Commission president will push the inclusion 
of shipping in the EU Emissions Trading System

TWO years after the European Union 
effectively postponed a decision 
to regulate shipping emissions 
until 2023, Ursula von der Leyen is 
not just restarting that discussion 
but has clearly taken a side.

While the International Maritime 
Organization tries to agree on 

what short-term decarbonisation 
measure it should impose, the new 
European Commission president 
is poised to slap a market-based 
measure on vessels using EU ports.

Coming in with heavily climate 
crisis-focused agenda, Ms von 
der Leyen has vowed to regulate 

shipping emissions by including it 
in the bloc’s EU Emissions Trading 
System, much to the detestation 
of shipowning interests and the 
IMO, which opposes regional 
regulation that may have such 
far-reaching implications.

Beyond the direst environmental 
impact, controlling emissions 
for vessels that move through 
EU waters and use EU ports 
would affect operating costs, 
chartering contracts, lending 
policy in shipping and insurance, 
among other elements. 

Operational and political 
implications aside, they could 
also accelerate the development 
of zero-carbon fuels, as burning 
carbon-based fuels will become 
more expensive, making 
alternatives more attractive. 

Simply put, Ms von der Leyen’s 
arrival could lead to the first 
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Bartolomeo: has extensive 
experience in integrated operations 
in bulk commodities. 

von der Leyen: coming in with a mandate to regulate emissions. 
Credit: Alexandros Michailidis/Shutterstock.com
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major measure in the push 
to decarbonise shipping.

Whether this measure comes in 
2020 will depend on the political 
will and the priorities of the new 
Commission in its first year.

Among the people to watch 
in Ms von der Leyen’s team are 
executive vice-president Frans 
Timmermans, who will be tasked 
with expanding the ETS to include 

shipping; and new transport 
commissioner Adina Valean. 

Aside from being expected 
to help out in placing shipping 
within the ETS, Ms Valean is 
also anticipated to deliver a 
sustainability strategy focused on 
increasing the uptake of sustainable 
and alternative transport fuels.

In other significant decisions 
next year, the Commission 

will have to choose whether 
to extend the Consortia Block 
Exemption Regulation that allows 
container carriers to enter into 
vessel-sharing agreements and 
is strongly opposed by shippers.

This is Ms von der Leyen’s first appearance in 
the Top 100. European Commissioners also 
featured in the Top 100 in 2010, 2011, 2012, 
2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.

DAI HOULIANG
SINOPEC GROUP 
The industry veteran and senior engineer has shown he has the 
technical knowledge and business acumen to lead the group 
through massive market changes ahead of IMO 2020

AFTER more than a year in the 
job, Sinopec Group chairman 
Dai Houliang has amply shown 
that he has what it takes to lead 
the major Chinese oil company 
forward as he took it through a 
tough and volatile year in the 
energy and shipping markets.

“Faced with complex international 
environments and demanding 
tasks of reform and development, 
we stuck to our four-pronged 
strategies and implemented 
the ‘reform, management, 
innovation and development’ 
working principle,” Mr Dai said.

The industry veteran and senior 
engineer has shown he not only has 
the technical knowledge but also 
the business acumen to lead the 
group through the massive market 
changes ahead of IMO 2020, as well 
as extremely volatile geopolitics 
and global trading conditions.

The group saw turnover rise 
23% to Yuan2.89trn ($411.4bn), 
while net profit rose by a fifth 
to Yuan61.6bn in 2018.

Sinopec was among those quick 
off the mark to produce low-sulphur 
fuel oil, declaring in June that it 
would produce 10m tonnes of LSFO 
in 2020 to supply the global market, 
increasing to 15m tonnes by 2023.

Not only did it get production 
right, but Sinopec has also been 

working on marketing, announcing 
it would supply LSFO at Zhoushan 
and other major China ports, while 
also establishing supply capabilities 
at more than 50 key international 
ports, including the major 
bunkering centre of Singapore.

Mr Dai has shown astuteness in 
taking advantage of opportunities, 
sealing a rash of deals with Russian 
companies on a trip with Chinese 
President Xi Jinping to Moscow.

On the petrochemicals side, 
he led Sinopec into the signing 
of an investment agreement for 
the Amur Gas Chemical Complex 
of Sibur Holding — in which 
Sinopec is a strategic investor 
— in Moscow, which will see the 
Chinese group taking a 40% stake.

Mr Dai also sealed a product 
distribution deal for Russian 
polyethylene exports to China.

“Leveraging our best practices 
and advantages, we are committed 
to making this partnership represent 
regional energy co-operation in the 
downstream petrochemical sector,” 
he said at the signing in Moscow.

On the gas side, Sinopec, 
Novatek and Gazprombank are 
establishing a joint venture for 
natural gas trading in China.

Meanwhile, Sinopec has also 
stepped in to perform some 
national service duties, such as 

helping to develop the China-led 
Sri Lanka port of Hambantota’s 
ambitions to be a bunkering centre.

And Mr Dai closed off the 
year by “securing a decisive 
victory in building an all-round 
sustainable company”.

Mr Dai also appeared in the Top 100 in 2018.
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Dai: shown astuteness in taking 
advantage of business opportunities. 
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HUGO DE STOOP
EURONAV 
During his first year, the chief executive has been putting the 
tanker giant in a strong position for the 2020 sulphur cap

TAKING over as chief executive of 
one of the biggest crude oil tanker 
owners in the world less than a 
year before the biggest operational 
shift in shipping’s recent history 
was never going to be easy.

However, Hugo De Stoop 
stepped up to the plate and 
implemented crucial preparations 
for the 2020 sulphur cap consistent 
with the firm’s well-known 
strategy of using low-sulphur 
fuel oil and staying away from 
scrubbers for the time being.

Mr De Stoop took over from 
Paddy Rodgers early in the 
year. And, while those were big 
shoes to fill, Mr De Stoop was as 
well-prepared as anyone could 
hope for, being a Euronav and 
shipping industry veteran.

He first joined the company 
as deputy chief financial officer 
in 2004, before becoming chief 
financial officer in 2008.

In some ways, in 2019, Euronav 
has exemplified the kind of 

preparation industry bodies and 
IMO have been pushing shipping 
companies to undertake ahead 
of the 2020 sulphur cap.

The company spent close to 
$200m buying up LSFO volumes, 
signed a supply deal with Malaysia’s 
Linggi Port and is preparing its 
vessels to use the LSFO ahead of 
the January 1, 2020 deadline.

Mr De Stoop has also become a 
familiar figure in decarbonisation 
talks, with Euronav being one 
of the leaders of the landmark 
Getting to Zero Coalition launched 
in September, aiming for 
zero-carbon vessels by 2030.

Given that decarbonisation 
will be a lasting challenge, 
leadership on this front would 
not only prepare Euronav for 
that transition but could also be 
defining in the wider context.

2019 has been a challenging 
year for the tanker sector and 
Euronav was hit with a $41.9m 
net loss in the first nine months.

That is, nonetheless, an 
improvement from the $110.4m lost 
during the same period in 2018 and 
expectations for the end of 2019 
are high amid a stronger market.

This is Mr De Stoop’s first appearance in 
the Top 100. Euronav also appeared in the 
Top 100 in 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.

ROBERT BUGBEE / 
EMANUELE LAURO
SCORPIO GROUP 
After evangelising about an ‘eco-fleet’ of tankers, the president 
and chief executive are now staking the group’s profitability 
on 75 of its vessels being fitted with scrubbers

THE shipping market upturn cannot 
come soon enough for Robert 
Bugbee and Emanuele Lauro, with 
their publicly listed Scorpio Tankers 
and Scorpio Bulkers failing to turn 
a profit since at least 2015.

However, revenue is up for both 
companies and there are hopes 
for a stellar 2020 — especially 
since the tanker company has bet 
big on the efficacy and economy 
of scrubber technology.

This year, Scorpio Tankers 
also completed a so-called 
ships-for-shares deal with oil trader 
Trafigura. The shipowner and 
operator of 138 refined product 
tankers acquired Trafigura’s 
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De Stoop: has been with 
Euronav since 2004. 
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01 /  JON HANCOCK, LLOYD’S
A STRONG case can be made that Jon Hancock has had more impact than anyone in the 
world of marine insurance over the past year or so, thanks to his role in persuading at least 
a dozen unprofitable marine syndicates to consider their options (or else). Many regard the 
cull as painful but necessary, not least because it has firmed up pricing for those who have 
stayed the course. In any event, it is not over yet. “I suspect there is more to come,” one of 
our sources told us. Appropriately enough, director of performance management Mr Hancock 
actually started as a marine underwriter in the Liverpool office of RSA and spent more than 
25 years with that company. He took on his present job — with responsibility for performance 
management, capital setting and risk management in the Lloyd’s market — in December 2016. 

02 /  ANDREW YEOMAN, CONCIRRUS
INSURTECH is something of a buzzword in marine insurance right now, and Andy Yeoman’s 
Concirrus has emerged from the starting blocks as a clear leader in the space. The Quest 
platform operated by the chief executive’s company provides proprietary behavioural data and 
predictive models that are said to outperform traditional risk assessment and underwriting 
techniques. And, for an increasing number of believers in senior positions, that is more than 
marketing hype. Customers include Willis Re and — since last August — leading P&I club 
Skuld. Another indication of Concirrus’s current standing in the marine insurance niche is 
the appointment of former Munich Re kingpin Dieter Berg as a non-executive director.

03 /  MARCUS BAKER, MARSH‑JLT SPECIALTY
MARCUS Baker earns his place on any marine insurance top 10 on account of his job as 
head of global marine at one of the world’s biggest brokers in the niche. The merger of 
Marsh’s parent company, Marsh & McLennan Companies, with Jardine Lloyd Thompson 
— which was formally completed in 2019 — guarantees his continued presence. Mr Baker 
started his career at J&H after graduating in the early 1980s and joined Marsh when it 
acquired his employer 25 years ago. He has been there ever since. A notable enthusiast 
for digitalisation, he is likely to ensure that Marsh-JLT remains at the forefront of the 
technology developments that are having an ever-increasing impact on the discipline.

04 /  RICHARD TURNER, RSA LUXEMBOURG AND IUMI
INDUSTRY veteran Richard Turner has relocated from his native Essex to Luxembourg, 
from where he manages RSA’s global specialty business in Europe as chief executive. Yet 
if that role were not high-profile enough, he is possibly even better known as president 
of the International Union of Marine Insurance since 2018. Mr Turner’s 35-year career 
has largely specialised in marine, starting out as a hull underwriter before running RSA’s 
marine market operations first in London, then in Europe and ultimately worldwide.

05 /  PATRIZIA KERN‑FERRETTI,  SWISS RE
SWISS RE’S head of marine Patrizia Kern-Ferretti is another IUMI stalwart and sits on 
that organisation’s executive committee. However, she has come to the notice of the 
industry in 2019 for her role in her employer’s decision to stop underwriting marine cover 
in London and centralise the function in the Italian city of Genoa instead. The move 
followed a first-half loss of $403m at Swiss Re Corporate Solutions, which has made 
addressing profitability imperative. In the internet era, the switch should make very little 
difference for the customers. The question is, will it mark the start of a gradual drift of 
marine business away from the UK capital? Ms Kern-Ferretti is also credited with Swiss 
Re’s introduction of a new model for cargo insurance, based on behavioural analytics.

TOP 
10 IN MARINE INSURANCE 2019

We look at the very best global insurance power-brokers
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06 /  HEATHER CLARKSON, ED
HEATHER Clarkson is another woman at the top of the marine broking tree, after global 
wholesale insurance and reinsurance broker Ed poached her in 2018 from her job as head of 
hull at Aon Risk Services to be its head of marine business. She also has 20 years at Marsh on 
her CV, including a stint in Montreal, and has also worked for Millers. Ed is a Lloyd’s broker and its 
range of marine coverage is deliberately broad, ranging from hull and machinery and protection 
and indemnity to bespoke specialist products for individual clients, including political risks, 
contract frustration, business interruption, counterparty insolvency and revenue protection. 

07 /  NICK SHAW, INTERNATIONAL GROUP
FORMER lawyer Nick Shaw took over from Andrew Bardot as chief executive of the 
International Group of P&I Clubs in 2019 and is “doing a rather good job of it”, we are 
reliably informed. Mr Shaw is from a shipping family. Indeed, his father was at one stage 
chair of Furness Withy, a famous British shipping company of yore. After a teenage passage 
as a supernumerary on a boxship to South America, he was hooked and decided to 
study at shipping law at Southampton University. On graduation, he had his first-ever job 
interview, which landed him a trainee place at Richards Butler, subsequently swallowed up 
by Reed Smith. His second-ever job interview in 2018 saw him offered his current job.

08 /  HELLE HAMMER, CEFOR
CEFOR, the Nordic Association of Marine Insurers, is the main representative body for what 
is the largest single marine market outside London. Managing director Helle Hammer has 
been running the show since 2007. Her CV includes early jobs in politics and the civil service, 
as well as a stint working in Houston for a state-owned investment institution. Shipping 
posts have included various roles at the Norwegian Shipowners’ Association, Det Norske 
Veritas and Oslo’s prestigious Shippingklubben shipping club. She is also active in IUMI.

09 /  TIM TURNER, BEAZLEY
BEAZLEY participates in the hull insurance of something like 20% of the world’s ocean-
going trading tonnage, so the position of head of marine is a big job that was, until 
recently, filled by Clive Washbourn, one of the rock stars of marine underwriting. Mr 
Washbourn stepped down in February 2019 for unspecified personal reasons, with the 
company expressing the hope that he will return at some point. Meanwhile, Tim Turner has 
stepped into his shoes, giving him responsibility for around 16% of Beazley’s entire gross 
written premiums. Mr Turner has been with Beazley since 1998 and sits on its security 
and underwriting committees. He joined its executive committee in December 2018.

10 /  RAMA CHANDRAN, QBE
ASIA is of growing importance in hull insurance and at the forefront of the sector in that region 
is Rama Chandran, head of marine at QBE. Mr Chandran started his career as chief engineer on 
tankers. He came ashore to join Ritchie & Bisset (Far East) as a surveyor and, in 13 years with that 
firm, rose to managing director. There followed spells as a marine underwriter at Swiss Re, head 
of marine at Asia Capital Re and class underwriter at Argo before taking his current job in 2015.

The Top 10 in marine insurance list is collated by the Lloyd’s List editorial team and considers a mixture 
of traditional power-brokers in an insular niche, and those doing noteworthy things within it
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leasehold interests in 19 product 
tankers in a deal valued at $803m.

Trafigura bought $135m in 
shares, giving it a 10% stake in 
the company, while Scorpio took 
on the $668m finance leasing 
agreement that covers the vessels.

However, the biggest bet Scorpio is 

taking is not in the sale and purchase 
market, but the fuel oil spread.

Scorpio is one of the biggest 
cheerleaders for scrubbers, the 
sulphur abatement system 
installed on board vessels that 
allows them to use cheaper, 3.5% 
fuel oil after January 2020.

Some 75 vessels in the fleet — 
all the long range and medium 
range tankers — are being 
retrofitted, with most ready in 
time for the regulatory change to 
lower-sulphur marine bunkers.

The evangelising of the benefits 
of Scorpio’s so-called ‘eco-fleet’ 
has long since abated.

Instead, Mr Bugbee and Mr 
Lauro now loudly champion 
scrubber technology, as well as 
a market rebalancing in 2019, 
with both arguing that demand 
for refined product tankers is 
finally catching up with supply.

Mr Bugbee and Mr Lauro also appeared 
in the Top 100 in 2017 and 2018, while 
Mr Lauro appeared in the Top 100 
in 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016.

HITOSHI NAGASAWA
NYK LINE 
Having worked for the group for almost 40 years, the new president 
now needs to lead the 134-year-old company into a new era

HITOSHI Nagasawa was named 
as the new president of NYK 
Line in April this year.

The appointment came at a 
critical time, when the Japanese 
shipping giant posted its third-worst 
annual results in a decade and was 
striving to get back on its feet.

The consolidated net loss 
stood at ¥44.5bn ($407.7m) 
for the fiscal year 2018 ended 
March 31, 2019, compared to a 
year-ago profit of ¥20.2bn.

Born in 1958, Mr Nagasawa has 
worked his way up to the helm 
after nearly 40 years of service 
at NYK, having seen the booms 
and busts of the business cycle.

Now he needs to lead the 
134-year-old conglomerate 
into a new era of shipping.

The company’s finances 
have improved this year, but 
tough challenges remain.

A net profit of ¥11.1m was 
posted for the first half of fiscal 
year 2019, while the latest 
full-year forecast suggested the 
gains would expand to ¥26bn.

The turnaround was largely 
attributable to the recovery of its 
container shipping joint venture, 
Ocean Network Express.

However, prospects for the 
liner shipping industry are still 

being weighed down by various 
factors — not least the China-US 
trade war that is affecting cargo 
volumes and the IMO 2020 
sulphur cap, which is set to ramp 
up carriers’ bunker costs.

The same geopolitical 
uncertainty has also hit NYK’s air 
cargo business, which recorded 
¥10bn extraordinary losses in 
November 2019 and is struggling 
to crawl its way back to profit.

“We are working to increase the 
earnings capability and strengthen 
our ability to withstand the 
changing business environment 
by optimising the portfolio and 
securing stable freight-rate 
business,” said Mr Nagasawa at 
a recent results presentation.

He also pledged to press ahead 
with the company’s medium-term 
management plan, ‘Staying ahead 
2022, with digitalisation and green’.

The plan, as the title implies, 
not only consists of business 
enhancement measures but also 
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Bugbee (left) and Lauro: betting big on the fuel oil price spread. 
Credit (Bugbee image): Chris Preovolos/Marine Money 

Nagasawa: working on the 
ability to withstand the changing 
business environment. 
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higher targets for environmental 
compliance, research and 
development, as well as 
corporate social responsibility.

One of the goals on the financial 
side is to raise NYK’s profits to 
¥70bn-¥100bn in the fiscal year 
2022 from ¥28bn in 2018.

On the compliance and 
technology front, its latest 
efforts include an agreement 
with partners to develop an 
advanced maintenance system 
for autonomous ships and the 

participation of the Getting to Zero 
Coalition. More importantly, it must 
ensure “the business activities 
contribute to the sustainable 
development of society and 
enrichment of our corporate value”.

This view was echoed by 
Mr Nagasawa in his inaugural 
speech to his staff in Tokyo.

He began by quoting the famous 
Japanese entrepreneur Konosuke 
Matsushita: “With an awareness 
of our responsibility as a public 
entity of society, let’s be proud 

that we can contribute to society 
in so many ways and aim together 
to remain a corporate group 
that is trusted by the world.”

In the next three years, the 
key to success for Mr Nagasawa 
is to stand firm in his convictions 
while trimming the sails amid 
shifting market conditions.

This is Mr Nagasawa’s first appearance 
in the Top 100. NYK appeared in the 
Top 100 in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 
2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.

ANDREAS POVLSEN
BREAKWATER CAPITAL
Founder and chief executive has seen his maritime finance investment 
company, built from scratch since 2011, make some high-profile hires

IT IS sometimes hard to get a feel 
for what is going on in the world of 
ship finance, with many — perhaps 
even most — deals not even 
making it into the public domain.

However, our soundings suggest 
that big-name generalists such 
as Oaktree Capital Management 
have been losing ground and could 
even have had their fingers burnt.

Instead, smaller and specifically 
shipping-focused competitors 
are rapidly gaining ground.

Andreas Povlsen is making 
his Lloyd’s List Top 100 debut 
for building London-based 
Breakwater Capital into a 
significant player, starting from 
scratch as recently as 2011.

Mr Povlsen studied at Copenhagen 
University and Copenhagen 
Business School, then served in the 
Danish airforce prior to taking a job 
as a general manager at Maersk.

The shipping street-smarts he 
presumably gained in that role have 
given him an edge that will be hard 
for investors without hands-on 
shipping experience to match.

Indeed, he is known to pride 
himself on forming the kind of 
relationships with shipowners 
that used to be the preserve of 
old-school shipping bankers, 

building on the kind of industry 
knowledge that enables Breakwater 
to see beyond the short-term 
horizons of private equity.

Earlier ship finance roles include 
stints at Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi’s 
BTMU Capital Corporation and 
president at Kelso-backed 
Delphin Shipping in New York.

He is also a director of 
Celsius Shipping, which owns a 
substantial fleet, spread across 
most major vessel types.

Mr Povlsen has made some 
great hires, most notably Robin 
Perkin, head of global shipping 

coverage at RBS before the 
axe fell, and former Investec 
shipping head Jeremy Dean.

Landmark Breakwater deals 
— the ones we know about, 
that is — include the arranged 
marriage of United Offshore 
Support and Hartmann Offshore 
under the UOS banner, creating 
a substantial presence in the 
anchor-handling tug support 
niche, and loan finance for Global 
Ship Lease boxship purchases.

This is Mr Povlsen’s first 
appearance in the Top 100.
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KRISTIN HOLTH
DNB
Bank’s global head of ocean industries says the shake-up 
of its ship lending department brought together business 
sectors accounting for 70% of all Norwegian exports

KRISTIN Holth remains the 
most powerful woman in the 
male-dominated world of shipping 
banking, despite DNB’s decision 
to fold its shipping function into a 
wider ocean industries division.

Her lower position in the Top 100 
rankings this year largely reflects 
the steady decline in the amount 
of money DNB lends to the sector.

Like most of its continental 
counterparts, it has slashed 
exposure massively in recent 
years, from $21bn at the end 
of 2016 to just $6.9bn now.

Ms Holth seems happy 
enough with the move, though, 
telling Lloyd’s List in a statement 
in 2019 that the decision 
brought together business 
sectors accounting for 70% 
of all Norwegian exports.

“These industries are key to 
the success of Norway, and the 
ocean is obviously crucial to the 

future prosperity and health 
of the world,” she argued.

Meanwhile, DNB is one of 
the 11 banks to sign up to the 
Poseidon Principles, a set of 
yardsticks that ties ship lending 
decisions to environmental 
criteria, which were launched 
last June. Ms Holth has been a 
public enthusiast for the project.

Born in 1956, she had no family 
ties to shipping, with her father 
active in farming and forestry 
on an estate he owned north of 
Oslo, not far from the airport.

A graduate of the Norwegian 
School of Management, Ms Holth 
studied international finance and 
earned an MSc in business. Joining 
a forerunner of DNB in 1984, 
she has been there ever since.

Between 2007 and 2013, she 
was general manager at DNB’s 
New York affiliate, and has also 
spent time working for DNB in 

London. She took over the bank’s 
top shipping job six years ago.

Ms Holth also appeared in the Top 
100 in 2016, 2017 and 2018.

YUKIKAZU MYOCHIN
K LINE
The new president and chief executive said the group will 
reallocate resources within the four business pillars of dry bulk 
vessels, energy resource transport, car carriers and logistics

YUKIKAZU Myochin took over the 
leadership at Kawasaki Kisen Kaisha 
(K Line) in 2019, a banner year for 
the Tokyo-headquartered company 
as it celebrated its centenary.

In line with an earlier announced 
management succession plan, 
Mr Myochin took over from Eizo 
Murakami as president and 
chief executive on April 1, with 

Mr Murakami moving on to 
become the group’s chairman.

Mr Myochin has been with K 
Line — among the world’s 10 
largest shipping lines, with more 
than 500 ships — throughout his 
career, starting out in 1984.

Suggesting the future 
logistics-related direction of 
the group, Mr Myochin noted it 

had grown over the intervening 
100 years from a small shipping 
business with 11 vessels in 1919 
to an integrated logistics company 
based in marine transport with 
more than 500 vessels today.

There will remain continuity 
for K Line’s medium-term 
management plan, despite the 
change of leadership and the group 
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Holth: remains the most powerful 
woman in the male-dominated 
world of shipping banking.
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will continue to focus on further 
strengthening the three key initiatives 
of rebuilding its portfolio strategy; 
advancement of management 
and function-specific strategies; 
and implementing environmental, 
social and governance measures.

In terms of rebuilding its portfolio 
strategy, K Line has been creating 
spin-offs of the containership 
business, Mr Myochin highlighted.

“Moving forward, we will focus and 
reallocate management resources 
within the four pillars of dry bulk 
vessel, energy resource transport, 
car carrier and logistics businesses 
in order to further improve corporate 
value by strengthening a stable 
earnings base,” he added.

Giving further indications of the 
group’s future direction towards 
integrated logistics, Mr Myochin said: 

“Shipping is an infrastructure that is 
essential to the lives and economic 
activities of people across the globe.”

He also referred to K Line’s 
enterprising spirit to meet customer 
needs over its 100-year history. 
The group would continue to build 
on these, he reiterated, using 
AI and other information and 
communications technologies.

“Amid these changing times, 
we will continue to provide even 
higher value,” said Mr Myochin.

“We will utilise the latest in 
information and communications 
technologies based on knowledge 
cultivated over many years and a 
multitude of transport information 
data to further strengthen transport 
safety, as well as reach an even 
higher level of service quality 
and convenience, responding 

to the changing business 
environment through action 
taken with a sense of urgency.”

This is Mr Myochin’s first appearance 
in the Top 100. K Line appeared in the 
Top 100 in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 
2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.

SHRI MUKESH AMBANI
RELIANCE INDUSTRIES
Chairman and managing director announced a joint venture 
with BP, under which the European oil major would buy 49% 
of the Indian firm’s petroleum retailing business

A HUMOROUS but insightful story 
has been circulating on social 
media this year about Reliance 
Industries’ chairman and managing 
director Shri Mukesh Ambani.

In it, Mr Ambani rubs a magic 
lamp and a genie appears — but 
the traditional roles are reversed, 
as the Indian tycoon is the one 
granting wishes. “What do you 
want? Tell me,” he says.

That anecdote says everything 
about the past year for Mr 

Ambani, long pegged as Asia’s 
richest person, with a fortune 
estimated at $56bn at last count.

He has come a very long way 
indeed from his humble birth in 
Yemen — and clearly still has 
plenty more ahead of him.

Perhaps the leading highlight 
of 2019 came in August, when Mr 
Ambani told shareholders of a deal 
he had struck with Crown Prince 
Mohammed bin Salman of Saudi 
Arabia for Saudi Aramco to take 
a 20% stake — valued at $75bn 
— in Reliance Industries’ refining 
and petrochemicals division. 

The deal is a win-win for both 
sides, linking the world’s largest oil 
exporter with its fastest-growing 
consumer. The new agreement of 
500,000 bpd represents about 40% 
of Reliance’s crude requirements 
and doubles the amount that 
Saudi Aramco has traditionally 
supplied to the Indian firm.

With a ready supply of Saudi 
Arabia’s heavy crude and one of the 
world’s most complex oil refineries, 
Reliance Industries is now extremely 
well positioned to benefit the 
maritime world — and benefit from 
it — as the new regulations of IMO 
2020 begin coming into effect.

Mr Ambani could barely 
contain his enthusiasm, saying 
“the future of India — and also 
the future of Reliance — has 
never looked brighter”.

However, that lustre shone even 
more brightly when Mr Ambani 
announced a joint venture between 
Reliance and BP, under which 
the European oil major would 
buy 49% of the Indian firm’s 
petroleum retailing business — a 
deal worth Rs70bn ($1.04bn).

Mr Ambani also appeared in the 
Top 100 in 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 
2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.
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Myochin: been with K Line throughout 
his career, starting in 1984.

Ambani: made new deals with 
Saudi Aramco and BP.
Credit: © 2019 Ajit Solanki/AP
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GRIMALDI FAMILY
GRIMALDI GROUP
Family whose influence is felt through a range of different shipping activities 
has been active in two key areas this year: the environment and safety

THE Grimaldi family’s influence is 
felt through its wide involvement 
in a range of different shipping 
activities, from ro-ro and container 
shipping through to terminal 
operations and multimodal services.

Its brands include Grimaldi 
Euromed, Atlantic Container Line, 
Minoan Lines and Finnlines.

The Grimaldi Group, run by 
Gianluca and Emanuele Grimaldi, 
sons of founder Guido Grimalidi, 
and their brother in law Diego 
Pacella has also been active 
in two key areas this year: the 
environment and safety.

The safety angle follows fires 
on two of its vessels, the ro-ro 
Grande America, which was 
lost in the Bay of Biscay and 
Grande Europa, another ro-ro to 
suffer from a fire breaking out 
in the cars it was carrying.

On the back of these incidents, 
Grimaldi has urged regulators 
to toughen up rules for ro-ro 
and container cargoes.

It appealed for the introduction 
of “more stringent controls 
and regulations on cargo sea 
transport, not only for rolling 
units but also for containers”.

A container was blamed 
for starting the catastrophic 
blaze on Grande America.

For rolling freight, the group asked 
specifically for greater controls 
on car batteries, which “often” 
caused short-circuits on vessels.

With regard to secondhand 
vehicles embarked on ro-ros, 
Grimaldi called for a “total 
prohibition” of personal 
effects left in the vehicle.

For containers, Grimaldi urged the 
International Maritime Organization 
to make the stuffing of containers 
carrying dangerous goods subject 
to mandatory certification 
by classification societies.

Meanwhile, the group has also 
been active in improving the 
environmental impact of its activities.

This year, it became the first 
Italian company to sign up 
to the Sustainable Actions for 
Innovative and Low-impact 
Shipping charter, launched 
in July by French shipowners’ 
association Armateurs de France.

The charter allows companies 
operating in maritime 
transport to formalise and 
pursue their commitments to 
protect the environment.

Grimaldi said that in joining the 
Sails charter, it was undertaking to 
decrease atmospheric pollutant 
and greenhouse gas emissions, 
reduce the underwater noise 
impact of ships, optimise its 
ships’ energy performance, 
and fight invasive species.

“We have always deemed it 
essential to promote and adopt 

good practices in maritime 
transport for the protection of the 
marine and coastal environment,” 
said Gianluca Grimaldi.

The company has invested 
heavily in environmental 
improvements to its fleet 
over the past few years.

Last year, it confirmed orders 
for six hybrid ro-ro vessels at 
Chinese shipyard Jinling.

The new ships are part of a $2bn 
newbuilding and fleet upgrade 
programme that will include ro-ro 
ships of revolutionary design, with 
zero emissions in port, featuring 
battery and solar technology to 
reduce emissions and save on fuel.

The company says it is already 
on track for its goal of halving 
CO2 emissions by 2050.

Grimaldi family members also appeared 
in the Top 100 in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 
2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.
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Grimaldi family: essential to adopt good practices in maritime transport.
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ESBEN POULSSON
INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER OF SHIPPING
During 2019, the ICS and its chairman prepared for one of the 
most important years for shipping in recent memory

THE International Chamber of 
Shipping, under Esben Poulsson’s 
leadership, remains one of the most 
important industry voices in the 
International Maritime Organization.

Its support or opposition on a 
subject is a strong proxy for the 
sentiment of the majority of the 
global shipowning community.

Representing more than 
80% of the global fleet and the 
leading shipowner associations 
in the world, Mr Poulsson has the 
laborious task of co-ordinating 
what can be strongly differing 
opinions, which then become 
policy positions and suggestions 
in the IMO and other fora.

In 2019, the ICS continued to 
contribute heavily to preparations for 
the 2020 sulphur cap and engaged 
in decarbonisation negotiations.

This year was also Mr Poulsson’s 
last as head of the Singapore 
Shipping Association, after four 
years at the helm, with Caroline 
Yang taking over. Mr Poulsson 
has served as a council member 
of the SSA for 12 years.

However, 2019 has also been a 

challenging year, with continual 
security threats in the Gulf of 
Oman and the Gulf of Guinea, far 
beyond the ICS’s control, laying 
bare the susceptibility of this 
industry to external shocks.

2020 will also be a crucial year 
for ICS and Mr Poulsson, both for 
operational and regulatory matters.

Not only is the 2020 sulphur 
cap coming into effect, with 
expectations of some disruption 
over the first few months, but 
the IMO could also agree to 
a short-term decarbonisation 
measure for the industry.

One of Mr Poulsson’s first tasks 
may well be to counter the European 
Commission’s eagerness to impose 
decarbonisation measure on shipping, 
separately to the IMO — an idea to 
which the ICS has long been opposed.

Given that the Commission’s 
vision has much deeper roots 
and encompasses broader 
concerns than the machinations 
of shipping, that may be difficult.

Mr Poulsson also appeared in the Top 100 
in 2016, 2017 and 2018. The International 
Chamber of Shipping appeared in the Top 
100 in 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015.

IVAN GLASENBERG
GLENCORE
The chief executive may be closer to retiring than previously thought, 
with reports identifying at least three potential successors

IVAN Glasenberg, Glencore’s chief 
executive since 2002, is closer to 
retiring as the next decade dawns. 

According to media reports, at 
least three potential successors 
have been identified. This time 
last year, Mr Glasenberg had 

said he would probably step 
down in three to five years.

The global commodities trader 
reported net income attributable to 
equity shareholders of $226m in the 
first six months of the year versus 
$2.8bn a year earlier, mainly due to 

impairment charges related to Chad 
oil and its African copper business. 

It reported 11 fatalities from 
eight incidents, forcing it to 
review its operational strategy.

“Our performance in the first half 
reflected a challenging economic 
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Poulsson: finished a four-year term at the helm of the SSA this year.
Credit: LISW
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backdrop for our commodity mix, as 
well as operating and cost setbacks 
within our ramp-up/development 
assets,” Mr Glasenberg said in 
the half-year financial report.

“Looking ahead, we are confident 
that commodity fundamentals 
will move in our favour and that 
our diverse commodity portfolio 
will continue to play a key role in 
global growth and the transition 
to a low-carbon economy.”

Glencore is expecting to 
produce higher volumes of coal 
this year, up at about 145m 
tonnes versus 129m tonnes in 
2018. It sees strong demand for 
premium high-energy coal.

While it sees a small increase 
in cobalt production this year, 
it expects deficits in copper, 
nickel and zinc. It is placing the 
Mutanda copper and cobalt mine 
in the Democratic Republic of the 

Congo in care and maintenance 
as of the end of the year. 

In terms of shipping, the 
Switzerland-based company has kept 
a low profile, apart from a few charter 
contracts signed in the dry bulk space. 

Its agricultural unit also joined a 
blockchain initiative launched last 
year by other global grain merchants 
to digitalise transactions globally.

Meanwhile, Glencore and Total Gas 
& Power were the counterparties in 
the world’s first freight derivatives 
trade for liquefied natural gas, 
covering the Tokyo-Gladstone route. 

Mr Glasenberg also appeared in the 
Top 100 in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 
2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.

JUNICHIRO IKEDA
MITSUI OSK LINES
Despite coming from a liner background, the chief executive 
has boldly led the group into the offshore business

WHILE the turmoil roiling the 
global economy in the past year 
has had detrimental effects on 
Mitsui OSK Lines, president and 
chief executive Junichiro Ikeda 
adroitly led the group into the 
third year of its 10-year rolling 
plan strategy, which he first 
adopted for the group in 2017.

And Mr Ikeda managed 
to achieve results that 
were close to forecasts.

Under his leadership, MOL was 
able to overcome the huge losses 
due to teething problems at its 
Ocean Network Express integrated 
containership business venture.

In doing so, MOL fell back 
on the steady accumulation 
of profits from medium- to 
long-term contracts in the dry 
bulk business, energy transport 
business and other businesses, as 
well as benefiting from relatively 
steady market conditions.

Indeed, MOL was the first 
of the main Japanese lines to 
return to profit in 2019 after the 
initial hit of the ONE venture.

Mr Ikeda remains focused on 
the long-term vision of becoming 
a group of business units with the 
highest competitiveness in their 
respective areas in 10 years.

He plans to do this by gaining 
a thorough understanding 
of stakeholder needs and 
of fields in which the group 
has room for expansion, 

investing in areas where it has 
a competitive advantage.

“With this in mind, we have 
adopted three core strategies 
with the aim of realising this 
vision: concentrated investment 
of management resources in 
business fields where MOL has 
strengths, which will mainly be 
offshore businesses; provision of 
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‘stress-free services’ which MOL 
will offer from the customer’s 
perspective; and promotion 
of environmental strategies 
and development of the 
emission-free business into a 
core business,” Mr Ikeda said.

Despite coming from a liner 
background, he has boldly led 
MOL into the offshore business, 
seeing it as a field where the 
group can leverage its strengths.

Mr Ikeda said the huge demand 
for energy — especially in emerging 
markets — is an area in which MOL 

can draw on the expertise and 
technologies that it has cultivated 
in the energy transport business.

MOL has led in this field, with a 
steady stream of floating storage 
and regasification unit projects and 
liquefied natural gas carrier tie-ups.

Other areas in which it will 
pursue future growth include 
LNG carriers, where MOL expects 
to develop high-value-added 
projects, based on its track record 
in operating ice-breaking vessels 
and supervising shipbuilding in 
China; and chemical tankers, where 

it aims to realise comprehensive 
chemical logistics business.

“Since its establishment, 
MOL has anticipated the needs 
of its customers and future 
demand,” said Mr Ikeda.

“Going forward, we will continue 
to promote highly transparent 
management and rigorously carry 
out safe operations, leveraging 
the strengths of each division 
as we do so,” he added.

Mr Ikeda also appeared in the Top 100 
in 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.

GRAHAM WESTGARTH
V.GROUP
Appointed chief executive in April 2019, the senior executive from Maersk, Teekay 
and GasLog is overseeing a multi-million-dollar investment in technology

GRAHAM Westgarth, a self-confessed 
technophile, stepped up to the 
role of chief executive of V.Group, 
which has 600 ships under full 
technical management and a 
further 330 under crew-only 
management, in April 2019.

He began oversight of the 
roll-out of a $30m investment in 
new tech. This includes ShipSure, 
a customer-focused platform 
that brings a ship’s data into 
one screen, allows data mining 
to compare performances 
across vessel types and trades, 
and interfaces with marine 
equipment throughout a vessel.

“Our private equity owners 
[US-based Advent International 
holds 51% of the shares] have 
been extremely supportive 
of me and what I’m trying 
to achieve,” he states.

Advent’s investment in 
non-maritime industries has 
introduced new thinking, much 
needed in what Mr Westgarth 
acknowledges is a conservative 
and insular industry.

New tech also means new 
opportunities. V.Group’s graduate 
programme has welcomed naval 
architects, marine engineers and 

graduates from other disciplines 
to work with vessel data alongside 
former ship engineers and 
navigation officers. The programme 
has been “vastly oversubscribed,” 
the chief executive says.

Although Mr Westgarth is not 
ruling out further acquisitions “if 
it brings value to V.Group”, he 
is focusing on running a good 
business. “If you do that,everything 
else falls into place.”

In order to do this, V.Group has 
been conducting leadership training 
courses for both shore and sea staff. 
The chief executive believes: “The 

right leaders will do the right thing 
if you give them the right support.”

A former master mariner, Mr 
Westgarth spent 12 years with 
the Maersk company, then joined 
the senior team at Teekay, before 
serving as chief operating officer at 
GasLog from mid-2013 to mid-2017.

During his time in executive 
leadership, he acted as 
chairman of Intertanko.

This is Mr Westgarth’s first appearance in the 
Top 100. V.Group appeared in the Top 100 in 
2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018, while V.Ships 
appeared in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013 and 2014.
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TOR OLAV TRØIM
GOLAR AND BORR DRILLING 
The Norwegian business magnate saw his LNG concern clinch 
its first-ever FLNG contract with a supermajor, while his offshore 
business further beefed up its rapidly growing fleet

TOR Olav Trøim has proved yet 
again this year he is staying 
the course with his vision for 
his liquefied natural gas and 
offshore drilling businesses.

Golar LNG, in which Mr Trøim serves 
as chairman, announced in June 
2019 its plan to spin off its shipping 
assets and focus on expanding its 
floating liquefaction portfolio.

That came four months 
after the LNG-focused player 
unveiled the first-ever contract 
a supermajor has awarded 
for a converted floating 
liquefied natural gas vessel.

BP has signed on the FLNG 
vessel Gimi for a new gas field 
development off Africa.

On the back of BP’s contract, 
Golar LNG stitched up some 
$700m in financing for Gimi and 
brought in Keppel Corp as a 30% 
equity partner for the project.

Gimi is now undergoing 
conversion at Singapore-based 
Keppel Offshore & Marine — as 
was the case for Golar LNG’s 
delivered FLNG vessel Hilli Episeyo.

Negotiations between Golar 
LNG and Keppel O&M on the 
two FLNGs overlapped with 
those relating to Borr Drilling’s 
rig purchases from Keppel 
O&M and its Singapore-based 
compatriot Sembcorp Marine.

Borr Drilling — a brainchild of 
Mr Trøim — took the contrarian 
view during the depths of 
an offshore downturn.

It bought 20 stranded jack-up 
rigs in Singapore — 11 from 

Keppel O&M and nine from 
SembMarine — even when offshore 
drilling rates were still hovering 
not far off multi-year lows.

Borr Drilling has emerged as 
the fastest-expanding jack-up 
owner-operator in the past five 
years, having taken delivery of four 
of these rigs from Keppel O&M as 
of late October, in addition to nine 
others earlier on from SembMarine.

Mr Trøim had Borr Drilling 
listed on the New York Stock 
Exchange in 2019 and now 
serves as deputy chairman. 

His ambition to build an offshore 
drilling business, however, does not 
seem to stop with Borr Drilling.

Through his investment vehicle, 
Magni Partners, Mr Trøim has set 
out to acquire 13 deepwater drilling 
rigs from Sete Brasil, a distressed 
rig-owning unit of Petrobras.

The construction of these rigs 
was also contracted to units of 
Keppel O&M and SembMarine.

Mr Trøim also appeared in the Top 100 in 
2010, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.

LEONID MIKHELSON
NOVATEK
Chairman has sanctioned the second major LNG export project in Russia’s Arctic

RUSSIA’S richest man Leonid 
Mikhelson has seen his fortune 
expand by the billions since 
the country’s largest private 
gas producer, Novatek, started 
exporting liquefied natural gas.

Forbes magazine estimated Mr 
Mikhelson’s net worth amounted to 

$27.8bn as of May 11, just under 18 
months after Novatek’s Yamal LNG 
project shipped its first LNG cargo.

The two-train Yamal LNG, 
boasting 17.4 m tonnes of 
capacity, remains Russia’s first 
and only privately owned project 
to have exported LNG so far.

An update to Russia’s gas export 
law and export trade law passed 
in November 2013 paved the way 
for the project partners — two 
others holding minority stakes 
are Total and China National 
Petroleum Corp — to sell LNG 
cargoes to buyers overseas.
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Trøim: not afraid to stand by 
his visions for his offshore and 
liquefied natural gas businesses. 
Credit: Chris Preovolos/Marine Money
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The project has shrugged 
off early threats from the US 
sanctions imposed on Russia post 
Crimea proclaiming independence 
from Ukraine to secure buyer 
interest for its cargoes.

As of August 2019, Yamal 
LNG had already shipped 20m 
tonnes of cargoes. Its apparent 
commercial success has lifted 
Novatek’s share valuation and 
boosted Mr Mikhelson’s net worth.

These shipments include one 
cargo transported by the LNG 
tanker Vladimir Rusanov from 
Sabetta to Tianjin via the Northern 
Sea Route in about 16 days. That 
voyage reportedly set a new record 
for a cargo shipment via the NSR 
without ice-breaking support.

Mr Mikhelson spelt out Novatek’s 
intent to ramp up LNG production 

along the peninsulas of Yamal 
and Gydan over the next decade 
at the International Arctic Forum 
held in St Petersburg in 2019.

That would work hand-in-hand 
with Novatek’s conscious efforts at 
bringing a 15-strong fleet of Arc7 
ice-class LNG carriers, including 
Vladimir Rusanov, into operation 
before the year-end, to underpin 
Russia’s ambition to boost direct 
shipments to Asia via NSR.

In September, Novatek 
sanctioned its second LNG export 
project, the three-train Arctic LNG 
2, capable of producing 19.8m 
tonnes of LNG and at least 1.6m 
tonnes of condensate annually.

Arctic LNG 2 and Yamal LNG 
are expected to contribute 41m 
tonnes of LNG shipments, or the 
bulk of more than 92m tonnes of 

exports projected to be shipped 
via the NSR by 2024, according 
to one estimate released at 
the St Petersburg forum.

Mr Mikhelson also appeared 
in the Top 100 in 2018. 

YEE YANG CHIEN
MISC
The president and group chief executive of the Malaysian energy 
shipping giant is eyeing up a healthy pipeline of potential projects

AFTER a challenging 2018 and 
a pretty quiet first half to this 
year, it feels like Malaysia’s 
shipping giant MISC is gearing 
up for a more exciting 2020. 

MISC ordered two liquefied 
natural gas carriers in October, on 
the back of a long-term charter 
contract with oil major ExxonMobil, 
building on earlier deals it had 
also sealed with Japanese 
companies NYK and Mitsubishi.

MISC president and group chief 
executive Yee Yang Chien described 
the deal as “a landmark moment 
for MISC”, but there is a strong 
suspicion that there is much more 
yet to come, with management 
talking up the prospect of 
several billion dollars’ worth of 
project bids in the pipeline.

“We are hopeful of ending 
financial year 2019 on a high 
note, with a few more projects 
secured,” Mr Yee said in MISC’s 
recent results statement. It added 
fuel to the long-rumoured plans to 
ramp up capex, with orders being 
lined up across multiple sectors.

MISC, which is 63% owned by 
Malaysia’s state-owned energy 

giant Petronas, is focused on LNG 
and floating production systems.

Its wholly owned unit, AET 
Tankers, now concentrates on 
the liquid petroleum sector, 
after it sold its remaining fleet of 
chemical tankers in September 
to Maersk Tankers for $93.5m.

Newbuilding orders for LNG 
carriers are building up strongly 
as more liquefaction projects are 
expected to reach final investment 
decision stages next year, 
resulting in an anticipated increase 
in new tonnage requirements.

MISC, which already has a fleet 
of 135 vessels and AET, which has 
a fleet of 85 vessels, collectively 
represent an influential force in 
the market and, in both cases, the 
companies are looking for growth.

Watch this space.

Mr Yee also appeared in the Top 100 
in 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.
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Mikhelson: braved the risks spilling 
over from the US sanctions on Russia.  
Credit: Maxim Zmeyev/AFP via Getty Images

Yee: hopeful of ending financial 
year 2019 on a high note.
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01 /  ZHAO JIONG, BOCOMM FINANCIAL LEASING
ZHAO Jiong hardly appears in the media; nor does he often speak on public occasions. However, 
the chairman’s habit of keeping a low profile does not prevent Bocomm Financial Leasing, a 
subsidiary of China’s Bank of Communications, from a remarkable expansion in ship finance 
in 2019. Excluding offshore business, the company is the largest shipping lessor in China, with 
about Yuan80bn ($11.4bn) of vessel assets as of mid-November, Lloyd’s List understands. It 
almost doubled the amount of invested capital in the sector from 2018 to about $3.5bn by the 
end of 2019. Various new deals were reported over the past 12 months, the foremost of which 
was the $750m orders of up to 10 very large ore carriers placed at Chinese yards in August.

02 /  ZHAO GUICAI,  ICBC FINANCIAL LEASING
ZHAO Guicai told a local maritime forum in 2019 that Chinese leasing houses “have been 
playing an increasingly important role in the global ship finance market”. The president of ICBC 
Leasing has good reason to be confident. His company is undoubtedly a top-notch player in 
this arena, with invested capital in shipping expected to reach $2.8bn in 2019 and existing 
vessel assets (excluding offshore) to top $10bn. The highlights of the leasing arm of Industrial 
and Commercial Bank of China, the world’s largest commercial bank by asset size, include 
the $600m tanker and bulker newbuilding projects on which it worked together with state-
owned domestic owner, Shandong Shipping. More recently, ICBC Leasing agreed on a $544m 
sale and leaseback deal for 10 Frontline suezmax tankers to be acquired from Trafigura.

03 /  HU XIAOLIAN, THE EXPORT‑IMPORT BANK OF CHINA
COMPARED to its domestic leasing peers, which are in the ship finance limelight, the Export-
Import Bank of China, also known as Cexim, appears to be moving backstage, with fewer deals 
reported in recent years. Yet it is by no means retreating. For example, Bocomm Leasing revealed 
in January 2019 that Cexim, chaired by Hu Xiaolian, was its third-largest bank financing source. 
The state lender is also a main stakeholder of the Silk Road Fund, which finances many shipping 
and port projects, including Cosco Shipping’s $6.3bn acquisition of Orient Overseas International 
Ltd. According to the latest data published by Petrofin, the policy bank ranked at the top of 
a list of global shipping lenders, with an existing loan book worth $17.5bn at end-2018.

04 /  MICHAEL PARKER, CITIGROUP
INDUSTRY veteran Michael Parker has been a long-term fixture in ship finance at Citigroup, one 
of the few western banks still lending money to shipping on any significant scale. However, the 
past 12 months have been a landmark year for Mr Parker. That includes promotion to chairman 
of its shipping and logistics division, with the extremely capable Shreyas Chipalkatty stepping up 
into his old job as global head of shipping. Part of his new brief will be to focus on the top bank’s 
environmental criteria for lending to the industry to the sector. That is fitting, too, because Mr Parker 
is a key architect of the Poseidon Principles, a set of lending criteria unveiled by 11 banks in June, 
which make decarbonisation a central concern when considering loans to shipping companies.

05 /  LEE DONGGULL, KOREA DEVELOPMENT BANK
IN the second year of his three-year term, Lee Donggull achieved one major milestone in 
2019 with the signing of the Won2trn ($1.7bn) merger deal for Hyundai Heavy Industries 
and Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering. While not a done deal yet, this would 
have relieved the KDB chairman of one of his biggest headaches as the bank applied much 
of its efforts in recent years to helping the maritime sector, a key element of the South 
Korean economy. Securing regulatory approvals from various jurisdictions are some of 
the hurdles the deal still faces. However, Mr Lee already seems to be turning his attention 
to other important aspects of the economy. Those involves attempts to streamline 
operations of Seoul’s two policy banks. In 2019, he suggested the government should 
consider merging KDB and the Export-Import Bank of Korea for state budget efficiency.

TOP 
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We look at the prominent rivals in ship finance, where 
Chinese lenders remain the top players in the league
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06 /  ANDREAS POVLSEN, BREAKWATER CAPITAL
ANDREAS Povlsen has built London-based Breakwater Capital into a significant player, 
starting from scratch as recently as 2011. Indeed, he is known to pride himself on forming 
the kind of relationships with shipowners that used to be the preserve of old-school shipping 
bankers, building on the kind of industry knowledge that enables Breakwater to see beyond 
the short-term horizons of private equity. Mr Povlsen has also made some great hires, 
most notably Robin Perkin, head of global shipping coverage at RBS before the axe fell, 
and former Investec shipping head Jeremy Dean. Landmark Breakwater deals — the ones 
we know about, that is — include the arranged marriage of United Offshore Support and 
Hartmann Offshore under the UOS banner, creating a substantial presence in the anchor-
handling tug support niche, and loan finance for Global Ship Lease boxship purchases.

07 /  ANDY DACY, JP MORGAN
ANDRIAN (Andy) Dacy heads global transportation at JP Morgan, which is still actively taking 
equity positions in shipping companies. He is a regular fixture on the shipping conference 
circuit, where he has been notable for his stress on the use of environmental protection 
considerations when deciding on loan applications from shipowners. Environmental, social 
and governance targets are becoming increasingly important, he stresses. Pension funds will 
not invest in companies that do not comply with ESG requirements and, while the acronym 
sounds like jargon now, in two years, everyone will have the message, he insisted.

08 /  KRISTIN HOLTH, DNB
DNB’s exposure to shipping has fallen sharply in recent years, from $21bn at the end of 2016 to just 
$6.9bn at end-2019. Yet even at that much diminished level, it still ranks as a major lender to the 
industry — and Kristin Holth, DNB’s global head of ocean industries, still claims her place as one of 
the leading women in ship finance. Among the highlights of the year for Ms Holth was her decision 
to throw the weight of DNB behind the Poseidon Principles, a set of yardsticks that ties ship lending 
decisions to environmental criteria, which were launched last June. Ms Holth is a graduate of the 
Norwegian School of Management, where she studied international finance and earned an MSc 
in Business. Joining a forerunner of her current employer in 1984, she has been there ever since.

09 /  PHILIPP WÜNSCHMANN, BERENBERG BANK
BERENBERG is that relative rarity, a European bank that is actually increasing its lending to 
the shipping sector at the moment, where it is said to be generating respectable yields on 
the back of low loan-to-value ratios. Heading up the show is Philipp Wünschmann, its head 
of shipping. Mr Wünschmann previously worked for Commerzbank’s Deutsche Schiffsbank 
unit, where he was responsible for a $9bn book. In addition to his banking jobs, he was also 
managing director of Erck Rickmers’ shipping interests prior to their sale to Zech Group. 
Mr Wünschmann gets a lot of plaudits from his peers, too. “Nobody else is so respected 
and positively active in creative fields like him,” one of our friends in Hamburg tells us.

10 /  YANG LI,  CSSC (HONG KONG) SHIPPING
YANG Li is making his debut in Lloyd’s List top 10 finance list, by chairing China’s first listed 
pure shipping lessor that raised $250m from a Hong Kong IPO in June. While the valuation 
was questioned by some industry observers before the deal, the yard-backed leasing house 
has since then fared steadily. Net profit increased 11.7% to about $57m for the first half of 
2019. The size of its leasing fleet — consisting of all types of commercial vessels — stood at 
101 units as of end-June. The business has been almost entirely built on the strong orderbook 
and credit support of its state-owned parent China State Shipbuilding Corp — now the world’s 
largest shipbuilding group after the recent merger. Mr Yang and his company’s performance 
will demonstrate whether such a business model can sustain its prosperity over time.

The Top 10 in finance list is compiled by the Lloyd’s List editorial team and considers the most 
influential people in commercial banking, investment banking, and alternative finance.

The Lloyd’s List editorial board members are recognised experts who will provide feedback and guidance on 
all aspects of Lloyd’s List’s editorial output. All board members remain strictly neutral as far as any companies 

or organisations to which they are affiliated are concerned. You can find out more, and view a copy of the 
Lloyd’s List Editorial Values at lloydslist.maritimeintelligence.informa.com/editorial-board
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ISABELLE BRASSARD
RIO TINTO
Based in Singapore, the vice-president of marine 
and logistics moved into her role in 2018

ISABELLE Brassard has been 
with mining giant Rio Tinto for 
more than two decades.

She has managed operations 
across Canada, the US, 
Middle East and Asia; before 
moving to her current role as 
vice-president of marine and 
logistics, she ran the miner’s 
borates business in California. 

Ms Brassard, who is based 
in Singapore, has led the 
shipping unit since 2018.

Rio Tinto operates 17 vessels 
of its own and contracts a fleet 
of about 230 vessels at any given 
time, which undertake close 
to 3,000 voyages per year.

Its owned fleet consists of eight 
capesizes that primarily move 
iron ore from Western Australia 
to China; seven post-panamaxes 
that ship bauxite from North 
Queensland to China or to refineries 
on the Queensland coast; and two 
caustic-bauxite combinational 
carriers that carry both wet 
and dry products inbound and 
outbound from Australia. 

However, it has not been an easy 
year for Rio Tinto in terms of iron 
ore production and shipments.

Guidance for 2019 was reduced 
to 320m-330m tonnes, from a 
forecast of 333m-343m tonnes, 
which in itself was lower than the 
338m-350m tonnes originally 
envisaged at the start of the year. 

A disruptive cyclone and 
fire, coupled with “operational 
challenges” at its mines in the Pilbara 
region of Western Australia, were to 
blame for the downward revisions.

In the first nine months of the 
year, Rio Tinto shipped 240.6m 
tonnes, 4% lower than the 
same period a year earlier.

The miner, however, 
expects to increase shipments 
by up to 5% in 2020.

Meanwhile, Rio Tinto has fully 
commissioned its Amrun bauxite 
mine in Queensland and expects 
to add 10m tonnes in export 
capacity per year. Part of the 
volume is destined for China.

In the January to September 
period, it shipped almost 40m 

tonnes of the commodity, up 
about 5% from a year earlier.

Ms Brassard currently sits on 
the board of RightShip, which was 
created to improve the safety and 
environmental sustainability of the 
maritime industry. The organisation 
was founded by Rio Tinto and BHP 
in 2001, and later joined by Cargill. 

This is Ms Brassard’s first appearance in 
the Top 100. Rio Tinto appeared in the 
Top 100 in 2016, 2017 and 2018.

PETER VOSER
PSA INTERNATIONAL
Chairman takes over from his legendary predecessor, who steered 
PSA with a steady hand for more than two decades

HAVING held reign over PSA 
International for more than a 
decade, Fock Siew Wah retired 
in mid-2019 to make way for his 
deputy Peter Voser as chairman 
of the Singaporean operator.

The former chief executive of 
Royal Dutch Shell has big shoes 

to fill. Mr Fock has led the group 
from being a regional to a truly 
global player, in a journey of 
growth, internationalisation 
and transformation.

Mr Voser, who is also interim 
chief executive of Swiss-Swedish 
multinational ABB, described Mr 

Fock as a “beacon of inspiration” 
upon his appointment, noting 
the firm foundations set as he 
heads up the next chapter.

The PSA Group’s global footprint 
has grown to its current-day span 
of more than 50 coastal, inland 
and rail terminals in 17 countries, 
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Brassard: currently sits on 
the board of RightShip.
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and volumes have doubled to more 
than 80m teu annually from the 
beginning of Mr Fock’s stewardship.

On an equity basis, the 
group handled more than 
60m teu in 2018, according to 
data compiled by Drewry. 

Mr Voser has been charged 
with providing a sustainable 
growth trajectory for the 
group, while helping it develop 
in the supply chain space.

Pivotal to this role will be digital 
products that PSA will champion 
through its venture capital 
arm unboXed. The facility was 
established to partner alongside 
third-party vendors in everything 
from 3D printing to blockchain.

However, PSA’s speciality is ports. 
The group’s expansion from its 
bread and butter activity shows 
little sign of slowing down.

The latest venture is in Gdansk, 
Poland, where it recently revealed 
plans to bring its development 

in line with the long-established 
ports in Europe’s northern range. 

Mr Voser will also oversee the 
initial switch of operations at 
the group’s flagship facility in 
Singapore from its longstanding 
location away from the confines 
of the city to its new home, the 
Tuas mega port, where digital 
and automated port process are 
promised to set new boundaries.

This appears a daunting 
task, but one thing PSA can 
never be accused of is lacking 
ambition. It’s not in its nature.

This is Mr Voser’s first appearance in the 
Top 100. PSA appeared in the Top 100 
in 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.

JON HANCOCK
LLOYD’S
The director of performance may well have further 
to go in the cull of underperformers

EASILY the big news story in 
marine insurance recently has 
been the tightening of the 
market, with more than a dozen 
unprofitable Lloyd’s syndicates 
pulling out of one or more marine 
lines, or else reducing capacity.

We are talking big names 
here, too, including syndicates 
managed by CNA Hardy, 
Barbican, Advent and Argo.

None of this is happening 
by accident, either.

One person more than any 
other has been responsible 
for the shake-up and that is 
Lloyd’s director of performance 
management Jon Hancock.

He is said by insiders 
to have quite bluntly told 
underperformers they need 
to shape up — or ship out.

Mr Hancock’s so-called Decile 
10 process is not over yet, either.

Speaking to Lloyd’s List’s sister 
publication Insurance Day at 
the Rendez-Vous de Septembre, 
he commented that while there 
had been “good progress” 

in improving the market’s 
underperforming classes, there 
was “still a long way to go”.

Yet for those who stay the 
distance, of course, the upside 
is the promise of consistent 
profitability, even in perennially 
weak classes such as marine hull.

Appropriately enough, Mr 
Hancock started his career as 
a marine underwriter in the 
Liverpool office of RSA and spent 
more than 25 years with that 
company, latterly as managing 
director UK commercial and global 
broker relationship director.

He signed up with Lloyd’s as 
recently as December 2016, where 
he succeeded Tom Bolt in his crucial 
job, which gives him responsibility 
for performance management, 
capital setting and risk management 
in the Lloyd’s market globally.

It rapidly became clear exactly 
what Mr Hancock’s mandate was — 
and sorting out marine was part of it.

He also sits as a member of 
both the executive committee and 
the franchise board of Lloyd’s.

This is Mr Hancock’s first 
appearance in the Top 100.
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Voser: beginning his own journey at 
the helm of the Singaporean operator.

Hancock: told underperformers they need to shape up — or ship out.
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LEI FANPEI
CHINA STATE SHIPBUILDING CORP
Amid a market recession, the 56-year-old ex-aerospace expert must 
demonstrate he can handle ships to the same standard he handled rockets

LEI Fanpei has descended 
from the sky to the shore.

The 56-year-old, a rocket engine 
major at China’s Northwestern 
Polytechnical University, had spent a 
30-year career in China’s aerospace 
industry before moving into the 
less-fancy vessel construction 
sector in March last year.

Now the government has 
decided to let him take the helm 
of China’s number one shipbuilding 
group, which can match the 
clout of its South Korean rivals.

The creation of the China State 
Shipbuilding Corp — which was 
formally approved in October 
— results in a reincarnation of 
the brand name of one of the 
predecessor firms known as 
CSSC, although their Chinese 
names were slightly different.

The other one to be incorporated 
into the larger group is the China 
Shipbuilding Industry Corp.

Excluding naval ships, their 
combined vessel orderbook 
stood at about 8.8m cgt as of 
end-September, exceeding that 
of Samsung Heavy Industries and 
only trailing the world’s largest 
player, Hyundai Heavy Industries, 
based on Clarksons’ estimates.

The latest $4bn worth of new 
vessel orders, unveiled during the 
China Marintec event and supported 
by Chinese leasing funds, will give 
a further boost to the backlog.

The new CSSC will also become 
a business behemoth with total 
assets worth Yuan790bn ($112.5bn) 
and 310,000 employees.

However, it is not just about 
the size, which it is relatively 
easy to build with power from 
the state. Building strength is 
what Mr Lei needs to focus on.

That includes ways to improve 
corporate management, 
operational efficiency and 

product innovations, especially 
at a time when the shipbuilding 
markets are in the doldrums.

The ability to construct more 
high-value-added vessels, such 
as liquefied natural carriers, is 
among the goals that the merged 
company aims to achieve.

As of October 1, the ratio of the 
number of LNG carriers on order 
at yards between South Korea, 
China and Japan is 103:26:3. 

Will the new group be able 
take advantage of the merger to 
snatch part of Qatar Petroleum’s 
touted newbuilding project 
of 40-60 LNG carriers?

Mr Lei met with Saad Sherida 
al-Kaabi, chief executive of 
the state-owned oil and gas 
giant, in Beijing in November.

In addition, eyes are also on 
some of the Chinese shipbuilder’s 
pioneering products, including 

CMA CMG’s 23,000 teu LNG-fuelled 
containerships and Carnival’s 
Vista-class cruiseships.

A successful delivery of 
these vessels will earn CSSC 
a good reputation and more 
business opportunities. A failure 
will lead to heavy losses.

Streamlining management and 
operations is also no easy task. 
Co-ordinating a dozen subsidiary 
yards that are now still competing 
with each other is as challenging 
as reducing the excess shipbuilding 
capacity and workforce.

There are also massive 
restructurings that need to be 
done for various listed arms to 
brush up their market value.

The new CSSC chairman must 
demonstrate he can handle ships in 
the same way he handled rockets.

Mr Lei also appeared in the Top 100 in 2018.
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Lei: taking the helm of China’s number one shipbuilding group.
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SAVERYS FAMILY
CMB AND EXMAR
The scale of the family tree involved in shipping secures them 
a place on the list of influencers, but the innovation in their 
DNA sets them apart from other family operations

CONSOLIDATING the sprawling 
influence of the Saverys family tree 
into a single entry for the Top 100 
is never going to do justice to the 
myriad characters and activities 
that should be represented here.

The sheer scale of operations, 
from CMB (Compagnie Maritime 
Belge) led by Alexander Saverys 
to Nicolas Saverys-led gas carrier 
company Exmar, are sufficient 
to secure a seat at the Top 100 
table, but influence is about 
more than business as usual.

Happily, the Saverys family 
members have innovation in their 
DNA and yet again there are ample 
advances this year to secure their 
collective position in this list.

The race to decarbonise 
shipping has ironically generated 
a lot of hot air in certain corners 
of the industry and, while good 
intentions are ever present in the 
marketing, tangible projects and 
progress are somewhat rarer.

At both CMB and Exmar, the push 
towards zero carbon is already 
well advanced, with hard cash 
being ploughed into hydrogen 
technology and both companies 
actively playing their parts in 
various coalitions and projects on 
the pathway to zero emissions.

Alexander Saverys has been 
advocating hydrogen research 
and development for several years 
now, but this year revealed the 
full extent of CMB’s expansive 
investment in hydrogen technology.

It has seen the Belgium-based 
shipowner lead the design and 
development of hydrogen-fuelled 
engines, as well as construct the 
first ships using the lower- or 
zero-emission technology.

Over at Exmar, they are equally 
passionate about hydrogen, 
teaming up with a local coalition 

of ports and energy companies 
to study the transport of 
hydrogen as a sustainable fuel.

Nicolas Saverys has long 
talked about taking leadership 
through innovation and Exmar 
has now transformed itself from 
a shipping company into an 
energy supply chain provider.

The metamorphosis from being a 
transporter into being a transformer 
of energy may not have been the 
easy path, but where others talk 
about adding value into the supply 
chain, he is taking solid steps.

And, as we have mentioned in 
previous entries, this about good 
business, not greenwashing.

“We genuinely believe CMB 
Technologies can be our profit-driver 
in the years to come, and every 

R&D investment is aimed at 
contributing to our bottom line,” 
he told Lloyd’s List. “We are doing 
this to one day make money.”

Mr Saverys sees achieving 
the IMO’s respective 2030 
and 2050 emission reduction 
deadlines as a “huge opportunity 
for shipping, not a threat”.

The hydrogen projects they are 
currently pursuing may still be 
several years off producing a viable 
output for international trades, 
but their investment in tomorrow’s 
technology today could ultimately 
see them move up this list of 
influencers over the coming years. 

The Saverys family also appeared 
in the Top 100 in 2011, 2012, 2013, 
2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.
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GARY BROCKLESBY / 
NICOLAS BUSCH
NAVIG8
The co-founders doubled-down on their bet on scrubber technology 
ahead of the switch to lower-sulphur marine fuel regulations

NICOLAS Busch, Navig8 founder and 
chief executive, transplanted the oil 
trading culture from time with Marc 
Rich and then Glencore to global 
wet freight, from which privately 
held Navig8 evolved in 2007.

Along with Gary Brocklesby, 
the pair lead a management 
team that owns 70% of the 
parent company, Navig8 Topco 
Co, a recent prospectus for 
a bond issue revealed.

Revenue for the first seven 
months of 2019 was put at $2.7bn, 
more than double $1.23bn for the 
same period in 2018, according 
to the prospectus. This puts 
Navig8 in the same league as 
companies like Teekay Corp.

Profits appear minimal amid 
the tanker market slump that has 
seen freight rates barely above 
breakeven levels for protected 
periods over the past few years.

The prospectus showed 
net income at $6m in 2019’s 

first quarter, and $9.2m for 
the first seven months.

Mr Busch and Mr Brocklesby brand 
the company as the world’s largest 
independent pool and commercial 
management service provider.

It has an estimated 193 vessels 
in three pools that it either 
owns, operates or charters in, 
based on information posted 
on its website. All but one 
vessel listed on the website is 
trading in the spot market.

Navig8 has used 2019 
to double-down its bet on 
scrubbers to meet IMO 2020 
marine fuel regulations.

In January 2019, the company 
became the majority shareholders 
in Feen Marine Scrubbers, 
rebranding as FMSI. Plus, Navig8 
has taken delivery of eight 
newbuilding long range two 
and medium range tankers over 
2019, all fitted with scrubbers.

The January 1, 2020 switch 

to lower-sulphur fuel has seen 
the expansion of bunker trading 
and broking division Integr8.

Again, this approach to marine 
fuel procurement is very much 
based on oil trading culture. 
This leaves Navig8 exposed 
to an increasingly mercurial 
market amid rising geopolitical 
unrest and much uncertainty.

Mr Busch and Mr Brocklesby also appeared in 
the Top 100 in 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.

MARK JACKSON / 
LOH BOON CHYE
BALTIC EXCHANGE /  SGX
The two chief executives have been busy launching 
various new indices to stay ahead of the game

THE Baltic Exchange, which 
was bought by the Singapore 
Exchange in 2016, is eyeing 
a new revenue model.

Negotiations with some 30 
panelists globally have been 

ongoing regarding the centuries-old 
practice in which data was freely 
supplied as part of membership 
of the Baltic Exchange.

Chief executive Mark Jackson has 
acknowledged that shipbrokers 

are seeking a better deal. The 
agreement about providing 
assessments in exchange for 
free membership and exclusive 
distribution rights was set to 
expire three years after the 
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Brocklesby (right) and Busch: 
head the world’s largest 
independent pool and commercial 
management service provider.
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acquisition by SGX and was up for 
renewal as of mid-November. 

The age-old British shipping 
institution is now prepared to 
remunerate shipbrokers who 
provide it with freight assessments.

The exchange is becoming 
more dynamic, responding 
faster to market needs. 

In October, it launched a 
new operating costs index, a 
quarterly assessment for dry 
bulk vessels, with plans to 
expand to other segments. 

Three new liquefied natural gas 
indices were launched in 2019, 
while one new clean tanker route 
and four new dirty tanker routes 
were introduced on March 1. 

However, the Baltic Exchange 
did face a backlash from some 
of the forward freight agreement 
community regarding its 
decision to reflect low-sulphur 
fuel oil in its indices rather 
than — or in addition to — a 
scrubber-reflected assessment.

One participant in particular 
was concerned that FFA contracts 

based on high-sulphur fuel oil 
still trading would be left out of 
pocket due to the pricing gap 
between the two fuel types. 

“Through increased engagement 
with the industry, SGX is working 
on bringing together the physical 
shipping and FFA businesses, and 
raising awareness around the 
importance and value of hedging, 
especially in an increasingly 
uncertain and volatile world,” SGX’s 
chief executive Loh Boon Chye said.

“For SGX, the investment has 
never been about changing 
the Baltic Exchange; it is about 
working with an organisation 

with a high standing in the global 
market place and allowing it 
the space to continue to do 
what it does well,” he said.

“A willingness on both parties 
to learn from each other has also 
been critical in the successes of 
the business,” the SGX head said.

He added that “7,000 miles might 
separate the Baltic Exchange and 
SGX, but there is little distance 
between the two organisations”.

Mr Jackson also appeared in the Top 100 
in 2017 and 2018, while Mr Chye also 
appeared in the Top 100 in 2016. The 
Baltic Exchange appeared in the Top 100 in 
2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015. 

EVANGELOS MARINAKIS
CAPITAL GROUP
The Greek owner has shown his penchant for calculated risks over the past 
few years, with speculative orders and exploring charters for the vessels

TWO decades after taking 
the reins of a modest family 
shipping business upon the 
death of his father, Evangelos 
Marinakis is firmly established 

as one of the most dynamic 
players in shipping worldwide.

That status will be underscored 
heavily if a landmark project for 
up to 10 very large crude carriers 
fuelled by liquefied natural 
gas, which was reported by 
Lloyd’s List in September 2019, 
becomes a firm contract.

It would be the first multi-ship 
order of dual-fuelled VLCCs, but 
at the time of publication, the 
project remained stuck at the stage 
of a letter of intent exchanged 
between his Capital Maritime group 
and Hyundai Heavy Industries.

Although commentators have 
weighed in on the need for 
long-term charters by oil majors 

to embolden an owner to order 
LNG-fuelled tankers at considerable 
extra cost, that is not necessarily 
a deal-breaker for Mr Marinakis.

The past few years have shown 
his penchant for calculated risks 
with speculative orders and 
later exploring charters for the 
vessels. Timing is key in such 
investments and, so far, the Greek 
owner has shown a gift for it.

For a recent prior example, look 
only as far back as late 2018, when 
newly formed Capital Gas made 
its debut order for four 174,000 
cu m X-DF LNG carriers from HHI, 
with options for up to six more.

So far, the total stands at 
seven LNG carriers ordered for 
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Jackson (left) and Loh: 7,000 miles apart but little 
distance between the two organisations.

Marinakis: shown he has a gift for 
timing, which is key in investments.
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2020-21 delivery, of which three 
have already been chartered 
by BP for up to 12 years.

According to insiders at Capital, 
investment decisions are driven by 
opportunistic considerations, while 
there is an underlying belief in the 
value of diversity and, as a strategy, 
establishing a large enough footprint 
in the target shipping segment to 
have flexibility and provide service.

All those aspects were evident 
in Mr Marinakis’ first major 
signature move as an owner when 
he ordered 16 medium range 
tankers in South Korea at an early 
stage of the super-cycle, when 
building prices were still low.

The fleet enabled the group 
to launch Capital Product 
Partners on Nasdaq in 2007. 
In 2019, the public company’s 

tanker business was spun off in 
a merger with DSS Holdings to 
create Diamond S Shipping. 

The transaction, valued at 
$1.65bn, left Capital Product with 
a fleet consisting predominantly 
of modern container vessels and 
the challenge of rebuilding scale.

Mr Marinakis, who earned one 
of the largest premiums ever 
paid in a shipping mergers and 
acquisitions deal, was left with an 
estimated 5% of the combined 
company of 68 tankers.

Outside shipping, the owner 
is known for his philanthropic 
activities, his active involvement 
with Piraeus City Council, 
owning one of Greece’s largest 
media empires and his football 
interests, as owner of Greek 
champions Olympiacos and 

historic English club Nottingham 
Forest, acquired in 2017.

After UK floods forced 
postponement of a match 
in October, the Greek owner 
ordered 3,000 food parcels to 
be distributed to the homeless 
in the Nottingham area.

“Other activities come from a 
desire to contribute for the common 
good,” says senior Capital Group 
executive Jerry Kalogiratos.

“They are small investments 
compared with shipping and 
have had very little impact on 
the shipping business. Vangelis 
feels that shipping is very 
much his core activity.”

Mr Marinakis also appeared in the 
Top 100 in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 
2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.

KLAUS MICHAEL KÜHNE
KUEHNE + NAGEL
The company’s largest shareholder remains an 
influential figure in logistics and shipping

KLAUS Michael Kühne, the veteran 
owner of Kuehne + Nagel, turned 
down the chance to make his global 
logistics brand even bigger this year, 
when he ruled out counterbidding 
for rival Panalpina, which was 
eventually bought by DSV.

Speaking earlier this year, 
Mr Kühne said Panalpina 
was not worth the $4bn DSV 
offered for the company.

“If the Danes absolutely want 
to buy a hopelessly overvalued 
Panalpina, then you can’t prevent 
it,” he told Swiss press.

“Maybe a year ago it might 
have been a financially attractive 
target, but at the moment its 
operative potential and the 
valuation do not match.”

DSV decided otherwise and went 
on to complete the transaction, 
taking it to fourth place in the realm 
of global 3PLs, but still behind K+N.

Although no longer active 
in the day-to-day operation of 
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Kühne: still wielding influence despite being in his 80s.
Credit: Logistics Hall of Fame
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the company co-founded by his 
grandfather, Mr Kühne retains a 
role as honorary chairman and 
is the largest shareholder.

Through his Kühne Holdings, 
he also has a major stake in 
German carrier Hapag-Lloyd.

Mr Kühne has grown his stake 
in the Hamburg-based line from 
20.8% at the time of its initial 
public offering in 2015 to 26.2%, 

in what appears to be a battle 
for control of the company 
with Chile’s Lukic family, who 
became shareholders through 
the merger with Compañía 
Sud Americana de Vapores.

That battle has seen 
Hapag-Lloyd’s free float reduced 
to 9% of its outstanding shares 
and driven up the value of shares 
in the company dramatically.

After debuting at €20, they had 
traded in a €20-€40 range until the 
middle of 2019, since when they 
have shot up to more than €70.

Now in his 80s, Mr Kühne may 
have stepped back from the fray, 
but his influence remains widely 
felt in both logistics and shipping.

Mr Kühne also appeared in the Top 100 in 
2011, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.

KOSTIS KONSTANTAKOPOULOS
COSTAMARE
Chief executive combines a steady hand with creatively forging joint ventures 
that have served to increase his footprint in the container market

THE year 2019 proved a good 
one for Costamare and its chief 
executive Kostis Konstantakopoulos, 
who has kept the New York-listed 
containership owner on a 
rock-steady course ever since 
it went public in 2010.

The year’s third quarter saw 
the company declare its 37th 
straight quarterly dividend for 
shareholders, while the year up 
to mid-November saw its stock 
price leap by about 80%.

Investors buying the stock at the 
start of the year stood to almost 
double their initial investment outlay 
and presumably they will be happy 
with the company’s management.

Costamare almost routinely beats 
analysts’ earnings expectations 
but the performance in 2019 was 
particularly strong. Adjusted net 
income in the first nine months 
doubled compared with 2018 and 
revenues increased by 29%.

Some of this can be attributed 
to an improved marketplace 
but Mr Konstantakopoulos and 
his team can also take a deal 
of credit for expanding the fleet 
with good acquisitions since late 
2018 and ensuring that some of 
the larger ships in the fleet have 
come open at the right time to 
capture part of the market action.

Higher charter rates have 
been mostly noticeable 

for post-panamaxes and 
neo-panamaxes.

Beneficial deals have included 
buying out the 60% stake held by 
private equity partner York Capital 
in five 14,424 teu vessels built three 
years ago for service to Evergreen.

Currently, five newbuildings of 
12,690 teu capacity are on order 
for 2020-21 for 10-year charter 
to Yang Ming Marine Transport. 
They will be delivered on top 
of an existing fleet that in late 
2019 numbered 70 boxships.

Mr Konstantakopoulos has 
been an active fleet manager 
across the various size segments 
in the Costamare fleet, constantly 
renewing it with younger 
tonnage when the opportunity 
arises, while phasing out older 
vessels when it makes sense.

Notwithstanding the regular 
demolition sales, a mark of the 
company’s stature has been 
its success in chartering-out 
vintage boxships well past 
their 20th birthdays.

A recent Stifel analyst’s note 
observed that stretching the life of 
older assets is a “core Costamare 
competency” and tends to boost 
profitability, as many of the older 
ships are linked to little or no 
further depreciation or debt.

Costamare’s dependability has 
given Mr Konstantakopoulos the 

luxury of being highly selective 
when it comes to picking deals. 
However, he has also shown he can 
get creative with most aspects of 
the business, particularly through 
forging interesting alliances.

Such was the case with York 
Capital, with which Costamare has a 
co-investment period currently due 
to expire in 2020. On the technical 
management side, the company has 
a unique joint venture with V.Ships.

Blue Net Chartering, a 
Hamburg-based boxship chartering 
operation Costamare set up in 2018 
with Peter Döhle, has increased its 
fleet to about 270 tramp vessels and 
has contributed to consolidating a 
sector that was highly fragmented.

Mr Konstantakopoulos also appeared in 
the Top 100 in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 
2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.
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Konstantakopoulos: highly selective 
when it comes to picking deals. 
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01 /  HARRY THEOCHARI, NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT
HARRY Theochari is one of the masterminds of Norton Rose Fulbright’s ascent from a 
London-based shipping specialist into a serious contender among the ranks of global corporate 
law firms. Over the past 12 months, global head of transport Mr Theochari and his team 
have been particularly busy, completing the massive Danaos Corp restructuring and handling 
Toisa Chapter 11 administration in the US. We are told that, at the time of writing, he was 
about to close the sale of a major shipping portfolio by a maritime bank to private equity 
interests. He also plays a leading role in the wider industry, acting as chair of Maritime UK 
and deputy chair of Maritime London. Mr Theochari frequently goes in to bat for the industry 
with leading politicians, working with both Tory shipping minister Nusrat Ghani and Labour 
shadow transport secretary Andy McDonald, to ensure its concerns do not go unheard.

02 /  VINCENT POWER, EUROPEAN MARITIME LAW ORGANISATION
VINCENT Power will be fighting shipping’s corner in Brussels in his role as chairman at the 
European Maritime Law Organisation. In play in particular will be the European Union’s 
Consortia Block Exemption, which sets the rules for alliances between container lines, and 
which comes up for renewal in 2020. However, Dr Power — a partner at Irish law firm A&L 
Goodbody, where he specialises in competition and procurement — has stated his plans to 
broaden Emlo’s remit into other areas of maritime law. He is also the author of seven books 
on maritime law, with the third edition of the 1,800-page, two-volume tome EU Shipping Law, 
published in 2019 by Informa Law from Routledge and hosted on the i-law.com platform.

03 /  SIMON RAINEY, QUADRANT
QUADRANT barrister Simon Rainey QC earns his place after acting in some of the landmark 
shipping cases heard in London over the past year, most notably for the appellants in Ark v 
Silverburn. In this case, the Court of Appeal overturned an earlier High Court ruling to establish 
there is no absolute obligation to maintain class under a bareboat charter, a decision with 
obvious implications for users of Barecon 89. Mr Rainey regularly tops the list in legal trade 
directories such as Chambers and the Legal 500, making him one of Britain’s most prominent 
shipping-specialist silks. He was named International Arbitration Silk of the Year at the 
Legal 500 UK Awards 2020, where he was also shortlisted for Shipping Silk of the Year.

04 /  GINA LEE‑WAN, ALLEN & GLEDHILL
ALLEN & Gledhill partner and maritime and aviation practice co-head Gina Lee-Wan is well known 
and respected in the maritime community. Her practice involves contentious and non-contentious 
shipping and offshore matters. She won the International Maritime Centre (Individual) award at 
the Singapore International Maritime Awards 2019 and was also among the inaugural batch of 
select practitioners to be recognised as a senior accredited specialist in Maritime and Shipping 
Law by the Singapore Academy of Law. Ms Lee-Wan’s clients include all of Singapore’s major 
banks, as well as other lenders and shipowners. Consistently ranked in the top tier of leading 
individuals in shipping by Chambers Global, Chambers Asia-Pacific and The Legal 500 Asia-Pacific, 
Ms Lee-Wan is inevitably involved in the majority of ship finance transactions in Singapore.

05 /  STEVEN BERRY, ESSEX COURT
RENOS was one of the biggest shipping judgments of 2019, with the UK Supreme Court ruling 
that constructive total loss calculations should include all reasonable costs of salving and 
safeguarding a vessel from the time of a casualty onwards, but exclude special compensation 
to salvors. Both legal teams acquitted themselves well in arguing for their clients in what was 
inevitably a complex judgment. However, Steven Berry QC of Essex Court has acted for the 
respondents throughout, from first instance and the Court of Appeal all the way to the top, 
and ultimately proved his main contention. Mr Berry has specialised in shipping, insurance, 
reinsurance, international banking, international sale of goods and arbitration since 1985.
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06 /  PAUL DEAN, HFW 
PAUL Dean worked his way up from articles in 1988 to his current job as head of shipping at the 
law firm that claims to have more shipping partners than any other, with more than 200 dedicated 
practitioners. HFW (the new branding for Holman Fenwick Willan) is expansion-minded, he said in 
an interview with Lloyd’s List in 2019 and has recently taken over the old Ince & Co operation in 
Monaco, lock stock and barrel. In particular, Mr Dean is looking to expand HFW’s presence in the 
China market, where it already has a foothold in Shanghai. Beijing, Shenzhen and Guangzhou.

07 /  RITA AL SEMAANI JANSEN, INCE
INCE’S Rita Al Semaani Jansen was 2019’s winner of the Lloyd’s List Lifetime Achievement Award 
at the Lloyd’s List South Asia, Middle East and Africa region, in recognition of her groundbreaking 
work in empowering women in the maritime industry the Middle East. Ms Jansen, a partner at Ince, 
has been with her employer since it set up in Dubai in 2006, after previously working as a senior 
lawyer at Denton Wilde Sapte, Berrymans Lace Mawer and Wellington Capital. Based in Dubai since 
1992, she has an unequalled depth of knowledge in the laws of the United Arab Emirates and is 
fluent in both Arabic and English. She is also an active member of the Dubai Business Women’s 
Council, using her position to push for greater balance in the legal industry, and is also prominent 
in Ince’s mentorship scheme, helping to support women in their professional development.

08 /  LINDSEY KEEBLE, WATSON FARLEY & WILLIAMS
LINDSEY Keeble heads the global maritime group at WFW, specialising in structured finance 
and leasing, especially those with export credit agency involvement, for a wide range of 
maritime, offshore and port infrastructure assets. She is especially well regarded for her 
LNG and cruise expertise. Ms Keeble added important legal input to the Poseidon Principles, 
the new set of environmentally-based lending criteria adopted by many major shipping 
banks in 2019. A key work highlight was advising Höegh LNG on its first floating storage and 
regasification unit sale and leaseback deal with China Construction Bank Financial Leasing. 

09 /  EDWARD LIU, HILL DICKINSON
HILL Dickinson Hong Kong maritime team counsel and legal director Edward Liu has shot 
to prominence in 2019, culminating with his appointment as principal representative of the 
International Chamber of Shipping’s ICS (China) Liaison Office. Mr Liu also helped Hill Dickinson 
become the first law firm in Hong Kong to successfully obtain an order from a mainland Chinese 
court for interim measures in aid of an arbitration administered by the Hong Kong International 
Arbitration Centre, immediately seizing on a new mainland-Hong Kong arrangement concerning 
mutual assistance in interim measures for arbitration proceedings that came into effect on 
October 1. His main area of practice is in commercial and shipping litigation and arbitration. 
He also has extensive experience in handling international commercial disputes, especially 
those connected with projects on China’s Belt and Road Initiative. Mr Liu is active in the Hong 
Kong maritime community, serving on the Maritime and Port Development Committee of 
the Hong Kong Maritime and Port Board. He was among the Top 100 Most Influential People 
in Chinese Shipping Industry 2018, the youngest on the list and one of only 12 from Hong 
Kong. Mr Liu was also selected on the Lloyd’s Top 5 Next Generation in Shipping list in 2017. 
Mr Liu is a regular contributor to Lloyd’s Shipping and Trade Law published by Informa Law

10 /  CHRISTOPHER NOLAN, HOLLAND & KNIGHT
CHRISTOPHER Nolan is a litigator and co-chair of Holland & Knight’s transportation and 
infrastructure group, based in New York. He concentrates on shipping, focusing mainly on 
dispute resolution arising from charterparties, bills of lading, fire and explosion, total loss, 
limitation and insolvency. Mr Nolan is regularly retained on behalf of hull underwriters and P&I 
Clubs on marine insurance matters. Consistently ranked among the best shipping lawyers in 
the US by the Chambers directory, he also acts as National Counsel for a major ocean carrier. 

The Top 10 maritime lawyers list is compiled by the Lloyd’s List editorial team 
in conjunction with our colleagues at Lloyd’s Law Reports.

Sources: Lloyd’s Law Reports, Lloyd’s List, American Maritime Cases

*Our colleagues at Lloyd’s Law Reports can benchmark activity and results in shipping litigation and 
are finalising data for the 2019 legal year; contact yvonne.knock@informa.com to inquire
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SADAN KAPTANOGLU 
BIMCO
The new BIMCO president has been active all over the world, giving a 
voice to the industry as it prepares for potentially tectonic shifts

LEADING the world’s largest shipping 
association can naturally be a busy 
job. Yet few have embraced the 
work and responsibility that comes 
with it like current president Sadan 
Kaptanoglu appears to have done 
in her first year at the helm.

Taking over from Anastasios 
Papagiannopoulos in the middle 
of the year, Ms Kaptanoglu has 
been widely visible across global 
fora, addressing all the challenges 
the industry faces, both internal 
shortcomings and external factors.

Being the head of Kaptanoglu 
Shipping, the BIMCO president can 

attest to the global challenges that 
tramp shipping in particular faces 
and can offer a practical perspective. 

BIMCO has continued to be 
vocal on issues around the 2020 
sulphur cap and made its very 
own proposal to slash greenhouse 
gas emissions in the short term 
by reducing engine power.

In a year where seafarers 
and international shipping have 
been especially endangered in 
the Gulf of Oman and the Gulf 
of Guinea, BIMCO has been 
at the forefront of industry’s 
calls for greater international 

co-operation and protection.
Despite its already considerable 

size, BIMCO has proved to be keen on 
expansion. This year, it announced 
it is opening an Athens office in 
an effort to expand and better 
serve its Greece-based members.

Ms Kaptanoglu has also been vocal 
on the greater need of the industry 
to embrace diversity, underlying the 
practical reasons why it is beneficial

Within BIMCO, Ms Kaptanoglu 
will also oversee the transition 
in the leadership of the 
organisation’s operations, as a new 
secretary-general takes over in 2020.

Angus Frew will step down as 
secretary-general next year after 
seven years in charge of running 
the organisation’s operations.

Mr Frew has led the organisation 
some of the most challenging 
times for the industry and has 
expanded membership, making 
him one of the most key players 
in BIMCO’s continued success.

This is Ms Kaptanoglu’s first appearance 
in the Top 100. BIMCO also appeared 
in 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.

BIRGITTE VARTDAL
GOLDEN OCEAN
The well-respected chief executive has been able to pay dividends for 
the past several quarters, despite a challenging dry bulk market

BIRGITTE Vartdal, the 
well-respected chief executive of 
Golden Ocean, John Fredriksen’s 
dry bulk unit, decided to leave 
the company at the end of 
November, having completed 
some high-profile deals this year. 

Firstly, her company invested 
in a new dry bulk outfit in 
Singapore, followed by a deal 
to secure marine fuels with 
commodities trader Trafigura. 

The Oslo-based Golden Ocean 
acquired a 15% ownership 

interest in Singapore Marine, 
which was started up by Peter 
Weernink, the former chief 
executive of SwissMarine, through 
$10m in equity and $10m in 
a subordinated shareholder 
loan. The investment was then 
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Kaptanoglu: took over as president of BIMCO earlier in 2019.
Credit: Leo Erdfelt/Flickr
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increased by another $10.2m.
It also has a 15% interest 

in a bunkering venture with 
Trafigura and Frontline, Mr 
Fredriksen’s tanker unit.

Ms Vartdal, who grew up 
on the west coast of Norway, 
correctly predicted a dramatic 
recovery in capesize spot rates 
in the third quarter following 
increased availability of iron ore 
from Vale’s facilities in Brazil.

The first half of the year was 
marred by much lower volumes 
than expected due to supply 
issues in Brazil and Australia.

Despite challenging dry bulk 
markets, Ms Vartdal, who is a 
regular speaker at various shipping 
events, has been able to hand 
out dividends to shareholders 
over the past several quarters.

She studied engineering in 
physics and mathematics in 
Norway and then spent a year 
in Edinburgh, Scotland, gaining 
a masters degree in financial 
maths, before joining shipping 

company Klaveness in 2004.
While her exposure to shipping 

was limited to her father’s fishing 
business when growing up, it was 
through her risk management 
job at Klaveness that she 
learned about chartering and 
commercial operations, eventually 
managing a team of 16 people. 

However, the humble Ms 
Vartdal found an offer to join 
Golden Ocean “irresistible”, she 
said in a podcast with shipping 
journalist Lena Gothberg.

She moved there as chief 
financial officer in 2010 and, six 
years later, she became chief 
executive, taking over at a time 
of dismal rates in the sector.

“I have had 10 fantastic years 
with Golden Ocean and I am 
pleased with the development of 
the company during this period,” 
Ms Vartdal said in a statement 
announcing her resignation.

She added: “The company is 
now in a solid financial position, 
and has just delivered its best 

quarterly result since 2013, and is 
well prepared ahead of IMO 2020.

“I am proud of what all our 
dedicated and knowledgeable 
colleagues have created, and 
I am confident that Golden 
Ocean has a bright future.”

Golden Ocean owns 77 vessels 
and is one of the largest listed 
dry bulk companies around. It 
reported a net profit of $36.7m 
in the third quarter versus a 
loss of $33.1m a year earlier.

Ms Vartdal also appeared in the 
Top 100 in 2017 and 2018.

PETER CREMERS
ANGLO EASTERN‑UNIVAN
At the forefront of a company with more vessels under 
full technical management than any other, the executive 
chairman will make sure the crown stays on

PETER Cremers, executive chairman 
of Anglo Eastern-Univan Group, 
announced a joint venture with 
Exmar Ship Management of 
Antwerp in September 2019.

This partnership, to be known 
as AEX LNG Management, with 
headquarters in Singapore, 
is likely to be one of the last 
major decisions taken by the 
veteran Belgian manager.

Ahead of Mr Cremers is the 
shift of corporate leadership from 
his management buyout team 
from the late-1980s to the next 
generation of what he describes 
as “driven professionals”.

He adds the transition, coming 
as it does among a string of 

similar shifts of control across 
the larger shipmanagers, is 
“happening rather successfully”.

Mr Cremers’ experience since 
joining Anglo-Eastern in 1985 
has taught him that mergers, 
acquisitions, partnerships 
and joint ventures do not 
always run smoothly.

Following the MBO in 1988, 
the company bought UK-based 
Denholm Ship Management, 
formed a crew management 
partnership with Teekay 
in 2012 and, three years 
later, took on Univan.

That agreement boosted 
Anglo-Eastern and its executive 
chairman to the top of the table 
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Vartdal: humble leader has had 
“10 fantastic years” with Golden Ocean.

Cremers: long-term view is that the 
company will remain privately owned.  
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of shipmanagers, based on ships 
under full technical management 
— although second, if vessels under 
crew management only are added.

Mr Cremers has acknowledged 
that acquiring a manager of 
such size brought a degree 
of indigestion. Further, he 
discovered that the benefits of 
size and scale only go so far in 
driving efficiency and cost.

“Amid a lot of mergers and 
acquisitions in shipmanagement, 

we are definitely maintaining 
a long-term view [that our 
business is best served] by being 
a privately owned, service-driven 
organisation,” he told Lloyd’s List.

However, Mr Cremers has 
never ruled out buying or 
working alongside a niche 
player and it seems he has 
found a solid candidate.

Further consolidation in shipping 
will, he believes, work its way 
through to the shipmanagement 

sector, where demanding clients 
expect data-driven performance 
monitoring that can only be 
delivered by a larger manager.

His commitment to the 
cause has not waivered. The 
next generation, he says, will 
maintain the core values of 
the company, although they 
will refresh it as necessary.

Mr Cremers also appeared in the 
Top 100 in 2017 and 2018.

ABDULLAH FADHALAH AL‑SULAITI
NAKILAT 
Qatar Petroleum’s plan to build another 100 LNG tankers puts 
the chief executive’s business on track for fleet expansion

NAKILAT’S chief executive Abdullah 
Fadhalah Al-Sulaiti expressed 
the resolve during a press 
interview to meet the shipping 
needs of Qatar’s expanding 
liquefied natural gas output.

In April, Qatar Petroleum released 
the largest shipbuilding tender in 
years for LNG carriers. It sought 
proposals for 40 firm newbuild 
tankers, plus options for 40 more.

Prior to the tender, the national 
oil company has said it may 
need more than 100 tankers 
through to the next decade as 
it embarks on developing its 
first LNG export project in the 
US and tapping resources in the 

giant North Field off Qatar.
That is expected to put the 

fleet of Qatar’s national shipping 
line, Nakilat, up for expansion, 
though details are still sparse 
on the ownership structure 
for the newbuild tankers 
now being tendered out.

Nakilat has nonetheless already 
stepped up on fleet development 
under Mr Al-Sulaiti’s leadership.

It gained additional income 
during the nine months to 
September from the acquisition of 
two LNG tankers and one floating 
storage regasification unit last year.

Mr Al-Sulaiti said back at the 
time when the third-quarter results 

were released that Nakilat would 
“take on greater shipmanagement 
responsibilities following the 
second phase of LNG fleet 
management transition from Shell, 
the management transition of a 
floating storage and regasification 
unit, as well as the addition of four 
newbuild LNG carriers to its fleet”.

In March, Nakilat announced 
a 60:40 joint venture with Maran 
Ventures for four modern LNG 
tankers being built in South Korea.

It went on to further acquire 
the full ownership of four 
LNG carriers previously jointly 
owned with International 
Seaways Inc. These tankers are 
chartered out to Qatargas.

That brought the total number 
of LNG tankers it owns to 29, out 
of an overall fleet of 74 LNG and 
liquefied petroleum gas carriers.

“Owning the vessels we manage… 
provides greater operational 
flexibility and optimisation of 
resources, leading to realisation 
of cost savings with minimal risks 
and strengthens our customer 
focus,” Mr Al-Sulaiti said.

Mr Al-Sulaiti also appeared in the Top 
100 in 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 
2018. Nakilat also appeared in the 
Top 100 in 2011, 2012 and 2013.
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Al-Sulaiti: already stepped up on fleet development.
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ERIC IP
HUTCHISON PORT HOLDINGS
It was a busy year as the group managing director took the 
company into its 50th anniversary with a slew of new investments, 
having been at its helm for almost half of that time

HUTCHISON Port Holdings group 
managing director Eric Ip has 
led one of the world’s biggest 
port operators through a busy 
year of new investments, as 
well as seeing several key 
projects come to fruition.

The container terminal-related 
activities of the Hong 
Kong-headquartered company, 
which in 2019 celebrated its 
50th anniversary, ranged from 
new investments in markets as 
diverse as Egypt and Pakistan 
to Canada, while also officially 
launching Terminal D at 
Laem Chabang, one of its key 
terminals in Southeast Asia.

In the meantime, Hutchison 
Ports, under Mr Ip’s leadership, 
also has one eye on the future, 
signing up for the Global Shipping 
Business Network blockchain 
consortium that groups 
together some of the biggest 
names in container shipping.

It has also inked an agreement 
with Malaysian ship-to-ship transfer 
specialist KA Petra to develop the 
world’s biggest STS transfer hub.

This astute leadership comes 
from a good understanding of 
the markets and their respective 
opportunities. Hutchison Ports, 
which Mr Ip has led for more than 
20 years, seems to have an almost 
innate ability to position itself in 
markets ahead of demand.

For example, the launching 
of Terminal D, one of its most 
advanced facilities and located at 
the region’s main hub port of Laem 
Chabang, comes as the Indochina 
economies start to take off as they 
benefit from the Sino-US trade war.

With an eye towards the Indian 
subcontinent and the Middle East, 
Hutchison went into Myanmar at 
an early stage and is now boosting 
its investments in Egypt and 
Pakistan, where its investments 
are expected to total $1bn.

Mr Ip’s previous experience at the 
logistics arm of Hutchison Ports also 
gives him a keen understanding 
of the whole supply chain and the 
role the company can play in it. 
This includes making investments 
in critical rail infrastructure in 
both Europe and North America.

Although throughput flattened 
out at 84.6m teu in 2018, 
Hutchison Ports achieved a 
milestone of 1.3bn teu as it 
celebrated its half-century in May.

Notably, while growth 
dropped off at its ports in China, 
a good rise was seen at some 
of its recent investments in 
Europe and Australasia.

Mr Ip also appeared in the Top 100 in 
2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.

CORY QUARLES
SEARIVER MARITIME
President and chief executive fronts the maritime division of oil giant 
ExxonMobil, the world’s fourth-largest charterer of crude tankers

AS A long-serving ExxonMobil 
company man, Cory Quarles 
oversees the privately held maritime 
division of the US oil giant.

ExxonMobil is the one of the 
top four charterers of crude 

tankers in the spot market, with 
231 fixtures alone recorded in 
the first half of 2019, based on 
information from New York-based 
shipbroker Poten & Partners. 

ExxonMobil owns very few ships 

and charters most on a spot or 
short-term basis. Only liquefied 
natural gas carriers used by the 
company are chartered longer-term.

SeaRiver’s quiet but significant 
presence is no surprise, given 
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Ip: has a keen understanding 
of the whole supply chain.
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ExxonMobil is one of the biggest 
producers of shale oil from the 
Permian basin, in one of the 
fastest-growing crude export markets.

That has positioned the 
shipping division at the forefront 
of the oil and gas boom from 
the US Gulf, where it is the 
second-largest shipper of crude 

and condensate after oil trader 
Vitol, based on industry feedback. 

The growing export market to 
Europe also means SeaRiver, via 
ExxonMobil, is the second-largest 
charterer of spot suezmaz 
tonnage. It also uses aframax 
tonnage, both for lightering 
and international shipments.

ExxonMobil’s significant presence 
is understandable, given its 
refinery throughput totals 4.2m 
bpd worldwide, with some 2.5bn 
tonnes of crude handled across 
its business annually, based 
on financial statements. That 
equates to 6.8m bpd. (Global crude 
demand is at nearly 100m bpd).

ExxonMobil and SeaRiver 
normally eschew the headlines. 
However, the now infamous 
“SeaRiver” clause that Quarles 

introduced sent ripples through 
the tanker markets in October.

The clause excludes ExxonMobil 
from chartering any ships that 
had called at Venezuela over a 
12-month period. It resulted in a 
temporary spike in global rates.

Mr Quarles keeps a low profile 
in international shipping. The only 
official event noted by Lloyd’s List 
was in November, when he was 
photographed with executives in 
South Korea from Samsung Heavy 
Industries and Malaysia’s MISC.

The SeaRiver executive was at a 
signing to order two LNG carriers for 
ExxonMobil that will be delivered 
in 2023 and chartered from MISC.

Mr Quarles also appeared in the Top 100 
in 2018. ExxonMobil/SeaRiver appeared 
in the Top 100 in 2016 and 2017.

ANDY DACY
JP MORGAN
Investment bank’s chief executive of global transportation 
has warned the industry that owners need to keep it green 
and clean or pension funds will not lend money

ANDRIAN (Andy) Dacy heads 
global transportation at JP Morgan, 
which is still actively taking equity 
positions in shipping companies.

Unlike some people in the 
investment bank space, he actually 
seems to know what it is doing.

He is also a regular fixture on the 
shipping conference circuit, where 
he has been notable for his stress on 
the use of environmental protection 
considerations when deciding on 
loan applications from shipowners.

Environmental, social and 
governance targets are becoming 
increasingly important, he stresses.

“Capital is only going to flow 
in the direction of companies 
that are doing the right thing,” 
he argued in an interview with 
Lloyd’s List earlier this year.

“There has been a lot of lip 
service paid to this in the past, 
but the intensity of this trend has 
increased significantly to the point 

that it is now something we talk 
about every day internally.”

Pension funds will not invest in 
companies that do now comply 
with ESG requirements and, while 
the acronym sounds like jargon 
now, in two years everyone will 
have the message, he insisted.

He has also been a trenchant 
critic of the European Union’s 
carbon trading scheme — which, 
to his mind, has been a flop.

Born in 1967, Mr Dacy graduated 
from Ivy League school Dartmouth 
College in New Hampshire in 1988 
with a degree in Asian studies, 
including economic development.

He then took a job as a shipping 
analyst with the now defunct 
Manufacturers Hanover Trust.

Having stayed with the sector 
ever since, he went on to work 
in banking roles for Chase and 
Ceres. He also picked up a master’s 
degree in international trade at 

New York’s Columbia University, 
prior to signing up with JP Morgan 
at the turn of the millennium.

Mr Dacy also appeared in the Top 100 in 2018.
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Quarles: has been with ExxonMobil 
for more than 20 years.

Dacy: regular fixture on the 
shipping conference circuit.
Credit: Nor-Shipping 2019
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ROBERT YUKSEL YILDIRIM
YILDIRIM GROUP
The Turkish industrialist has reconfirmed his commitment 
to the French container shipping group CMA CGM

ROBERT Yuksel Yildirim would 
probably be the first to admit 
that 2019 has not been the 
best of years for him.

Plans to expand Yildirim Group’s 
port interests into the US suffered a 
serious setback when Yilport’s offer 
to buy the Long Beach Container 
Terminal concession was turned 
down in favour of a rival bid from 
Australian bank Macquarie.

Convinced there were hidden 
forces at play that persuaded 
the US authorities to pick 
Macquarie over Yilport, Mr Yildirim 
made no attempt to hide his 
anger and disappointment.

The Turkish entrepreneur — who 
has a 24% stake in French container 
shipping group CMA CGM and whose 
family-owned business operates 
in nine industrial sectors in 51 
countries, employing 13,000 people 
worldwide — had been eyeing a US 
port investment for some time.

So when Hong Kong’s Orient 
Overseas (International) Ltd 
was ordered to dispose of its 
state-of-the-art LBCT, following 
its takeover by China’s Cosco, Mr 
Yildirim submitted an offer worth 
around $1.76bn and had been led 
to believe he was the front runner.

Because of that, he withdrew 
from negotiations to buy three 
North American terminals from 
Macquarie, only to discover soon 
afterwards that Yilport had not 
been picked to take over LBCT.

“It hurts me to lose LBCT, 
the best terminal in the US,” 
the group’s president and chief 
executive said at the time.

“I never thought it would 
come to market, and it has 
a tremendous future.”

Now he is exploring other US port 
opportunities, including a public 
private partnership agreement 
with Gulfport Mississippi to develop 

a 2.5m teu terminal there that 
is under discussion, and possibly 
a greenfield site development.

Meanwhile, Yilport continues 
to expand elsewhere, signing a 
49-year operating contract in 
July for a multipurpose terminal 
at the Italian port of Taranto, 
where Evergreen had once tried 
to establish a transhipment hub.

The Istanbul-headquartered 
group, whose other business 
interests range from mining and 
fertiliser production through 
to shipping, shipbuilding, real 
estate and construction, now 
has terminals in Turkey, Portugal, 
Spain, Peru, Malta, Norway and 
Sweden, as well as Italy.

Mr Yildirim is to take over as 
chairman and chief executive 
of Yilport from the beginning 
of 2020 until a successor is 
found to Christian Blauert, who 
stepped down in December. 

At one stage, Mr Yildirim had 
been expected to sell his CMA CGM 
shares but there are no such plans 

in the pipeline at the moment.
He had come to the rescue of 

CMA CGM back in 2010, when 
the French line was in financial 
difficulties, injecting $600m into 
the group through five-year bonds 
that matured in late 2015.

Subsequently, he agreed to 
convert the bonds into shares 
for a two-year period, up to the 
end of 2017, to enable CMA 
CGM to buy Singapore’s Neptune 
Orient Lines. The investment 
now seems to be open-ended.

Meanwhile, as Mr Yildirim 
reflects on 2019, there will 
be one standout memory.

“There will be other opportunities, 
but LBCT was the best available 
today, and I wanted to buy it. 
I love that terminal, but I lost 
it, not because of commercial 
reasons but because of political 
decisions,” he contends.

Mr Yildirim also appeared in the 
Top 100 in 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 
2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.
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Yildirim: US is still a target for Yilport despite the Long Beach disappointment.
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HEINRICH SCHULTE AND FAMILY
SCHULTE GROUP /  BERNHARD SCHULTE SHIPMANAGEMENT
While the octogenarian still sits as chair of the family group, two of the 
fifth generation appear to be in place to take over the reins one day

TRULY a German shipping 
dynasty, the Schulte family’s 
current interests are centred 
around Limassol-based Bernhard 
Schulte Shipmanagement.

Sadly, BSM has been in the news 
for the wrong reasons this year, 
after a blast on board managed 
tanker Kokuka Courageous in the 
Strait of Hormuz in June, likely 
the result of a deliberate attack.

There was also controversy 
when it handed back vessels 
to Petroleos de Venezuela in 
March, citing US sanctions 
aimed at the Maduro regime.

However, BSM remains in the 
shipmanagement big league, with 
600 vessels on its books, serviced 
through nine shipmanagement, 
24 crew service and six wholly 
owned maritime training centres.

Indeed, BSM in China appears 
to have been doing well, 
managing vessels funded by 

Chinese leasing companies and 
backed by long-term charters.

This year has also seen the 
launch of a Schulte venture capital 
start-up, branded Innoport, which 
will focus on Europe and Asia alike.

Remarkable octogenarian Heinrich 
Schulte (born 1935) still sits as 
chairman of the Schulte Group 
advisory board. However, two scions 
of the fifth generation, Johann 

Schulte (born 1982) and Christoph 
Schulte (born 1984), joined the firm 
at partner level in 2013, presumably 
with the succession in mind.

The Schulte family’s industry 
involvement dates back to the 
1880s, with the foundation of 
Schulte & Bruns, a shipbroker and 
agency business, in Papenberg.

BSM was launched by the third 
generation’s Bernhard Schulte, who 
started his own spot market-oriented 
outfit in the 1950s and made a lot 
of money in the Suez crisis. The 
concern was bequeathed to Heinrich 
on Bernhard’s death in 1975.

Heinrich’s brother, Thomas, set 
up Reederei Thomas Schulte in 
1987, which acts as an owner, 
manager and crew manager. 
Today it is controlled by Thomas’s 
son, Alexander Schulte.

The Schulte family also appeared in the 
Top 100 in 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.

SVEINUNG STØHLE
HÖEGH LNG 
President and chief executive of Höegh LNG and chairman of Höegh LNG 
Partners has more than 25 years’ experience in the LNG industry

SVEINUNG Støhle continues to 
serve as the president and chief 
executive of Höegh LNG, having 
worked with the firm since 2005.

He also serves as chairman of 
Höegh LNG Partners, a provider 
of floating liquefied natural gas 
services under long-term contracts 
with gas and electric utilities.

In September, Calamari LNG, 
Avenir LNG and Höegh LNG 
announced a joint development 

agreement, offering additional 
LNG services from SPEC LNG, 
Colombia´s LNG import terminal 
in Cartagena, with additional 
services to be provided directly 
from the floating storage 
regasification unit Höegh Grace.

At the time, Mr Støhle expressed 
pleasure with this agreement, “as 
it confirms Höegh LNG’s strategy 
to leverage its FSRU platform to 
offer jointly with its customers and 
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Schulte: family’s industry involvement 
dates back to the 1880s.

Støhle: oversaw the full employment 
of Höegh LNG’s fleet in 2019.
Credit: YouTube/Bloomberg Markets and Finance
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Avenir additional revenue-generating 
services to the LNG market”.

In August, Höegh LNG Holdings 
Ltd took delivery of Höegh 
Galleon, its 10th FSRU. A month 
earlier, Höegh LNG said it entered 
into an interim LNGC time 
charter with Cheniere Marketing 
International for Höegh Galleon. 

Mr Støhle said the charter party 
would cover the period from delivery 
of Höegh Galleon until its planned 

start-up in Port Kembla, Australia. 
Not least, Mr Støhle noted that “from 
commencement of the Cheniere 
contract in September, Höegh LNG’s 
fleet will be fully employed”.

Mr Støhle has more than 25 
years’ experience in the LNG 
industry, working with shipping as 
well as oil and gas companies. 

Prior to his employment 
with Höegh LNG, he served as 
president of Total LNG USA, 

executive vice-president and chief 
operating officer of Golar LNG, 
general manager commercial 
of Nigeria LNG and in various 
positions with Elf Aquitaine. 

He has an MBA from the 
University of San Francisco and 
a BSc in finance from California 
State University Hayward.

Mr Støhle also appeared in the 
Top 100 in 2017 and 2018.

ANIL SHARMA
GMS 
Chief executive has become the face of a more 
responsible green ship recycling industry

ANIL Sharma, head of the world’s 
largest cash buyer for ship 
recycling, is a pioneer in driving 
positive change in the industry.

Dr Sharma’s vision to evolve 
ship recycling through sustainable 
practices has placed Global 
Marketing Systems at the 
forefront of the international, 
industry-wide changes.

GMS provides exit avenues for 
vessels, thereby helping to reduce 
the shipping industry’s global 
footprint. It aims to further upgrade 
ship recycling safety standards, 
mitigate risk incidents and improve 
the workplace environment.

Dr Sharma has been in this 
business for the past 27 years 
and has built it into a force to be 
reckoned with. Over the years, 
GMS, which is headquartered in 
Dubai, has expanded its operations 
to 10 locations worldwide.

Its chairman has now 
masterminded the company’s 
diversification into shipowning, as 
well as projects and finance. In 
addition, he is the owner of a football 
club in the Indian Super League.

Commenting on EU scrapping 
regulations, Dr Sharma said 
European regulators should 
ensure the implementation of the 
Hong Kong Convention for safe, 
green ship recycling, rather than 

undermining it, as the industry 
faces a potential surge in scrapping 
demand due to the cost for older 
vessels of complying with new 
environmental regulations.

So far, just 12 countries have 
signed up to the convention 
and the European Commission 
has introduced its own ship 
recycling regulations last year.

A common criticism levelled 
against the EU regulation is 

that the capacity in Europe is 
nowhere near enough to support 
significant volumes of scrapping.

However, this has not been 
lost on the Commission, which is 
currently reviewing applications 
from non-EU recycling yards, a few 
of them located in India as well.

Dr Sharma also appeared in the Top 
100 in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 
2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.
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Sharma: has built his business into a force to be reckoned with. 
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01 /  PETER CREMERS, ANGLO EASTERN‑UNIVAN GROUP
THE Hong Kong-based manager has grown through merger, acquisition and partnership 
since the management buyout in 1988. Taking in Univan in 2015 has proved harder to digest 
than expected. However, a new generation of leaders is about to take over from executive 
chairman Peter Cremers and his old guard. The joint venture with Exmar, announced in 
September 2019, links the Belgian manager’s gas shipping specialists with Anglo Eastern’s 
vast maritime services expertise. Mr Cremers expects further consolidation in shipowning to 
be driven by environmental regulations. Expect new generations to expand even further.

02 /  GRAHAM WESTGARTH, V.GROUP
THE placing of management consultant Ian El-Mokadem as chief executive at V.Group was 
not a happy experience, so the promotion of board member Graham Westgarth to the role 
marks a return to business as usual. Mr Westgarth is more than a safe pair of hands for the 
Glasgow-headquartered manager. A master mariner, he has been general manager at Maersk 
UK, chaired Intertanko, and was a leader of executive teams at both Teekay and GasLog. Mr 
Westgarth set himself the goal of meeting 50 clients in his first 50 days in office and, although 
he only met 40, the target shows his determination to keep V.Group among the top managers.

03 /  KISHORE RAJVANSHY, FLEET
CELEBRATING its 25th anniversary in 2019, Fleet (a rebranding from Fleet Management) has 
doubled in size over the past five years and is now challenging the top two players. That expansion 
has been purely organic. Managing director Kishore Rajvanshy has no plans to merge or acquire, 
so expect more organic growth. Both Mr Rajvanshy and Harry Banga, chairman and chief 
executive of Caravel Group — Fleet’s owner — are passing on leadership to the next generation. 
Mr Banga’s son Angad takes over at Caravel but the successful interviewee for the Fleet managing 
director has not yet been announced. Strongly Asian, its European presence is now increasing.

04 /  IAN BEVERIDGE, BSM
BERNHARD Schulte Ship Management was formed in 2008, when Germany’s Schulte Group merged 
four in-house managers. Chief executive Ian Beveridge began his career as chief accountant 
at one of these, Eurasia Shipmanagement, and has worked alongside the Schulte Group since 
1991. He was appointed BSM’s chief executive early in 2018, an extension of his role as chief 
executive of Bernhard Schulte’s shipowning business. His vision is to align Schulte’s shipowning 
and shipmanagement businesses and to use that experience to benefit third-party clients.

05 /  MARK O’NEIL,  COLUMBIA SHIPMANAGEMENT
HEINRICH Schoeller founded Columbia Shipmanagement in Cyprus in 1978. Columbia received 
regulatory approval to merge with Marlow Navigation, another Limassol-headquartered 
manager, in 2017. While Columbia is predominantly full technical management, Marlow’s 
strength lies in crew management. The merger operated throughout 2019 as independent 
brands under the Columbia Marlow umbrella, with 13 management offices and 35 manning 
agencies across the world. Maritime lawyer Mark O’Neil headed Reed Smith’s German shipping 
team before stepping into the role as president of Columbia Shipmanagement in January 2017.

06 /  RAJESH UNNI, SYNERGY GROUP
SINGAPORE-based Synergy was founded by Rajesh Unni in 2006, after he left Fleet Management. 
Growth has come rapidly in recent years, from 100 ships in early 2016 to more than 260 by 
late 2019. Synergy opened an office in Copenhagen in September 2019 to boost the company’s 
presence in the European market. Former Maersk, Clarksons, and Gibsons broker Rune Zeuthen 
has been taken on to run the Europe and Middle East office. The company uses a range of KPIs to 
measure performance. However, chief executive Mr Unni focuses on injury and unplanned vessel 
service time. He does not believe managers can provide a customised service to very large fleets.

TOP 
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SHIPMANAGERS 2019
Ranked by number of vessels under full technical management, Anglo 
Eastern-Univan and V.Group stay ahead, but Fleet is catching up
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The Top 10 shipmanagers list is based on total fleet under management derived 
from data provided by the companies and public sources

07 /  FRANK COLES, WALLEM
THE arrival of Frank Coles at Wallem Group in October 2018 to replace chief executive Simon 
Doughty brought a reshuffling of the management. David Price, managing director of 
shipmanagement, and Nigel Moore, head of business development, were early casualties. 
Mr Price was replaced in July 2019 by John-Kaare Aune, who joined from Cayman Registry. 
Mr Coles brought his technology expertise from Inmarsat, Transas and Wärtsilä to bear 
by implementing BASSnet-integrated software to manage its fleet of ships. Wallem’s 
longstanding presence in Hong Kong is not reflected by its position on this list.

08 /  OLAV NORTUN, THOME
EXECUTIVE chairman Olav Eek Thorstensen has run Thome Ship Management in Singapore since he 
took sole ownership in 1981. With operational management now in the hands of chief executive 
Olav Nortun and Mr Thorstensen’s son, president and chief commercial officer Claes Eek Thorstensen, 
the Norwegian leadership of this longstanding company continues. Thome was the recipient of 
the Excellence in Ship Management Award at the Lloyd’s List APAC ceremony in October 2019. 
Judges picked out crew welfare initiatives, overall safety record and environmental programmes 
as worthy of note. Thome also offers marine consultancy, ship agency and corporate services.

09 /  CARL SCHOU, WILHELMSEN
IN mid-2019, Wilhelmsen Ship Management, headed by chief executive and president Carl Schou, 
acquired a 50% stake in NorSea Wind, a three-year-old subsidiary of Wilhelmsen’s own Norsea 
Group. The move strengthened the manager’s expertise in the offshore wind sector and involves 
project management and logistics planning for offshore wind farm projects. In January 2019, the 
company won the contract from Pardus Energy to manage the 170,000 cu m floating storage 
and regasification unit Turquoise. Wilhelmsen divested itself of tanker management in 2009 but 
returned to the sector in 2019, adding to the management of car carriers, bulkers and gas carriers.

10 /  BJOERN SPROTTE, OSM
ANOTHER shipmanager with split Norwegian/Singaporean operations, OSM Maritime, which 
was founded in 1989, realigned its leadership in 2019 as Tommy Olofsen assumed the role 
of chairman on a full-time basis, with a base in Arendal, Norway. Bjoern Sprotte became 
chief executive of OSM Maritime, responsible for day-to-day operations, including developing 
common performance standards and systems. Mr Sprotte’s office is in Singapore. OSM 
founder and majority shareholder Bjørn Tore Larsen has stepped away from OSM Maritime. 
In October 2019, OSM was selected as manager of two of the first LNG dual-fuelled 
dynamic positioning shuttle tankers. These are the cleanest shuttle tankers ever built.

TOP 10 SHIPMANAGERS FLEET SIZE
Rankings based on full technical management.

All figures given to LL by the companies themselves.
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ANDI CASE
CLARKSONS 
Chief executive continued his growth strategy, buying 
US broker Safe Harbour Tanker Chartering

ANDI Case, the chief executive 
of shipping’s largest brokerage 
Clarksons, holds his stead 
amid challenging markets.

He has weathered troughs 
and climbed peaks during 
his 11 years in the role.

The company, based in London, 
saw pre-tax profits rise to £19.2m 
($25m) in the first six months of 
2019 from £18m a year earlier.

“Clarksons has delivered a robust 
performance in the first half of 
2019, with revenue up 10% and 
underlying profit up 5% on the first 
half of 2018, despite suppressed 
investor appetite weighing on the 
financial markets,” Mr Case said at 
the time of the half-year results.

“As in previous years, our business 
remains second-half weighted and 
we anticipate that the upcoming 
introduction of IMO 2020 will cause 
market disruption, supporting 
higher freight rates, as the supply 
of available vessels is impacted.

“This, and a broader rebalancing 
of supply and demand dynamics, 
means we remain confident in 

the outlook for Clarksons and 
the shipping markets, both in the 
coming months and longer term.”

While shipbroking performed 
well, its financial division was hit by 
weak investor sentiment, clouded 
by geopolitics and uncertainties. 

While there were no new listings 
of companies within its coverage in 
the US or Norway, it did complete 
six equity offerings and two debt 
offerings, raising about $830m.

Further transactions were 
postponed due to market 
conditions, it said, adding that once 
confidence returns, the financial 
unit can progress with its strong 
pipeline of mandated transactions.

Despite some of the challenges, 
Clarksons bought US-based 
broker Safe Harbour Tanker 
Chartering, which specialises 
in edible oils and has exposure 
to the bio-diesel sector, as 
part of its growth strategy.

The deal, which completed 
in July, means Clarksons now 
has a presence in Connecticut, 
which is its 11th office.

The company has continued its 
investment in technology, with 
an end-to-end digital shipping 
platform, evolving the way 
in which brokers, shipowners 
and charterers interact.

Mr Case also appeared in the Top 
100 in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 
2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.

KENNETH HVID
TEEKAY 
The president and chief executive is bullish for 2020 after 
his company’s brush with geopolitics in 2019

AT the age of 50, the career of 
Teekay Corporation president 
and chief executive Kenneth 
Hvid is peaking, along with the 
tanker and liquefied natural 
gas markets that determine 
the financial fortune of the 
company he manages.

The corporation’s tanker and 
liquefied gas shipping divisions 
(Teekay Tankers and Teekay LNG 
Partners) spans 150 ships and one 
regasification project in Bahrain.

It is forecasting earnings to 
grow in 2020 to just under $1.2bn, 
double levels seen in 2017.

“We’re quite bullish on 2020 
and 2021,” Mr Hvid told Lloyd’s 
List about the tanker sector in 
a November 2019 interview.

Teekay views demand increasing, 
while supply of newbuilding tanker 
deliveries finally diminishes. The 
company is less enthusiastic about 
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the LNG sector, where an LNG 
carrier glut is likely after 2020.

Mr Hvid joined Teekay 19 
years ago and presides over a 
corporation with assets that ship 
3% of seaborne oil trade (currently 
measured in total at about 50m 
bpd) and 8% of seaborne LNG 
(global LNG imports totalled 
nearly 314m tonnes in 2018).

He joined the board in June and is 
credited with diversification to LNG 
back in 2003 and its subsequent 
exit from offshore. Teekay LNG 
Partners now operates a fleet 
of 79 ships, the third-largest 
after Japan’s MOL and NYK.

Teekay’s aframaxes form 
the majority of the 68-vessel 
fleet of mid-sized tankers. The 
company has a 30% share in a 
lightering business off the US 
Gulf, where aframaxes are used 
to shuttle crude on to and off 
the very large crude carriers 
too large to call at ports.

It has been one of the 
fastest-growing crude export 
regions, with that position 
likely mitigating losses after 
the US sanctions disrupted 
Venezuelan crude flows earlier 
this year — an area in which 
Teekay had some exposure.

However, that was not Teekay’s 
only brush with geopolitics in 2019.

In September, Mr Hvid found 
Teekay’s LNG joint venture 
with a unit of China’s Cosco at 

Yamal, in Russia’s Arctic, needed 
restructuring to avoid further 
unilateral US sanctions. 

Ultimately, Mr Hvid is a gas 
man, not an oil man. Teekay 
has not deployed scrubbers on 
its tanker fleet in order to meet 
lower-sulphur bunker requirements 
in 2020. The fleet composition, 
size and diverse port calls was 
only one reason, he explains.

“We think we will do a better 
job taking a position in the 
[tanker] market as opposed to 
taking a position on the spread 
[the difference in price between 
the cheaper, high-sulphur 
fuel used for scrubbers, and 
the compliant, lower-sulphur 
bunkers],” Mr Hvid says.

He champions Teekay, an early 
mover in global shipping when 
it comes to decarbonisation, 
saying the company was among 

the first to make technological 
changes to using cleaner fuels.

The latest LNG carriers delivered in 
2019 carry 20% more and consume 
40% less fuel than Teekay’s first, 
earlier generation ships from 2003. 
LNG is the transition fuel for the 
short to medium term, says Mr Hvid.

This is the second company for 
which the long-time Vancouver 
resident has worked. Mr Hvid 
started out at in the late-1980s 
with AP Moller and the Maersk 
group in Copenhagen.

“Shipping was very much a 
more global industry than many 
others,” he recalled to Lloyd’s List.

“As a young person, I wanted 
to go out and see the world and 
become part of global trade.” 

Mr Hvid also appeared in the Top 100 in 2016, 
2017 and 2018. Teekay appeared in the Top 
100 in 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015.

CAROL HOWLE
BP SHIPPING 
Since signing a diversity pledge in 2018, the chief executive 
has been largely absent from shipping headlines

UK-BASED Carol Howle is the head 
of BP Shipping, the eighth-largest 
charterer of crude tankers on the 
spot market, based on research 
from shipbroker Poten & Partners.

However, her ranking is lower 
than similar-sized oil majors as 
her influence and outreach in the 
international maritime community 

is not as prominent as other 
executives in the same role.

BP Shipping is the privately 
held shipping arm for publicly 
listed BP, making its financials 
and operations harder to track.

As well as being a significant 
charterer in the spot market, 
the company owns, operates 

or manages a fleet of some 
90 vessels, including 14 
liquefied natural gas carriers 
and 25 crude oil tankers.

BP’s annual report noted BP 
Shipping’s “future minimum lease 
payments relating to operating 
leases” for this fleet was some 
$3bn, suggesting at the huge 
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cost of its yearly freight bill.
Ms Howle, who has held the role 

of chief executive since February 
2018, concluded one deal of 
significance this year, with Maersk 
Tankers. The Copenhagen-based 
operator will bareboat charter 11 
of BP Shipping’s newest ships.

BP will then time charter the 
vessels under a three-year time 
charter deal at an unspecified rate.

The eight product tankers and 
three suezmax tankers formed 
part of a $800m-plus fleet 
modernisation programme. BP 
Shipping had signed a 10-year 

leaseback deal with China’s 
ICBC Financial Leasing in 2015.

Since signing a maritime 
diversity pledge in mid-2018, Ms 

Howle has largely been absent 
from industry headlines.

With nearly two years in the 
top shipping job in BP under 
her belt, Ms Howle — who is 
also chief operating officer of 
Global Oil, Integrated Supply 
& Trading — may well find her 
feet this year and play a greater 
leadership role as the industry 
tackles decarbonisation and 
other environmental issues.

Ms Howle also appeared in the Top 
100 in 2017 and 2018. BP appeared 
in the Top 100 in 2015 and 2016.

GARY VOGEL
EAGLE BULK SHIPPING 
The chief executive has stuck to the plan he laid out 
when taking the helm four years ago

GARY Vogel has stuck to the 
plan he laid out for Eagle Bulk 
Shipping when taking the 
helm in September 2015.

The chief executive has set out 
to modernise the firm’s operating 
fleet as part of his objective to 
transform the dry bulk player into 
a more active owner-operator.

Eagle Bulk Shipping has been 
actively acquiring newer ships from 
the market while concurrently 
divesting its fleet of older vessels.

As of early November, this 
was still an ongoing exercise. Mr 
Vogel pointed to the intent to 
retire eight more ships that are 
more than 14 years old, as part 
of the continuing efforts to lower 
the age profile of the fleet.

The pure dry bulk play has also 
made use of the opportunity offered 
by its fleet renewal exercise to invest 
in newbuilds fitted with scrubbers.

It has tapped the bond market 
to fund the acquisition of half a 
dozen ultramax bulk carriers.

By early October, it had taken 
delivery of four newbuilds from 
China’s Jiangsu New Hantong Ship 
Heavy Industry Co, all of which 
came pre-installed with scrubbers.

It also has on order scrubbers 
for the remaining two carriers, 
which were scheduled for delivery 
in the final quarter of this year.

Mr Vogel aims to retrofit Eagle 
Bulk Shipping’s vessels with 
scrubbers by early 2020.

“We believe the fuel [price] 
spread between high-sulphur 
fuel oil and the new compliant 
fuels will most likely be the widest 
during the early days following the 
implementation of the new IMO 
2020 regulations,” he said during 
the March quarter results briefing.

“Having scrubbers fitted prior to 
January 1 will eliminate the need 
for tank cleaning and switching 
over [and back] to compliant 
fuels with later installations.”

Eagle Bulk Shipping has since 
experienced some delays at the 
yards, which will see three planned 
scrubber installations completed in 
January and three others by March.

However, it would have 
35 operational scrubbers 
on its fleet by year-end.

Mr Vogel also appeared in the Top 100 in 2018.
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SULTAN AHMED BIN SULAYEM
DP WORLD 
While ports remain at its core, the chief executive has been steadily expanding 
the business as it looks to move on from a messy Djibouti terminal dispute

A TERMINAL dispute in Djibouti 
made for an eventful 2018 for 
DP World, and this continued to 
overshadow what should have been 
a memorable 12 months in 2019 
for the port operator off the back 
off some striking acquisitions.

The war of words between 
the African nation and the 
Dubai-based company was played 
out in the public eye, with the 
group stripped of its concession 
as part of messy divorce, to say 
the least. DP World is still fighting 
for compensation to this day.

However, as the Dubai-based 
company bids to put this 
unfortunate event to bed, it 
has been steadily building 
its business and putting its 
self-coined ‘global trade enabler’ 
strategy back on track.

The ramp-up of operations at 
new terminals and numerous other 
ventures has helped soften the blow 
of a weak domestic performance 
over the past year, though overall 
box volumes have remained flat.

Yet cash-rich DP World, 
which boasts a portfolio of 

nearly 80 marine terminals, 
continues to expand.

Although the group’s investments 
have diversified significantly 
in recent years, including the 
acquisitions of P&O Ferries, 
Unifeeder and, more recently, 
Topaz Energy and Marine, the port 
business remains at its core.

New endeavours include 
a joint venture in Indonesia, 
where $1.2bn into the county to 
develop the country’s port and 
logistics space. This includes a 
new 3m teu container facility.

Meanwhile, DP World’s joint 
terminal venture with CMA 
CGM, Générale de Manutention 
Portuaire, has been awarded 
the tender for Le Havre’s new 
box berths in northern France.

Despite having its roots firmly 
planted in the United Arab Emirates, 
DP World has also looked to play 
an integral role in China’s Belt 
and Road Initiative, a concept it 
has embraced whole heartedly.

“The UAE, Dubai and DP 
World were among the first 
supporters of the Belt and 

Road Initiative,” chief executive 
Sultan Ahmed Bin Sulayem told 
Lloyd’s List in early 2019.

The group has formed 
partnerships with several 
Chinese companies to facilitate 
trade through the UAE and 
beyond, undertaking the role 
of “a trade enabler/knowledge 
exporter” and one that fits firmly 
in the group’s wider strategy, 
according to Mr Bin Sulayem. 

Mr Bin Sulayem also appeared in the 
Top 100 in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 
2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.

CHANG KUO‑HUA / 
ANCHOR CHANG
EVERGREEN GROUP /  EVERGREEN LINE 
The company leaders have been overseeing a very sizeable 
orderbook, after years of holding back on fleet expansion

EVER since Evergreen founder 
and chairman Chang Yung-fa 
died in 2016, speculation has 
persisted in shipping circles about 
the Taiwanese group’s future.

In particular, there was doubt 
about whether Dr Chang’s sons 
were committed to remaining 
in such a challenging business 
as container shipping.

Those questions would appear 
to have been answered when, 
in September, Evergreen Marine 
placed an order for 10 ultra large 
containerships at three different 
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yards, worth around $1.5bn.  
South Korea’s Samsung 
Heavy Industries will build 
six 23,000 teu ships, while 
China’s Hudong-Zhonghua 
Shipbuilding and Jiangnan 
Shipyard will each construct 
two units of the same capacity. 
Prices are said to be between 
$140m and $160m apiece. 

Evergreen, whose late chairman 
once ruled out anything larger 
than 8,000 teu, now looks as if it 
is determined to remain among 
the industry heavyweights.

A member of the Ocean 
Alliance alongside Cosco and its 
subsidiary OOCL, plus CMA CGM, 
Evergreen will still be the smallest 
line in the consortium but with 
considerably more clout once 
these new ships are delivered.

Indeed, Evergreen now has the 
largest containership orderbook 
in the industry, equivalent to 
around 45% of its existing fleet 
capacity, according to Alphaliner, 
as it races to make up lost 
ground after an initial reluctance 
to go for this class of vessel.

Evergreen’s fleet renewal 
programme will result in one 
of the industry’s youngest and 
most environmentally efficient 
fleets as older units are retired.

In addition to the 23,000 teu 
newbuildings, Evergreen also 
has 11 20,000 teu vessels, plus 
12,000 teu, 2,500 teu and 1,800 
teu ships either recently delivered 
or in the pipeline that will have 
all entered service by 2022.

At that stage, the average 
age of Evergreen’s fleet will be 
less than nine years. With the 
arrival of the 23,000 teu vessels, 
more than 40% of fleet capacity 
will be under four years old.

Once ranked number one in the 
world, Evergreen has now slipped 
to seventh spot. Those familiar 
with the company say there 
appears to be a determination 
to move back up the league 
table, at least a few places.

However, Evergreen’s top 
management remains reluctant 
to talk about future strategy, 
turning down interview requests 
and remaining elusive. Thus, 
it is still unclear who is calling 
the shots at the shipping, 
airline and hotels group.

Evergreen Line chairman 
Anchor Chang, who is not related 

to the family, is the public face 
of the shipping division.

However, three of Dr Chang’s 
sons inherited the business from 
their father, of which the eldest, 
Chang Kuo-hua, is undoubtedly 
the most active, visiting local 
offices around the world as he 
continues to familiarise himself 
with the business empire his 
father built up over 40 years.

Industry gossip about an eventual 
tie-up with compatriot Yang Ming, 
run by former Evergreen boss 
Bronson Hsieh, seems to have 
subsided, as has talk about a 
merger with another global line.

Chang Kuo-hua and Anchor Chang also 
appeared in the Top 100 in 2018, while 
Anchor Chang appeared in the Top 100 
in 2016 and 2017. Evergreen’s late group 
chairman Chang Yung-fa ranked in the 
Top 100 every year until his death.

GEORGE M. LOGOTHETIS
LIBRA GROUP
New York-based shipowner and entrepreneur stands out 
for thoughtful approach to social responsibility

GEORGE Logothetis became chief 
executive of Lomar Shipping, 
a small dry cargo operation 
established by father Michael 
G. Logothetis, at just 19.

When turning it into the Libra 

Group, a diverse conglomerate 
active in six different 
industries and 35 countries, 
the business has never lost 
sight of its roots in shipping 
and its Greek family values.

In recent years, Lomar, as 
the shipping arm, has invested 
more than $1bn in orders 
for more than 25 modern, 
fuel-efficient new containerships 
and ultramax bulk carriers at 
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leading Chinese yards, in addition 
to secondhand purchases.

While keeping a foot in the 
dry bulk and chemical tanker 
trades, Lomar is one of the 
leading players worldwide in 
feeder container vessels.

With another five deliveries 
in 2019, the fleet has risen to 
more than 70, with another 
seven units scheduled for 2020.

After a painful few years for 
feeder containership owners, 
Lomar has recently reaped some of 
the rewards of its leading position 
in the sector as feeder rates took 
off in the second half of 2019.

New York-based Mr Logothetis 
stands out even among our Top 
100 list for his embodiment of 
shipping’s socially responsible face.

He expresses his group’s 
commitment to social responsibility 
in the best traditional instincts 
of the industry, but his stellar 
network of contacts and the 
diversity of his business interests 
can only magnify the impact 
of Libra’s positive example.

In consciously hoping to 
inspire and empower others, 
Libra’s efforts contrast with 
much of the traditional shipping 
community’s philanthropic 
activity that even today often 
remains below the radar.

An enduring theme across Libra’s 
social responsibility programmes has 
been support for entrepreneurs and 
the cultivation of tomorrow’s leaders.

In 2012, the group launched 
the Hellenic Entrepreneurship 
Award, which has gone on to 

declare 27 winners. These awards 
have created more than 1,600 
jobs in Greece and attracted 
investments of €40m ($44m).

The award programme has 
now morphed into ‘Envolve 
Entrepreneurship’, a global 
support network for start-up and 
early-stage businesses in Greece 
and the US with a special focus 
on under-served communities.

Through its extensive internship 
and mentorship programmes, the 
Libra Group has given hundreds 
of young people a chance to see 
life through the lens of a global 
business. The group is also the 
founding sponsor of Concordia, 
a non-profit organisation that 
fosters public-private partnerships 
to impact global social issues.

The Concordia annual summit 
traditionally takes place alongside 
the UN General Assembly in 
New York in September.

In 2019, it convened more than 
3,500 individuals, including over 
20 current and former heads 
of state, as well as diplomats 
and senior executives from the 
public and private sectors.

Together with his wife Nitzia, 
a trained psychotherapist, 
Mr Logothetis also leads the 
Seleni Institute, their non-profit 
organisation dedicated to 
supporting women and couples 
through reproductive and 
maternal mental health issues.

Mr Logothetis also appeared 
in the Top 100 in 2018.

KIT KERNON
VITOL
Much of the year for the company’s head of shipping has 
been spent moving in the direction of cleaner fuels

VITOL had another busy year, 
with much activity in the shipping 
division headed by Christopher 
‘Kit’ Kernon, who holds a degree in 
naval architecture from Newcastle 

University and has more than 20 
years’ experience in the industry.

In March, Vitol said it traded 7.4m 
bpd of crude and refined products 
in 2018, up slightly from levels 

just over 7m in 2017. However, 
it warned that oil demand will 
peak within 15 years and the 
shipping industry must prepare 
for a shift towards cleaner fuels. 
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Much of the company’s year 
has been spent developing its 
shift toward cleaner fuels.

Vitol and Korea Midland Power 
Co Ltd announced in February 
the signing of a memorandum 
of understanding to explore 
upstream, midstream and 
downstream project opportunities 
in liquefied natural gas. 

In March, Vitol agreed to 
acquire a further 50% of VALT, 
the bitumen joint venture it 
established with Sargeant Marine 
in 2016. On completion, VALT, 
with 11 specialised vessels, will 
be 100% owned by Vitol.

In April, Russia’s Novatek Gas 
and Power Asia Pte Ltd signed a 
heads of agreement with Vitol for 
a 15-year contract to supply 1m 
tonnes of LNG a year from Arctic 
LNG 2 and other Novatek projects.

Vitol said in June that it started 
building a 30,000 bpd oil refinery 
at its storage terminal at Tanjung 
Bin in Malaysia. The project, due 
to be completed in May 2020, will 
produce low-sulphur fuel for ships.

In September, Vitol and 
H-Line Shipping announced the 
execution of a 10-year time 
charter agreement for a newbuild 
174,000 cu m LNG carrier with 
XDF propulsion. Korea’s Hyundai 
Samho Heavy Industries will 
deliver the vessel in late 2021. 

Vitol also holds extension options 
and the ability to exercise additional 
LNG carriers to support its further 
growth in the LNG industry through 
this partnership with H-Line.

Mr Kernon also appeared in 
the Top 100 in 2018.

NIKOLAS TSAKOS
TEN
The former Intertanko chairman heads one of the biggest players in 
energy shipping, where he is founder, president and chief executive

NIKOLAS Tsakos remains one of the 
most impactful leaders in energy 
shipping, with a decades-long 
presence in the sector.

A member of one of the most 
well-known families in Greek 
shipping, Mr Tsakos heads up 
the New York-listed Transport 
Energy Navigation, built out of 
the Tsakos Group by Mr Tsakos 
himself around 26 years ago.

Already a force to be reckoned 
with in the tanker industry, 
with a fleet of around 66 crude 
oil and product carriers, TEN 
continues to see LNG carriers as 
a solid diversification pathway.

Earlier this year, it placed a 
firm order for one 174,000 cum 

LNG carrier from Hyundai Heavy 
Industries for $190m, with an 
option to order one more.

Expected delivery is 2022 and, 
if it orders the second vessel, it 
will have four LNG carriers in its 
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fleet. The other two are currently 
out on charters that TEN expects 
will generate around $60m.

Counting a profitable first nine 
months after losses last year, 2020 
looks likely to be a big year for TEN 
and the wider tanker business.

With an already improved 
tanker market and 23 TEN vessels 
up for chartering, the company 

is optimistic next year will be 
a particularly positive one.

Having headed tanker shipping 
association Intertanko for 
almost five years, Mr Tsakos 
is known to be outspoken on 
maritime policy matters. 

He has not been shy about 
his opinions of environmental 
regulation. The Tsakos Group has 

been an open backer of speed 
limits as a short-term method of 
slashing greenhouse gas emissions.

As emissions regulations 
intensify, we could see Mr Tsakos 
taking more public positions on 
the industry’s defining debate.

Mr Tsakos also appeared in the Top 100 in 
2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.

DIMITRIS FAFALIOS
INTERCARGO
The head of the world’s leading dry cargo association has been 
busy in his first year protecting the interests of tramp shipping

THE stakes could not have been 
higher for Dimitris Fafalios’s first 
year as Intercargo chairman.

Coming in with considerable 
technical and regulatory 
experience, the seasoned Greek 
took over the world’s leading 
dry cargo association as the 
industry entered preparations 
for the single largest operational 
shift in the 2020 sulphur cap.

In a year of airing grievances 
on the upcoming regulations, 
Intercargo did not shy away 
from expressing concerns and 
criticising its flaws, from design to 
execution and its consequences.

The industry will find out within 
the next few months to what extent 
these concerns were justified.

Intercargo has also been 
among the leading voices in the 

industry in emphasising cargo 
liquefaction problems on board 
vessels as casualties continue 
to grow, having claimed more 
than half of all crew deaths on 
bulkers over the past decade.

The disappearance of the 52,378 
dwt Indonesia-flagged Nur Allya 
bulk carrier in August with 25 
seafarers and nickel ore cargo on 
board brought to the forefront 
yet again the risks that come 
with handling hazardous cargo.

Looking further ahead, Mr 
Fafalios has taken an early lead 
in laying out the way future 
greenhouse gas emission-reducing 
regulations should come about; he 
has urged measures to be tailored 
to the industry’s different sectors. 

Crucially for the tramp 
sectors, he wants charterers 
to be the ones responsible for 
meeting these regulations.

The role of charterers in GHG 
measures will be a significant 
talking point over the coming 
years as the International 
Maritime Organization and 
the industry tries to wrestle 
with the broader question 
of who should pay for it. 

Intercargo will likely be a 
central actor in this debate.

Mr Fafalios also appeared in the Top 100 
in 2018. Intercargo appeared in the Top 
100 in 2013, 2014, 2016 and 2017.
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PAOLO D’AMICO
INTERTANKO 
The veteran Italian has headed the world’s leading 
tanker association during a tumultuous year

THE year of 2019 in the tanker 
industry was not for the faint-hearted.

Attacks and seizures of vessels, 
sanctions leading to massive spikes 
in charter rates and, of course, the 
run-up to the IMO 2020 sulphur cap 

all made for a very volatile year.
Paolo d’Amico, the Italian 

who took over the chairmanship 
from Nikolas Tsakos in late 
November 2018, not only had 
to prepare his own firms for the 

changes but also represent the 
interests of the tanker industry 
in the face of physical threats.

One of Italy’s most well-known 
maritime leaders, Mr d’Amico heads 
up the d’Amico Group, with product 
tankers, dry cargo, containerships 
and shipmanagement 
units under its belt.

This gives him a well-rounded 
understanding not just of how the 
tanker industry works but also of 
the unique challenges it faces.

The spate of security incidents 
seen in the Strait of Hormuz and 
the Gulf of Oman in the spring 
and in the summer of this past 
year highlighted not just the 
significance of tanker shipping 
and the region but also the 
vulnerability of vessels and crew 
to geopolitical tensions over which 
they have no influence or bearing.

With such tensions still 
simmering, Intertanko will need to 
continue to be vigilant in protecting 
the interests of the sector next year.

Mr d’Amico will also have 
to contend with the first 
year of the sulphur cap. 

Backed by experienced managing 
director Kathi Stanzel and the 
rest of the secretariat, Mr d’Amico 
and Intertanko are expected to 
contribute policies that will bolster 
the regulation and help address 
some of the outstanding concerns, 
while also continuing to help 
members with the transition.

On a personal level, as the chief 
executive of d’Amico International 
Shipping, the product tanker owner 
of around 47 vessels, Mr d’Amico 
is confident that the sector has a 
strong future ahead of it, owing 
both to market fundamentals 
and the 2020 sulphur cap.

This is Mr d’Amico’s first 
appearance in the Top 100.
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TEO SIONG SENG
PIL 
Executive chairman maintains his family’s business can survive 
the wave of consolidation in container shipping 

TEO Siong Seng, or SS Teo as 
he is more commonly known, 
has overseen a change in his 
company’s business this year.

With a fleet of about 120 
containerships, mostly small 
to medium-sized vessels, 
Pacific International Lines runs 
as a regional carrier with its 
strength in north-south trade, 
especially the Red Sea to Africa 
and Latin America services.

It also owns Singamas 
Container Holdings, which earlier 
in 2019 sold the majority of its 
business to Cosco for $565m.

About $300m of the proceeds 
from the sale will be used to 
repay bank loans, while $100m 
will be used for distribution 
of a special dividend.

The move has raised the question 
of whether PIL itself will be put up for 
sale. The company has not reported 
financial results since it recorded 
a $141m loss in the first half of 
2018, at which time it had a total of 
$3.5bn of debt sitting on its books.

Moreover, it sits in a precarious 
position, being neither large enough 
to act as a major global operator and 
have the economies of scale required 
to survive, but possibly too big to 
act as a nimble specialist carrier.

Speaking earlier this year, Mr 
Teo maintained that PIL could 
survive the wave of consolidation 
in container shipping. “We are 
small, but we are strong,” he said.

However, at that point he was 

still looking forward to a recovery 
in container shipping in the second 
half of the year — a recovery 
that has failed to emerge.

It would be hard to sell off the 
company his father founded more 
than 50 years ago, but the decision 
may be influenced more by events 
in Washington and Beijing.

Mr Teo also appeared in the Top 100 in 2010, 
2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.

CONSTANTIN BAACK
MPC CONTAINER SHIPS 
Chief executive has been consolidating his quest to build a market-leader 
from the wreckage of the German feeder boxship sector 

CHIEF executive of MPC Container 
Ships Constantin Baack retains his 
place in the Lloyd’s List Top 100 
after a year of consolidation in his 
quest to build a market-leading 
player from the wreckage of the 
German feeder boxship sector.

MPC Container Ships was born 
less than three years ago, as 

a vehicle to own and operate 
boxships in the 1,000 teu-3,000 
teu feeder bracket sector. 
And, with the collapse of the 
KG system, there were plenty 
of specimens going cheap.

It is not yet profitable, having 
recorded a net loss of $1.6m in its 
first full-year accounts. However, 

the initial emphasis has been on 
carving out territory rather making 
money and, having grown the fleet 
to 70 vessels, MPCC is clearly a 
force with which to be reckoned.

While Hamburg’s MPC 
Capital, a reinvented KG 
house, is clearly in the driving 
seat, the company is actually 
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Teo: survivor who says the carrier is “small, but we are strong”. 
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Oslo-listed, allowing it repeated 
recourse to the Norwegian 
private placement market.

This year has seen it continue 
to fund expansion, after signing 
a $40m revolver with CIT Group. 
Some of the money has gone on 
retrofitting scrubbers, a technology 
to which MPCC is committed.

Mr Baack himself graduated in 
business administration at Hamburg 
University as recently as 2003 and 
then spent two years studying for 
an MBA in Sydney, simultaneously 
working for Hamburg Süd Australia.

After a three-year stint with 
Ernst & Young — which took 
him to Shanghai — he landed 
a board-level position with MPC 

affiliate MPC Global Maritime 
Opportunities in 2008.

However, he really entered 
the limelight in 2013, 
masterminding the creation of 
today’s Ahrenkiel Steamship.

Born in March 1979, Mr Baack 
is married with three children. 
According to one German media 
profile, he has already headed 
around two dozen companies 
— a considerable achievement 
for a relatively young man.

His recreations are mainly 
sporting, including skiing, 
hockey, tennis and golf.

Mr Baack also appeared in 
the Top 100 in 2018.

THOMAS WILHELMSEN
WILH WILHELMSEN HOLDING 
Group chief executive drives ro-ro and car carrier operations at Wallenius 
Wilhelmsen Logistics and major agency chain Wilhelmsen Ships Service

WILH Wilhelmsen Holding 
group chief executive Thomas 
Wilhelmsen heads what is almost 
certainly Norway’s biggest 
shipping outfit, founded in 1861.

He shares ownership of the 
concern — which has 21,000 
employees across 75 countries 
— with his cousins Olympia Paus, 
a noted equestrian and Pontine 
Paus, a handbag designer.

Major areas of activity include 
shipmanagement through 
Wilhelmsen Ship Management, and 
major agency chain Wilhelmsen 
Ships Service, which is active in 
125 countries worldwide. The 
group also holds a 38% stake 
in ro-ro and car carrier operator 
Wallenius Wilhelmsen.

Other initiatives include a joint 
venture with Kongsberg, under 
the brand of Massterly, in the 
field of autonomous shipping, 
offering services from design and 
development to control systems, 
logistics and vessel operations.

Sadly, many of the news stories 
featuring Wilhelmsen, or at least 
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Wilhelmsen: on his watch, group companies have taken initiatives 
towards environmental sustainability and gender diversity. 

Baack: focus has been on carving 
out territory rather making money.
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01 /  UWE LAUBER, MAN ENERGY SOLUTIONS
MAN Energy Solutions has pushed deeply into the digital transition this year, making it a core 
element of its corporate strategy. It created a new digital platform, MAN CEON, to intelligently 
collect and evaluate operating and sensor data, while enabling the real-time monitoring 
of marine and power-plant engines, turbines and compressors. To further this initiative, 
the company has formed partnerships with Kongsberg and the South Korean shipbuilders 
Samsung Heavy Industries and Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering. In September, 
it joined the Getting to Zero Coalition. Chairman Uwe Lauber is working to decarbonise fuel 
— especially in container shipping — as a path to decarbonising the maritime economy.

02 /  KLAUS HEIM, WINGD
WINGD (rebranded from Winterthur Gas & Diesel) introduced three new low-speed 
two-stroke engines capable of operating on low-emission fuels in 2019. Chief executive 
Klaus Heim said this was in response to owners’ calls for sustainability and improved 
efficiency from marine propulsion. In September, the company announced the development, 
with ETH Zürich, a technical university, of an advanced algorithm to enhance predictive 
maintenance for two-stroke engines. The diagnostic system has been made available 
for all new WinGD engines ordered since early 2018 and, it is claimed, will increase the 
capability to predict and prevent engine failures far beyond what can now be done.

03 /  JAAKKO ESKOLA, WÄRTSILÄ
WARTISLA’S acquisition spree continued in 2019 with the takeover of the small UK-based 
navigation and comms specialist Ships Electronic Services. This followed, among others, 
Burriel Navaro and Transas in 2018, Trident and Puregas Solutions in 2017, and Eniram in 
2016. The company has embraced the concept of ‘Smart Marine’, driving towards positive 
disruptive development. Finances were boosted in 2018 by a hike in orders for scrubbers but 
this year Wärtsilä suffered from reduced newbuilding business and fewer scrubber orders. 
President and chief executive Jaakko Eskola cautioned that competition is intensifying and 
“price pressure remains a headwind.” Even so, forward planning is market-leading.

04 /  JUHA KOSKELA, ABB MARINE AND PORTS DIVISION 
AT the beginning of 2019, ABB restructured around four businesses: electrification, 
industrial automation, motion, and robotics and discrete automation. The marine and 
ports portfolio fits into industrial automation, focusing on industry-specific, differentiated 
automation solutions. Macro-economic weakness has hit maritime as well as other 
markets. However, ABB’s long-term strategy continues. A contract has been won from 
Keppel Offshore & Marine, a Singapore shipyard, to provide the technology for autonomous 
tug operation at Port of Singapore. Juha Koskela, managing director of ABB’s marine 
and ports division, described the project as “a key marker on our digital journey.”

05 /  SAMEER KALRA, ALFA LAVAL
MARINE hardware encompasses pumping systems, boilers, heat transfer equipment, high-
speed separators, ballast water and exhaust gas treatment systems. Mid-year reports revealed 
orders for PureSOx scrubbers showed significant decline — caused by uncertainty regarding 
availability and price of alternative fuels, whereas orders for PreBallast systems was very 
strong — the result of implementation of legislation on ballast water treatment systems. As 
shipping turns its attention to liquefied natural gas as a fuel, Alfa Laval’s boiler technology 
is reported to be well positioned to enable vessels to deal with boil-off gas, a critical step in 
the transition. Sameer Kalra took over as head of the marine division in January 2019.

TOP 
10 TECHNOLOGY LEADERS 2019

We look at the movers and shakers in maritime next-gen technology 
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06 /  GEIR HÅØY, KONGSBERG
HAVING acquired Rolls-Royce Commercial Marine in April 2019, it is now unified and 
combined as Kongsberg Maritime, with cost synergies through co-location, reduction in 
workforce (about 450) and support functions, streamlining of IT, and product optimisation. 
The company claims to have marine technology on 30,000 vessels. President and chief 
executive Geir Håøy reported a good order intake within marine robotics and the after-
sales market, although somewhat weaker for the newbuilding market. An agreement 
with Shell on the digitalisation of Nyhamna gas plant has placed Kongsberg Digital at the 
forefront in the market for dynamic digital twins, which could boost twinning for shipping.

07 /  RONALD SPITHOUT, INMARSAT MARITIME
THE mobile satellite communications company launched its Fleet Xpress platform in 2016, with 
faster speeds and improved bandwidth compared with its earlier FleetBroadband. Fleet Xpress 
is now installed on 7,500 ships and will increasingly form the foundation of a data analytics 
ecosystem. Ronald Spithout, president of Inmarsat Maritime, said containerships are doing a 
terabyte of data (1,000 gigabytes) a month. “We are now seeing the first signs of the connected 
vessel,” he said. The company has eight new satellites on order, ready to be launched, 
stationed, tested, and tuned in by 2023. By then, the connected vessel will be a reality.

08 /  HENRIK UHD CHRISTENSEN, VIKING LIFE‑SAVING EQUIPMENT
VIKING’S acquisition of Norsafe, the Norwegian lifeboat manufacturer, was completed late 
in 2018. The two Scandinavian family-owned businesses were able to extend their global 
footprint. This was especially the case for training, where newly branded Viking Norsafe’s 
specialised centres in Norway and Greece offered both product and STCW courses. The move 
follows the earlier acquisition of Danish marine fire service business Skandinavisk Brandteknik. 
Chief executive Henrik Uhd Christensen says the next stage is to target operators who are 
looking to entrust safety-related matters to a single provider. The Shipowner Agreement 
umbrella has been significantly extended, making Viking a leader in the marine safety field.

09 /  MATT DESCH, IRIDIUM
THE Virginia-headquartered communications business led by chief executive Matt Desch 
is in the process of replacing its satellite constellation with 75 new satellites — 66 of them 
to be used, the rest for spares in the new Iridium Network. This will enable the company 
to end Inmarsat’s 20-year monopoly on the provision of safety comms services. In June 
2019, the first piece of equipment designed for the Iridium GMDSS system was launched 
by Lars Thrane, a partner with Iridium. The LT-3100S GMDSS system is designed for all 
IMO vessels and will be an alternative to the Inmarsat C. It also offers SSAS (ship security 
and alert systems) and LRIT (long range identification and tracking) functionalities.

10 /  MARIUS JOHANSEN, WILHELMSEN SHIPS AGENCY
AFTER a long period of planning, in 2019 an Airbus drone navigated autonomously 
along a pre-determined aerial corridor between Wilhelmsen Ships’ service base at 
Marina Pier South in Singapore and a Swire Pacific Offshore AHTS vessel. When it had 
deposited its 1.5 kg cargo, which included items from Wilhelmsen’s 3D printing micro-
factory, the drone returned to its base. Marius Johansen, vice-president commercial 
at Wilhelmsen Ships Agency, said stakeholders’ faith in the concept of Agency by 
Air drone delivery had not been misplaced. It is hoped the coming year will see the 
delivery of spares, medical supplies, and cash to Master transferred from sea to air.

The Top 10 technology leaders list is compiled by the Lloyd’s List editorial team and considers people 
and companies that are driving real digital change across the maritime industries
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through its vested interest in 
Wallenius Wilhelmsen, over the 
past year have been negative.

In December 2018, it was 
revealed that cargo on vessels in 
Australia and New Zealand had 
suffered an infestation of the 
brown marmorated stink bug, a 
problem that cost $3m to put right.

In August 2019, the Australian 
competition watchdog announced 
it had charged a Wilhelmsen 
affiliate as part of ongoing 

investigations into car import cartel 
activities in 2010 and 2011.

On the upside, June saw the 
acquisition of a 50% stake in 
NorSea Wind, a company that 
provides project management 
and logistics planning to 
offshore wind farms.

As befits a fifth-generation 
shipping dynast, Mr Wilhelmsen’s 
educational background has been 
strongly business-focused, with an 
MA in business organisation from 

Edinburgh’s Heriot-Watt University, 
followed by further studies at 
Cranfield University and Lausanne’s 
prestigious IMD business school.

At 45, he is still relatively 
young and, on his watch, group 
companies have taken initiatives 
towards both environmental 
sustainability and gender diversity.

Mr Wilhelmsen also appeared in the 
Top 100 in 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 
2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.

MATS BERGLUND
PACIFIC BASIN SHIPPING 
The energetic and enthusiastic chief executive has pursued 
a business model of acquiring secondhand vessels

THE astute chief executive 
of Pacific Basin Shipping, 
Mats Berglund, continues 
to lead Hong Kong’s largest 
bulk company with zest.

Mr Berglund joined the 
company in 2012 and since then 

has been instrumental in its 
growth. Pacific Basin has seen 
its owned and operated fleet 
expand to around 115 vessels 
from just 34 seven years ago.

The owner operates 
approximately 6% of global 

25,000 dwt-42,000 dwt handysize 
ships and around 3% of global 
42,000 dwt-65,000 dwt supramax 
vessels of less than 20 years old.

The company, which is now 
reaping the rewards of Mr 
Berglund’s business model 
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Berglund: continues to lead Hong Kong’s largest bulk company with zest. 
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of buying secondhand ships, 
may still be in the market 
for acquisitions following 
its recent purchases.

Pacific Basin bought two 
log-fitted handysize vessels and 
two supramaxes for $73.8m 
in September this year. The 
company had then funded 
the deal with cash and selling 
new shares worth $24.4m.

“We still see an upside in 
secondhand vessel values 
and will continue to look 
opportunistically but cautiously 
at acquiring good quality 

secondhand ships,” he said in 
an interview with Lloyd’s List.

The company also has plans 
to raise up to $175m via selling 
convertible bonds for fleet 
expansion and renewal, as well 
as general corporate purposes.

The bonds will mature 
in December 2025, with a 
bondholder’s put option 
in December 2023.

Prior to his employment with 
Pacific Basin Shipping, Mr Berglund 
served with Swedish family-owned 
conglomerate Stena from 1986 
to 2005, occupying managerial 

and leadership positions in various 
Stena Group shipping businesses.

From 2005 to 2011, he was 
senior vice-president and 
head of crude transportation 
for New York-listed Overseas 
Shipholding Group.

Between March 2011 and 
May 2012, he served as chief 
financial officer and chief 
operating officer at Chemoil 
Energy, a Singapore-listed global 
trader of marine fuel products.

Mr Berglund also appeared in 
the Top 100 in 2018.

QUINTIN V. KNEEN
TIDEWATER
President and chief executive is also a certified public 
accountant and a chartered financial analyst 

QUINTIN V. Kneen was appointed 
president and chief executive 
of Tidewater in September 
this year, following the 
resignation of John T Rynd.

Mr Kneen is taking control of 
the offshore supply vessel firm 
at a time when the entire sector 
continues to face challenges.

In November, when announcing 
the company’s third-quarter 
results, Mr Kneen underscored 
those challenges, saying Tidewater 
was determined to lead the 
offshore industry through the 
remainder of the recovery. 

“We have the industry’s 
leading balance sheet, which 
we are taking steps to enhance 
even further,” he said.

“We have led the industry thus 
far in consolidation and we are 
preparing our infrastructure [and] 
capital structure to consolidate 
the industry even further.

“We will use the improving 
industry fundamental to get day 
rates back to where they need 
to be to properly compensate 
our capital providers and we will 
continue to lead the industry in 
recycling and capital discipline.”

At the time of his appointment on 
September 4, Mr Kneen had been 
serving as executive vice-president 
and chief financial officer of 
Tidewater since the firm’s November 
2018 business combination 
with GulfMark Offshore. 

Prior to the combination, 
Mr Kneen was president, chief 
executive and a director of 
GulfMark. He has also served 
as vice-president, finance and 
investor relations, for Grant 
Prideco. Earlier, he held executive 
finance positions at Azurix Corp 
and was an audit manager 
with Price Waterhouse.

Mr Kneen, who holds an 
MBA from Rice University and a 
BBA in accounting from Texas 
A&M University, is a certified 
public accountant and a 
chartered financial analyst.

Tidewater continues to be 
considered the leading and most 
experienced provider of offshore 
support vessels in the global 
energy industry. More than 90% 
of its fleet works internationally 
in some 60 countries.

This is Mr Kneen’s first appearance 
in the Top 100. Tidewater appeared 
in the Top 100 in 2018.
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Kneen: takes the helm in stormy times. 
Credit: YouTube/Riviera Maritime Media
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BING CHEN /  DAVID SOKOL
SEASPAN
A changing strategy by the chief executive and chairman 
has taken the boxship owner in a new direction

CONTAINERSHIP owner Seaspan 
is continuing to undergo changes 
under its new management 
team, which has been in place 
for just under two years now.

Bing Chen, who took over as 
chief executive at the beginning of 
last year, has been instrumental 
in turning the company around, 
along with chairman David Sokol, 
who appointed Mr Chen and 
himself was handpicked by major 
shareholder Dennis Washington.

The company’s former strategy 
of ordering newbuildings based 
on long-term charters with 
carriers, which was championed 
by co-founders Graham Porter and 
Gerry Wang, has now morphed 
into something more flexible.

Not only is Seaspan now 
buying secondhand tonnage, 
it has also looked outside of its 
traditional containership market.

Last year, it announced a $200m 
equity deal with Swiber Holdings, 
the Singapore-based offshore 
construction and services company 
that is under judicial management.

Then this year, Seaspan took 
another step outside its comfort 
zone, becoming one of three 
preferred bidders shortlisted 
for the Long Beach Container 
Terminal. However, it pulled out of 
the race before the terminal was 
eventually sold to Macquarie.

Although it does not have any 
experience of running a container 
port, Seaspan was understood 
to have been in discussion with 
Hyundai Merchant Marine over 
a partnership for the terminal, 
which was put up for sale by Orient 
Overseas International Ltd as a 
term of its acquisition by Cosco.

However, the largest 
transformation in the company’s 
history came in November, when 
it announced it would be acquiring 
APR Energy, a lessor of turbines 
and generators, for $750m.

The reorganisation, intended 
to advance strategic capital 
allocation initiatives and provide 
operational transparency, will first 
see a new holding company, Atlas 
Corp, being created, which will 

take in Seaspan as a subsidiary 
and is expected to take over its 
New York Stock Exchange listing.

A consortium comprising 
Fairfax, ACON Equity Management 
and Albright pumped in more 
than $200m into APR in 
2016 and took it private.

APR Energy rents out turbines 
and generators, usually in 
developing countries. Fairfax is 
also a major investor in Seaspan, 
having invested some $1bn 
over the past year or so.

“The proposed acquisition is 
a transformative transaction 
on our journey as professional 
asset managers,” Mr Sokol said.

“We are bringing together two 
leading, integrated platforms, 
in two industries in which we 
have long-term confidence: 
maritime and energy.”

The two businesses are similar, 
with APR, a global leasing business 
that owns and operates a fleet of 
capital-intensive assets, providing 
power solutions to customers, 
including large corporations and/
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Chen (left) and Sokol: still looking to diversify Seaspan’s business. 
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or government-backed utilities.
Seaspan has assured it will 

continue its maritime business, 
remaining unchanged from an 
operational perspective and 
continuing to finance its own 
operations and with the full 

support of Atlas in becoming 
a provider of a leading global 
maritime infrastructure.

In addition to his current role 
as president and chief executive 
of Seaspan, Mr Chen will become 
chairman, assuming the role vacated 

by Mr Sokol, who will become 
chairman of the parent company.

Mr Chen and Mr Sokol also appeared in 
the Top 100 in 2018. Seaspan appeared 
in the Top 100 in 2010, 2011, 2012, 
2013, 2014, 2015, 2016 and 2017.

HIGAKI FAMILY
IMABARI GROUP
As chairman and president, respectively, the father and son team head 
one of the few Japanese yards that have not ventured overseas

THE shipbuilding industry continues 
to face hard times. Despite its strong 
heritage and sound management, 
Japan’s Imabari Group — and the 
Higaki family that runs it — is not 
immune to broader global trends.

Set against a backdrop of the 
rising prominence of Chinese 
ship-leasing companies and their 
relationship with mainland yards, as 
well as the growing trade tensions 
and an increasingly protectionist 
environment, Imabari, as one 
of the few Japanese yards that 
have not ventured overseas, has 
found itself somewhat at odds.

While it consolidates its strength 
after a deal to acquire a majority 
stake in Minaminippon Shipbuilding 
and the commissioning of a 
new dock in 2017, Imabari also 
needs to react to the effect of 
turbulence in the Japanese shipping 
sector as Mitsui E&S Holdings, 
from which it bought the stake, 
restructures amid job cuts.

A major megaboxship order from 
Evergreen that had been widely 
speculated would go to Imabari 
and its shipowning arm Shoei Kisen 
Kaisha instead went to South Korean 
and Chinese competitors, reportedly 
due to financing from large 
bank-backed Chinese leasing houses.

Even Imabari’s domestic 
competitors, such as Tsuneishi 
Shipbuilding and Kawasaki 
Heavy Industries, have set up 
joint ventures in China.

Meanwhile, Mitsui, while cutting 
down in Japan, has set up a joint 

venture with China’s Yanzijiang 
Shipbuilding to better compete 
against South Korea’s dominance in 
liquefied natural gas-related ships.

On the competition with South 
Korea, tensions over state subsidies 
to the shipbuilding industry have 
not eased after Japan took the case 
to the World Trade Organization.

Imabari continues to 
dedicate resources to research 
and development, product 
quality and performance, the 
traditional hallmarks of Japanese 
shipbuilding, along with some 
of the world’s highest efficiency 
and productivity standards.

The group remains the biggest 
and most dominant shipyard 
in Japan, single-handedly 
accounting for almost double-digit 
market share globally.

Management’s thinking 
is clearly seen in president 
Yukito Higaki’s message.

“Our management philosophy of 
‘growing together with shipowners’ 
has forged strong links spanning 

the world’s oceans, with over 
2,550 ships delivered,” he said.

No doubt there has been a 
place for this in the past. The 
‘Japanese-built’ tag still carries a 
significant premium in some sale 
and purchase circles, particularly in 
the minor bulks market. In August, 
Imabari delivered the 200th of 
its I-Star series of ultramaxes.

However, as the world evolves, 
it remains to be seen whether 
this will persist into the future.

Mr Higaki’s assertion that Imabari 
will continue to put “high-quality, 
high-volume, eco-friendly and 
safe ocean transport first, with 
our sophisticated experience 
as a shipbuilding-oriented 
company” reflects the high 
ideals of the company, which 
is more than a century old.

Sadly, however, such idealism 
may not be enough anymore.

Mr Higaki and his father, Imabari chairman 
Toshiyuki Higaki, also appeared in the Top 
100 in 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.
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Toshiyuki (left) and Yukito Higaki: Imabari will continue to put “high-quality, 
high-volume, eco-friendly and safe ocean transport first”.
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TOM CROWLEY
CROWLEY MARITIME
In 2019, the chairman and chief executive saw the christening of the 
US-flag combination container/ro-ro vessel, powered by LNG

TOM Crowley heads up a 
127-year-old firm founded by his 
grandfather Thomas Crowley and 
developed further by his father 
Thomas B Crowley until 1994.

As a third-generation owner of 
the firm, Mr Crowley has piloted 
Crowley Maritime through even 
greater successes in the past year.
Top of the list is the management 
by Crowley Solutions of the 
Defense Freight Transportation 
Services, which offers the US 
Department of Defense, other 
government agencies, customers 
and vendors a single touch-point 
for transportation services. 

“We are managing 1,600 
orders a day for transportation 
requirements throughout North 
America and we’re doing that with 

a 98.5% on-time performance,” 
Mr Crowley told Lloyd’s List. 

“It’s been a very, very successful 
programme. We’ve saved money 
in terms of the way in which we 
move. We move the freight and 
we’ve done it in a way that has 
far exceeded their expectations 
in terms of performance and 
utilising small business,” he said. 

The $2.3bn, freight all kinds 
contract encompasses all forms of 
surface transportation throughout 
the continental US, Alaska and 
Canada, including less than 
truckload, full truckload, expedited, 
time definite and rail services.

In February, Crowley Maritime 
Corp christened the US-flag 
combination container/ro-ro 
vessel MV Taíno in San Juan, 

Puerto Rico, where the company’s 
investments have ushered 
in a new era of world-class 
supply chain services in the 
trade between the Caribbean 
island and the US mainland.

MV Taíno is among the first 
of its kind to be powered by 
liquefied natural gas, like 
its sister Commitment Class 
vessel MV El Coquí, which 
entered service in 2018.

Both Jones Act ships were 
constructed at VT Halter Marine 
in Pascagoula, Mississippi, 
with Crowley Solutions 
providing the construction 
management services.

Mr Crowley also appeared in the Top 100 in 
2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.
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Crowley: has brought even greater success to the family firm in 2019.
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JAN‑HENDRIK TÖBBE*
ZEABORN GROUP
The former PwC consultant has built Zeaborn from the wreckage 
of companies previously owned by both Bertram and Erck 
Rickmers and secured full control of Intermarine in the US

JAN-HENDRICK Többe makes his 
debut in the Lloyd’s List Top 100 
for his role in masterminding 
the construction-focused Zech 
Group’s move into shipping.

The holding company’s principal, 
Kurt Zech, takes the credit 
for spotting the tremendous 
scavenging opportunities that 
arose from the devastation 
wrought upon the north German 
maritime cluster in the wake 
of the shipping downturn that 
followed the global financial crisis.

This led to the formation of 
Zeaborn Group in 2013, initially 
specialising in heavylift tonnage 
complementary to Zech’s core 
business, with Mr Többe and 
colleague Ove Meyer providing 
the shipping-specific know-how.

Some Hamburg wiseacres 
branded him a ‘hobby shipowner’. 
Yet expansion was rapid, with a 
breakthrough four years later, 
when Zeaborn was actually 
given money to take over 
Bertram Rickmers’ struggling 

Rickmers-Linie as a going concern.
It went on to mop up the rest of 

the Bertram Rickmers empire, as 
well as the shippmanagement and 
brokerage interests of Mr Rickmers’ 
brother Erck Rickmers in 2018.

After a relatively brief joint 
venture with Intermarine of 
the US, Zeaborn soon went 
on to take 100% control.

However, with Mr Meyer stepping 
back from day-to-day involvement 
for a managing partner role 
earlier this year, Mr Többe is now 
essentially running the show.

Prior to Zeaborn, 
Bremen-born Mr Többe spent 
12 years as a consultant with 
PricewaterhouseCoopers and 
Roland Berger Strategy Consultants, 
specialising in turnarounds.

During that time, he was 
involved in some 40 projects 
in the maritime sector.

This is Mr Többe’s first appearance 
in the Top 100.

*Shortly after the Top 100 was published 
Jan-Hendrick Többe was relieved from his 
position at Zeamarine with restructuring 
specialist Sven Lundehn appointed to chair the 
board. Despite the move, Lloyd’s List stands by 
its decision to include Mr Többe in our rankings 
for 2019 in light of the group’s meteoric 
rise from start-up to big league player

CHRISTIAN HINNEBERG / 
WALTER HINNEBERG
WALTER J HINNEBERG
The Hamburg brothers head a firm consisting of just six people, yet are regarded 
as two of the best shipbrokers in the business, particularly in container shipping

CHRISTIAN and Walter 
Hinneberg are regarded by 
many in container shipping 
circles as two of the best 
shipbrokers in the business.

Yet in the wider industry, they 
are barely known, in contrast to 
the heavyweights with their vast 
teams of brokers, large research 
departments, sophisticated 

databases, consultancy services 
and premises in maritime 
hubs around the world.

Walter J Hinneberg GmbH, 
named after the firm’s founder 
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Többe: provided the shipping-
specific know-how and now 
essentially running the show.
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TANYA SAADÉ ZEENNY, CMA CGM
TANYA Saadé Zeenny has been a central figure behind the growth of CMA CGM, the French container 
shipping group founded by her late father Jacques Saadé and now headed by her brother Rodolphe. 
She joined the family-owned group in 1995, just as CMA CGM was embarking on a period of rapid 
expansion, and was elected to the board in 2009. Five years later, Mrs Saadé Zeenny was appointed 
executive officer, with responsibilities including internal and external communications, global 
accounts and marketing, administration, institutional relations and environment matters. A major 
CMA CGM shareholder, she also heads up the group’s corporate social responsibility strategy.

KATHI STANZEL, INTERTANKO
INDUSTRY representation from its trade bodies has never been more crucial. The growing 
complexity of the regulatory landscape requires expertise well beyond the traditional 
scope of what has previously been expected from shipping’s acronym soup of associations. 
Happily, for the tanker sector, they have a secret weapon in the form of Kathi Stanzel, 
who has been steering Intertanko since 2012 with a quiet efficiency that belies her 
reputation as one of the most insightful and influential figures in the business. She is the 
fifth managing director in the association’s 45-year history, but she is the first to bring an 
environmental and scientific background to the position, which is proving to be a key asset 
as the tanker sector navigates the difficult decarbonisation pathway from 2020 to 2050.

ANE MAERSK MC‑KINNEY UGGLA, AP MOLLER‑MAERSK
ANE Maersk Mc-Kinney Uggla has a shipping pedigree like no other. The youngest of three 
daughters of the legendary Danish shipowner Maersk Mc-Kinney Moller, Ms Uggla has been 
the most closely involved in the Maersk family’s vast shipping empire. Now in her early 70s, 
Ms Uggla has been a member of the AP Moller-Maersk board since 1991 and is currently 
vice-chairman. During 2019, she stepped down as chair of Maersk Broker after nine years. 
However, Ms Uggla and her two sisters remain the sole shareholders of one of the world’s 
premier shipbrokers. Meanwhile, her son, Robert Maersk Uggla, is chief executive of AP 
Moller Holding, the investment arm of the AP Moller foundation, which controls 51.4% 
of the voting shares of container shipping, ports and logistics giant AP Moller-Maersk.

ALEXA APONTE VAGO, MEDITERRANEAN SHIPPING CO
ALEXA Aponte Vago is a member of one of the most powerful families in shipping. The 
daughter of Gianluigi Aponte, who founded Mediterranean Shipping Co, Ms Aponte Vago is 
chief financial officer of the group that operates one of the world’s largest containership 
fleets, as well as owning a leading cruise line. Her father, who will turn 80 next year, 
remains actively involved in the business as group chairman, while her brother Diego is 
group president. Ms Aponte Vago’s husband, Pierfrancesco Vago, is executive chairman of 
MSC Cruises, which has a huge newbuilding programme. However, top management is in 
the process of being restructured, with former Maersk chief commercial officer Søren Toft 
due to take over as chief executive of MSC’s container shipping and logistics activities.

CECILIA ECKELMANN‑BATTISTELLO, CONTSHIP ITALIA
CECILIA Eckelmann-Battistello has been a trailblazer for nearly half a century. The president 
of terminal operator Contship Italia remains one of the best-known women in shipping. She 
has a shown it is possible to reach the top from a fairly lowly start, in her case completing 
a secretarial course before joining the shipping industry in 1973. In the intervening period, 
Ms Eckelmann-Battistello has witnessed massive change through waves of consolidation 
and constant financial pressures. Neither have industry conditions become any easier, with 
Ms Eckelmann-Battistello having to take the tough decision in 2019 to sell Contship Italia’s 
stake in the transhipment hub at Gioia Tauro, and then close its Cagliari facility in Sardinia as 
volumes shrank. However, none of this has persuaded Ms Eckelmann-Battistello to retire. 

WOMEN INFLUENCING SHIPPING IN 2019
Highlighting 10 of the influential women in shipping who have embodied 
the IMO’s theme of empowering women in the maritime community

10
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RITA AL SEMAANI JANSEN, INCE
WHEN Ince partner Rita Al Semaani Jansen was awarded the Lloyd’s List Lifetime Achievement 
Award in Dubai in 2019, she spoke of her determination to succeed in a male-dominated 
industry. She won the award in part for her career-long commitment to mentoring, inspiring 
and encouraging other women in the industry, which has made a lasting impression on 
so many professionals in Dubai, through the UAE and GCC, and even further afield. Ms Al 
Semaani Jansen joined the firm in 2006 after working as a senior lawyer at Denton Wilde 
Sapte, Berrymans Lace Mawer and Wellington Capital. Based in Dubai since 1992, she has an 
unequalled depth of knowledge in the laws of the UAE and is fluent in both Arabic and English.

NATASA PILIDES, SHIPPING DEPUTY MINISTER, CYPRUS
ONE year into her post as Cyprus’s Shipping Deputy Minister, Natasa Pilides is co-ordinating growth 
in the maritime community to great effect. Ms Pilides was appointed to her position in March 2018 
following several years of calls from the shipping community in Cyprus for a stronger presence in 
government than one of many elements in the Ministry of Transport, Communications and Public 
Works. At the time, she wanted to diversify the maritime cluster beyond the trusted stalwarts 
of shipmanagement and the ship registry, one of Europe’s largest by tonnage. Ms Pilides has 
been omnipresent at industry conferences and exhibitions this year because, in her words, “we 
need to be present in the conversation. People must feel we’re on the map; we should have an 
opinion”. Her influence is on the rise as a result and Cyprus seems well positioned to benefit.

KATHY J.  METCALF, CHAMBER OF SHIPPING OF AMERICA
THE leadership shown by Kathy Metcalf, president and chief executive of the Chamber of 
Shipping of America, in the North American maritime sector was recognised in 2019 in 
the form of a Lifetime Achievement Award at the Lloyd’s List awards. After serving the 
chamber for almost 20 years as director of maritime affairs, Ms Metcalf was appointed 
chief executive in 2015 and her influence is well understood by the entire sector. The CSA 
represents maritime interests before Congress, federal and state agencies and in international 
fora, but her influence extends well beyond such formal institutions. When handing over 
the Lifetime award in Houston, Lloyd’s List chief correspondent Richard Clayton applauded 
her passion for the industry, her commitment and her humility. In her acceptance speech, 
Ms Metcalf said she believed her “stubbornness” was an important part of her character.

KAREN PURNELL, ITOPF
ITOPF is likely the biggest shipowners’ association you have never heard of. Yet the not-for-
profit technical body helps deal with the clean-up of oil pollution at sea. Working tirelessly 
at the helm of this invaluable force for scientific good is ITOPF’s managing director 
Karen Purnell, who, among many other influential industry roles, is a leading member 
of the Lloyd’s List Editorial Board. Dr Purnell is a Fellow of the Royal Society of Chemistry, 
with a PhD in chemical physics. During her career with ITOPF, she has been involved in 
countless major oil spill incidents globally and has contributed to several environmental 
damage assessment processes. Prominent among her achievements is the expansion 
of ITOPF’s capability to respond to spills of hazardous and noxious substances. 

UNNI EINEMO, IBIA
UNNI Einemo joined the secretariat of the International Bunker Industry Association in April 
2016, having worked for nearly two decades as a journalist and analyst specialising in the 
marine fuel and shipping industries. As the voice of the global bunker industry, with a remit 
to represent all stakeholders across the industry value chain, the IBIA director has found 
herself this year as the de facto spokesperson for all things related to the 2020 sulphur cap. 
Given the lingering industry concerns regarding fuel quality, availability and enforcement, 
her uniquely insightful guidance at the helm of IBIA has never been more necessary.
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and father of twins Christian 
and Walter, could not be more 
different, with an office suite 
consisting of four rooms in a 
mansion block on the Ballindamm, 
overlooking Hamburg’s Alster Lake.

The total workforce numbers 
just six, including the Hinneberg 
brothers, two other brokers 
and a couple of assistants.

There are no banks of 
computers, none of the usual 
bustle of a trading floor; just a 
few desks, several magnificent 
mahogany cabinets and a 
modest-sized meeting room.

Yet this is often the first call for 
shipping visitors to Hamburg.

A clue to the success of the 
firm is found on the walls of their 
office, which are covered with 
hundreds of photos of ships.

Each one is either of a vessel 
with which they were involved 
during the ordering, sale or 
purchase negotiations, or 
represents one of a series.

Most are containerships but 
also featured are tanker, bulker 
and gas carrier newbuildings 
ordered by traditional shipowners.

However, containerships 
represent the sector in which the 
siblings have specialised over 
the years. They have established 
particularly close relations 
with the major container line 
operators, as well as Chinese 
and South Korean shipbuilders.

As members of Hamburg’s 
tight-knit maritime community, 
they also have unrivalled 
contacts locally. 

That combination put them in 
a pivotal position when German 
shipowners were at their peak.

Although Hamburg’s status 
has diminished in recent years 
following the collapse of the 
KG system, the Hinnebergs 
never relied solely on their 
German connections and have 
built up strong ties across the 
container shipping industry. 

That is also true of the 
next generation, which has 
adjusted to new market 
conditions and recently 
concluded transactions with the 
up-and-coming Chinese lessors.

Those familiar with the 

brothers, plus Christian’s son 
Paul and the fourth member of 
the team, Leandros Baron von 
Ruffin Zisiadis, say they know 
how to spot a deal and then 
pull it together, with both sides 
trusting their negotiating skills, 
discretion and understanding 
of the shipping industry.

Walter J Hinneberg does 
not have a website, does 
not produce market reports, 
and does not even belong 

to the Hamburg Shipbrokers’ 
Association. Neither are photos 
of the family readily available.

Instead, the firm’s reputation 
is founded on long-term 
personal relationships, an 
encyclopaedic knowledge 
of the container shipping 
industry and other sectors, and 
traditional shipbroking skills.

This is the Hinneberg brothers’ first 
appearance in the Top 100.

Hinneberg: brothers are rarely photographed in public, while 
the Hamburg office walls are adorned with ship photos.
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ARUN SHARMA
IACS
The association chairman, who is head of the Indian Register of Shipping, expects 
alternative fuels to provide the answers for the industry’s decarbonisation goals

ARUN Sharma will be prioritising 
regulatory requirements during 
his year-long tenure as chairman 
of the International Association 
of Classification Societies.

He will also be focusing on 
a data-driven policy for the 
12-member association.

Mr Sharma, who is head 
of the Indian Register of 
Shipping, said the industry 
is no longer that concerned 
about “desulphurisation” as 
the International Maritime 
Organization’s low-sulphur 
rules come into effect 
on January 1, 2020.

It is rather turning its attention 
to “decarbonisation” and 
alternative fuels could provide the 
solution to meet the IMO’s goals 
to cut greenhouse gas emissions, 
first by 2030 and then by 2050.

The “big bang” will likely come 
from zero-carbon fuels such as 
hydrogen, or other means such as 
solar or wind propulsion, he said.

Mr Sharma added that 
methanol use will still create 
emissions, while liquefied natural 
gas, which is seen by some as a 
cleaner fuel, is still considered 
a hydrocarbon and will only 
reduce emissions by 6% to 10%.

To meet the IMO’s goals, 
owners will need to make the 
necessary investments by the 
middle of the next decade, 
he said. Further outlining 
his priorities for the year, Mr 
Sharma said the IACS planned 
to take a larger role in industry 
matters with a view to providing 
value-added services to owners 
on the implementation of 
regulatory requirements.

Mr Sharma, who took over from 
Korean Register of Shipping’s 
head Lee Jeong-Kie in July, also 
stressed the need to continuously 

strengthen the systems within 
IACS towards maintaining and 
enhancing quality operations, 
while enhancing interaction with 
stakeholders towards affirming 
its relevance to the industry.

Having spent a number of 
years at sea, Mr Sharma said 
prudent owners would not allow 
quality standards to drop. He 

highlighted the importance of 
crew training and education.

He also noted how good data 
would guide policy decisions 
at the IACS and said he is 
working closely with the IMO.

This is Mr Sharma’s first appearance in the 
Top 100. The IACS featured in the Top 100 in 
2010, 2012, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.
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Sharma: planning to take a larger role in industry matters.
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DESPINA PANAYIOTOU 
THEODOSIOU
WISTA INTERNATIONAL
The president has expanded the organisation’s footprint and 
tirelessly pushed for more diversity in the industry

FEW people in maritime have 
persistently pushed for greater 
diversity within the industry as 
much as Despina Panayiotou 
Theodosiou has done.

While certain individuals 
and companies have been 
making efforts to improve their 
performance on this front, 
the Women’s International 
Shipping and Trading Association 
International has been making 
the strongest moves on an 
industry-wide scale.

Ms Panayiotou Theodosiou 
was re-elected president of 
Wista in October for another 
two years, having finished a 
two-year term that saw the 
organisation’s growth and its 
membership in the International 
Maritime Organization.

Under her leadership, Wista 

has expanded from 39 national 
chapters to 50, with chapters 
in Colombia, Mexico and other 
countries opening this year.

Wista has collaborated with the 
IMO this year to launch a survey 
on the number of women in the 
maritime sector, which could 
provide valuable new insight.

She is also the co-chief 
executive of Tototheo Maritime, 
a maritime services firm she runs 
with her husband, Socratis.

Her expertise on the technology 
side of shipping means the 
Wista International president 
understands both the current 
pace of change and how a more 
diverse workforce and way of 
thinking would help the industry.

Ms Panayiotou Theodosiou is 
also a board member of the Cyprus 
Shipping Chamber, a member of 

the board of governors of Cyprus 
Maritime Academy and was recently 
elected to the board of directors 
of InvestCyprus, a body set up to 
facilitate investment in the country.

Her leadership and involvement 
in all these companies and 
organisations puts her among those 
most exposed to employment, 
mental health, technological and 
regulatory issues in the industry.

It also means she is one of the 
busiest; she travels frequently 
across different continents to 
promote these interests.

With two more years at the 
helm of Wista International 
and an industry with plenty of 
room for change, she still has 
a lot of work ahead of her.

Ms Panayiotou Theodosiou also appeared 
in the Top 100 in 2017 and 2018.
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Panayiotou Theodosiou: re-elected as Wista president this year.
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HELLE HAMMER
CEFOR
The managing director, who entered the maritime industry 
when she joined the Norwegian Shipowners’ Association, is now 
a role model for women far beyond her home in Norway

HELLE Hammer’s early career 
was in full-time politics. However, 
she didn’t want to be a full-time 
politician, so she looked for 
opportunities in the private sector.

“In Norway,” she says, “it 
was either shipping or oil.”

She went for a job lobbying 
on behalf of the Norwegian 
Shipowners’ Association, where 
she worked for six years.

Ms Hammer took roles at both 
the Ministry of Trade and Industry 
and the Ministry of Finance 
and, in 2005, went overseas 
as director of the Houston 
office of Innovation Norway.

Back in Oslo in 2007, Ms 
Hammer joined the Nordic 
Association of Marine Insurers 
(known as Cefor). Warming 

to marine insurance, in 2012, 
she stepped up to chair the 
International Union of Marine 
Insurance’s policy forum.

She has been a council member 
of DNV GL and a board member of 
the Maritime Forum for 12 years; a 
member of the Supervisory Council 
at Norges Bank since 2016; and 
there have been several other 
board positions. She is currently 
managing director of Cefor.

In June 2019, Wista Norway 
awarded Ms Hammer its 
leadership award in recognition 
of her work in shaping the 
future of marine insurance 
and also for being a “visible 
role model” for women in a 
male-dominated industry.

Being a female in such an 

industry has been a “positive 
thing”, she says, especially 
when women stand strong.

Ms Hammer has often 
been invited to join speaker 
panels to provide balance and 
occasionally finds she is the only 
woman in a room of 50 men — 
“technical sessions, mainly”.

However, this has not fazed 
her, and slowly she believes 
the number of women in 
shipping has grown.

“The challenge now is to 
get more women into the 
management level; that’s 
when it becomes easier to 
recruit more women.”

Ms Hammer also appeared in the 
Top 100 in 2016, 2017 and 2018.
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Hammer: believes the number of women in shipping has grown.
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DAN STEN OLSSON
STENA GROUP
The chief executive’s group found itself at the centre of a political tug of war in 
2019, following the seizure of one of its tankers, Stena Impero, in Iranian waters

SWEDISH billionaire and industrialist 
Dan Sten Olsson has been Stena’s 
chief executive and managing 
director for approaching 40 years.

He took the company’s reins in 
1983 from his father and group 
founder, the late Sten Olsson, 
who apparently named his son 
after the first ship he bought back 
in 1946, according to Forbes.

Stena has had an eventful 2019 
after finding itself at the centre 
of a political storm following 
the seizure of the Stena Impero, 
a tanker owned by subsidiary 
Stena Bulk, in Iranian waters.

Stena Bulk president and chief 
executive Erik Hånell debuts in 
our rankings this year, having 
taken a lead role in securing 

its safe release from Iran’s 
revolutionary guard corps.

However, Mr Olsson maintains his 
Top 100 status largely due to the 
group’s involvement in the Swedish 
Northvolt project, a landmark 
initiative for battery-based ferry 
operations, which demonstrates 
a strong commitment to a 
sustainability strategy.

The ferry Stena Jutlandica 
is being gradually converted 
to run on battery power alone 
between its route between 
Gothenburg and Fredrikshaven.

In 2019, battery operation 
was connected to two of the 
vessel’s four main engines, so 
Stena Jutlandica can run solely 
on electricity in inshore waters.

Meanwhile, Stena Line, the 
core shipping interest of the 
group — which, in addition to 
Stena Bulk, includes Stena RoRo, 
Northern Marine Group and 
Stena Teknik — will take on a 
major redeployment of its fleet in 
2020, according to Mr Olsson. 

This includes the rollout 
of five newbuilds to take the 
number of ferries flying the 
Stena Line flag up to 164 vessels, 
cementing its place as one of 
the world’s largest operators, 
serving ports around the 
Baltic, North and Irish Seas.

Mr Olsson also appeared in the Top 
100 in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 
2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.
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Olsson: Stena Line is undertaking a major fleet redeployment in 2020.
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KWON OH‑GAP /  
LEE SUNG‑GEUN
HHI /  DSME
The chief executive and chairman of the parent group will need to join 
forces with the president and chief executive of the yard it is taking over

DAEWOO Shipbuilding & Marine 
Engineering, which is being 
taken over by compatriot South 
Korean shipbuilder Hyundai 
Heavy Industries, appointed 
previous vice-president Lee 
Sung-geun as its new president 
and chief executive in March 
2019, taking over from former 
top executive Jung Sung-leep.

DSME had earlier nominated 
head of shipyard Mr Lee as 
the chief executive designate, 
while Mr Jung had offered to 
step down, when the merger 
deal of the two shipyard giants 
was signed. Mr Lee was also 
appointed chairman of the board.

The two firms claim the merger 
will create the world’s biggest 
shipbuilding group and the deal is 
expected to be completed in 2020.

While chief executive and newly 
appointed chairman of parent 
group HHI Holdings Kwon Oh-gap 

and Korea Development Bank 
chairman Lee Dong-gull pledged 
in a joint statement employment 
security for DSME workers 
and continued relationships 
with DSME’s current business 
partners, the move continues to 
stir up emotional responses.

It may prove to be one of 
Mr Lee’s bigger challenges in 
the years ahead, as workers 
immediately protested as soon 
as the deal was signed.

Mr Lee started his career at 
DSME in 1979, just six years 
after ground was broken to build 
DSME’s Okpo shipyard, and has 
been a lifelong company man.

He has served the company 
as head of the research and 
development institute, chief 
technology officer, head of 
the ship business unit, and 
shipyard general manager 
before rising to the top post.

Mr Kwon, on the other hand, 
while also a veteran of the 
group he has now risen to head, 
comes from a position of greater 
strength as the dominant partner 
in the marriage. He has also had 
extensive experience at senior 
management level in the group.

Having joined in 1978, Mr Kwon 
was chief executive of HHI in 
2014, as well as head of group 
planning at the parent. In doing 
so, he laid the foundations for 
bringing the company back to 
health, reorganising non-core 
businesses and pushing 
reforms such as asset sales.

He has also previously served 
as director of HHI’s London 
and Seoul branches, giving him 
an international outlook, and 
has been vice-chairman at the 
parent group since 2018, before 
being appointed chairman 
in November this year.
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Kwon (left) and Lee: will not be an easy ‘marriage’.
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01 /  FARID SALEM, CMA CGM 
CMA CGM veteran Farim Salem, who worked in tandem with the late Jacques Saadé for more 
than 40 years, building the French firm into a container shipping colossus, retired in September 
2019. He leaves a lasting legacy. Described by his nephew and group chief executive Rodolphe 
Saadé as ‘the architect of the CMA CGM adventure’, Mr Salem has mentored many executives 
who now hold senior positions within the group. He also took on the role as Rodolphe Saadé’s 
special advisor after the death of his father. Despite keeping a lower profile compared to 
Jacques Saadé, he has remained a highly respected and popular figure throughout the industry. 

02 /  GREGORY B. HADJIELEFTHERIADIS, ELETSON CORP 
GREGORY B. Hadjieleftheriadis, together with his brother and brothers-in-law, succeeded 
in making Eletson Corporation one of the most highly reputed tanker companies. Eletson 
was among the few owners to realise the benefits of double hulls prior to the Exxon Valdez 
incident and was ahead of its time in ordering high-specification product tankers, creating 
a corporate culture and using innovative financing methods. Throughout his 50-year career 
in shipping, from which he retired in 2006, Mr Hadjieleftheriadis was an uncompromising 
voice for safety, accountability and seafarer training. He was the first vice-president of the 
Hellenic Marine Protection Association (Helmepa) and was instrumental in establishing its 
Australian sibling, Ausmepa. He was a board member of the Union of Greek Shipowners, a 
past director of the UK P&I Club and chairman of Lloyd’s Register’s Hellenic Committee. 

03 /  RITA AL SEMAANI JANSEN, INCE
INCE partner Rita Al Semaani Jansen has been with the firm since it was set up in Dubai in 
2006, having previously worked as a senior lawyer at Denton Wilde Sapte, Berrymans Lace 
Mawer and Wellington Capital. Based in Dubai since 1992, she has an unequalled depth of 
knowledge in the laws of the United Arab Emirates, with extensive experience in corporate 
and commercial transactions, ranging from mergers and acquisitions, restructuring, joint 
ventures, employment, start-ups and a wide range of commercial agreements for clients in 
various industries. While she is highly regarded in her profession, Ms Jansen is also a mentor, 
an encourager, an inspiration and a role model for young professionals, especially women. 

04 /  XU LIRONG, CHINA COSCO SHIPPING CORP
XU LIRONG is chairman of the Chinese shipping gargantuan China Cosco Shipping Corp — born 
from the merger of the previous shipping giants Cosco Group and China Shipping Group in 
early 2016. As well as in 2019, Capt Xu has regularly topped Lloyd’s List’s annual ranking of the 
Top 100 most influential figures in shipping and has been credited with transforming a state-
owned giant into one of the most globally competitive businesses in the industry. Capt Xu, who 
became China’s youngest master mariner at the age of 27, previously served in Cosco for 36 
years, ultimately as deputy president of Cosco Group, before switching to join CSG in 2011. 

05 /  KATHY METCALF, CHAMBER OF SHIPPING OF AMERICA
US MARITIME veteran Kathy Metcalf is president and chief executive of the Chamber 
of Shipping of America. She has been chief executive since 2015 and served in the 
Chamber for more than 20 years, as part of a career that has spanned both sea and 
shore time, regulatory and policy issues, government and industry. Ms Metcalf has 
been heralded for her passion for the industry, her commitment and her humility. 

The Top 5 lifetime achievers list is compiled of winners of the lifetime achievements award from the 
Lloyd’s List Awards series. They appear here in reverse date order of event: Europe Awards in London; 
Greek Awards in Athens; South Asia, Middle East and Africa Awards in Dubai; Asia Pacific Awards 
in Singapore, and Americas Awards in Houston. For more information on the Lloyd’s List Awards 
series, go to maritimeintelligence.informa.com/events/awards/lloyds-list-global-awards
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Likewise, however, HHI is under 
no illusions that the merger will be 
an easy process. Commenting on 
Mr Kwon’s appointment, the group 
said: “The appointment reflects 
the growing uncertainty in the 
global economy and the demand 
for leadership in addressing 
various issues, such as the 
acquisition of Daewoo Shipbuilding 
& Marine Engineering.”

Mr Lee has a bachelor’s degree 
in shipbuilding and marine 
engineering from Seoul National 
University, a master’s degree in 
metallurgical engineering from 
the Graduate School of New 
York University, and a doctorate 
in welding engineering from 
the Graduate School of Ohio 
State University in the US.

Having been mainly involved 
in operations may hold Mr Lee in 
good stead as he balances the 
demands of his former colleagues 
in the yard with new higher, 

corporate responsibilities.
His passion for the 

company and the industry 
clearly shines through.

“We are not willing to settle 
for our position at this moment 
and are committed to making 
our company lead the market 
and constantly develop based 
on unrivaled technology and 
leadership,” Mr Lee said in his 
first message as chief executive.

Further clues about his vision for 
the company can be gleaned from 
his particular mention of DSME’s 
lead in certain technologies.

These include natural 
gas reliquefaction, Arctic 
technologies, as well as its 
reputation as a top liquefied 
natural gas carrier shipbuilder, 
based on its track record in 
securing many of the contracts 
for the Yamal LNG project.

Yet Mr Lee is not oblivious to 
the challenges that lie ahead.

“Uncertainty in the ship marine 
industry has been intensifying 
recently,” he said, noting that 
“the fierce competition has begun 
and only the winners will survive 
to dominate the market”.

Mr Kwon is also cautious but 
optimistic. Noting the group’s 
shift to a holding company 
structure, he said HHI has made 
constant efforts to maximise its 
business capabilities and value.

He also acknowledged the 
efforts made in undertaking the 
shift to create growth engines and 
overcome current challenges.

However, Mr Kwon concluded: 
“We believe this initiative will 
lay a solid foundation for a 
better future of the group.”

This is Mr Kwon’s first appearance in the 
Top 100. HHI appeared in the Top 100 
in 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018. 
This is Mr Lee’s first appearance in the 
Top 100. DSME appeared in the Top 
100 in 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018.

NAM JOON‑OU
SAMSUNG HEAVY INDUSTRIES 
Led by the president and chief executive, the yard group has 
pressed on to secure some complex and high-value projects 

TWO years into his reign as the top 
boss of Samsung Heavy Industries, 
Nam Joon-ou is still battling the 
damage spilling over from the yard 
group’s vast rig-building exposure.

In November, the top-three 
South Korean shipbuilder posted 
a third-quarter operating loss of 
Won312bn ($264.9m) despite 
a 50% jump in revenue, citing 
drillship-related write-offs and costs.

In this respect, Mr Nam has had 
at least part of his job cut out for 
him from the get-go: resolving 
the overhang from a bulging but 
undelivered rig-building orderbook.

Samsung Heavy Industries won 
the most rig orders among South 
Korea’s top yard groups during 
the last rig-building upswing.

However, the yard group 
has struggled to deliver these 

orders and has resorted to 
arbitration proceedings to 
recover sums ranging from 
hundreds of millions to several 
billion dollars from rig owners.

In addition to these, the group 
incurred $75m in settlements 
with authorities in the US and 
Brazil to stem the damage from 
an anti-corruption probe into 

99
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Nam: previously oversaw Samsung Heavy Industries’ man Geoje yard. 
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a rig-building contract linked 
to a charter with Petrobras.

That said, Samsung Heavy 
Industries has not backed down 
from taking calculated risks with 
certain landmark projects.

Under Mr Nam’s leadership, 
the yard group sealed a deal with 
Russia’s Zvezda, calling on the 
former to design ice-breaking 
liquefied natural gas carriers that 
will be built at the shipbuilding 
complex run by the latter.

This partnership signals the 
South Korean shipbuilder’s resolve 
to lead in LNG shipbuilding.

The group estimated that 
it ranked number two, with 
market shares of 23.1% and 
32% of the orders placed 
for LNG carrier and floating 
regasification and storage units.

For the 10 months through to 
the end of October, it had secured 
shipbuilding contracts for 13 LNG 
carriers worth $2.4bn. That made 

up almost half of the new orders it 
has won during the same period.

In early 2020, the yard group is 
due to deliver its second newbuild 
floating liquefied natural gas 
project. Delivery of this $1.6 bn 
project was deferred on agreement 
with the owner, Petronas.

Mr Nam also appeared in the Top 
100 in 2017 and 2018. Samsung 
Heavy Industries appeared in the 
Top 100 in 2014, 2015 and 2016. 

CAPTAIN AKHILESH KUMAR
GRACE 1
US attempts to bribe the Grace 1 master was one of the most 
bizarre sub-plots in the story of tanker’s detention and release

THE email read as if written by a 
Nigerian scammer: “This is Brian 
Hook…I work for secretary of 
state Mike Pompeo and serve as 
the US representative for Iran. I 
am writing with good news...”

The recipient was Captain 
Akhilesh Kumar, Indian national and 
master of the Iranian-controlled 
very large crude carrier Grace 1.

However, this email was for 
real. In one of the most bizarre 
sub-plots of the Grace 1 story, 
the US government directly 
contacted the master, luring 
him with millions of dollars to 
betray his Iranian employers.

As Capt Kumar sailed the tanker 
from Gibraltar, the US State 
Department confirmed its contact.

The email offered money in 
exchange for the tanker and its 
cargo of 2.1m barrels of Iranian 
crude sailing to a US-friendly 
destination within the Mediterranean 
where it could be arrested.

The VLCC became the world’s most 
closely watched tanker as the master 
— no doubt under extreme pressure 
— zig-zagged the ship around the 
Mediterranean, for reasons only he or 
his Iranian owners can ever reveal.

Grace 1, later renamed Adrian 
Darya 1, gained notoriety and 
garnered world headlines when 
it was impounded on July 4 in 
Gibraltar en route to shipping 
Iranian crude to a Syrian refinery 
in breach of EU sanctions.

After the US failed in a last-minute 

court action to block and seize 
the tanker upon its release six 
weeks later, the State Department 
revealed its unsuccessful 
communication with the master.

For his professionalism and loyalty, 
Capt Kumar was promptly blacklisted 
by the US Treasury Department. It 
is not the first time crew have been 
caught in the crosshairs of geopolitical 
tussles between countries.

However, given the fact that 
Capt Kumar’s acquiescence 
to US demands could have 
changed the entire direction of 
the Iran-US dispute, he props up 
our rankings at number 100.

This is Capt Kumar’s first 
appearance in the Top 100.

100
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Kumar: acquiescence to US demands over Grace 1 (later renamed Adrian Darya 1) 
could have changed the direction of the Iran-US dispute.
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ALDUBAIKHI, Abdullah (Bahri) 28
AL-SULAITI, Abdullah Fadhalah (Nakilat) 65
AMBANI, Shri Mukesh (Reliance Industries) 43
ANGELICOUSSIS, John (Angelicoussis Shipping Group) 7
APONTE, family (Mediterranean Shipping Co) 16
BAACK, Constantin (MPC Container Ships) 85
BACH NIELSEN, Rasmus (Trafigura) 14
BARTOLOMEO, Eduardo de Salles (Vale) 34
BERGLUND, Mats (Pacific Basin Shipping) 87
BEZOS, Jeff (Amazon) 18
BIN SULAYEM, Sultan Ahmed (DP World) 77
BING, Chen (Seaspan) 89
BRASSARD, Isabelle (Rio Tinto) 52
BROCKLESBY, Gary (Navig8) 57
BUGBEE, Robert (Scorpio Group) 38
BUSCH, Nicolas (Navig8) 57
CASE, Andi (Clarksons) 73
CHANG, Anchor (Evergreen Line) 78
CHANG, Kuo-hua (Evergreen Group) 78
CHYE, Loh Boon (SGX) 58
CREMERS, Peter (Anglo Eastern-Univan) 64
CROWLEY, Tom (Crowley Maritime) 91
DACY, Andy (JP Morgan) 68
DAI, Houliang (Sinopec Group) 36
D’AMICO, Paolo (Intertanko) 83
DE STOOP, Hugo (Euronav) 37
DIELEMAN, Jan (Cargill) 10
DONALD, Arnold (Carnival) 21
ECONOMOU, George (TMS) 19
FAFALIOS, Dimitris (Intercargo) 82
FRANGOU, Angeliki (Navios) 20
FREDRIKSEN, John (Fredriksen Group) 11
GACKI, Andrea (OFAC) 5
GLASENBERG, Ivan (Glencore) 46
GRIMALDI, family (Grimaldi Group) 44
HABBEN JANSEN, Rolf (Hapag-Lloyd) 26
HAMMER, Helle (Cefor) 96
HANCOCK, Jon (Lloyd’s) 54
HÅNELL, Erik (Stena Bulk) 30
HENDERSON, Grahaeme (Shell) 15
HIGAKI, family (Imabari Group) 90
HINNEBERG, Christian (Walter J Hinneberg) 93
HINNEBERG, Walter (Walter J Hinneberg) 93
HOLTH, Kristin (DNB) 41
HOWLE, Carol (BP Shipping) 75
HU, Xiaolian (The Export-Import Bank of China) 12
HVID, Kenneth (Teekay) 74
IKEDA, Junichiro (Mitsui OSK Lines) 47
IP, Eric (Hutchison Port Holdings) 66
JACKSON, Mark (Baltic Exchange) 58
KAPTANOGLU, Sadan (BIMCO) 62
KERNON, Kit (Vitol) 80
KNEEN, Quintin V. (Tidewater) 88
KONSTANTAKOPOULOS, Kostis (Costamare) 61
KÜHNE, Klaus Michael (Kuehne + Nagel) 60
KUMAR, Captain Akhilesh (Grace 1) 100

KWON, Oh-gap (HHI/DSME) 98
LAURO, Emanuele (Scorpio Group) 38
LEE, Dong-gull (Korea Development Bank) 17
LEE, Sung-geun (HHI/DSME) 98
LEI, Fanpei (China State Shipbuilding Corp) 55
LI, Jianhong (China Merchants Group) 1
LIM, Kitack (International Maritime Organization) 2
LIVANOS, Peter G. (GasLog) 25
LOGOTHETIS, George M. (Libra Group) 79
MARINAKIS, Evangelos (Capital Group) 59
MIKHELSON, Leonid (Novatek) 50
MYOCHIN, Yukikazu (K Line) 42
NAGASAWA, Hitoshi (NYK Line) 39
NAM, Joon-ou (Samsung Heavy Industries) 99
NIXON, Jeremy (Ocean Network Express) 22
OFER, Eyal and sons (Zodiac Maritime/Ofer Global) 9
OFER, Idan (Eastern Pacific Shipping) 8
OLDENDORFF, Henning (Oldendorff Carriers) 27
OLSSON, Dan Sten (Stena Group) 97
PAPPAS, Petros (Star Bulk Carriers) 29
PARKER, Michael (Citigroup) 24
POULSSON, Esben (International Chamber of Shipping) 45
POVLSEN, Andreas (Breakwater Capital) 40
PROKOPIOU, George (Dynacom/Dynagas) 13
QUARLES, Cory (SeaRiver Maritime) 67
SAADÉ, family (CMA CGM) 6
SAVERYS, family (CMB and Exmar) 56
SCHULTE, family (Bernhard Schulte Shipmanagement) 70
SCHULTE, Heinrich (Schulte Group) 70
SHARMA, Anil (GMS) 72
SHARMA, Arun (IACS) 94
SKOU, Søren (AP Moller-Maersk) 3
SOHMEN-PAO, Andreas (BW Group) 23
SOKOL, David (Seaspan) 89
SPITHOUT, Ronald (Inmarsat) 31
STØHLE, Sveinung (Höegh LNG) 71
TEO, Siong Seng (PIL) 84
THEODOSIOU, Despina Panayiotou (Wista International) 95
TÖBBE, Jan-Hendrik (Zeaborn Group) 92
TONKOVIDOV, Igor (Sovcomflot) 33
TRØIM, Tor Olav (Golar and Borr Drilling) 49
TSAKOS, Nikolas (TEN) 81
UGGLA, Robert (AP Moller Holding) 3
VARTDAL, Birgitte (Golden Ocean) 63
VENIAMIS, Theodore (Union of Greek Shipowners) 32
VOGEL, Gary (Eagle Bulk Shipping) 76
VON DER LEYEN, Ursula (European Commission) 35
VOSER, Peter (PSA International) 53
WESTGARTH, Graham (V.Group) 48
WILHELMSEN, Thomas (Wilh Wilhelmsen Holding) 86
XU, Lirong (China Cosco Shipping Corp) 1
YEE, Yang Chien (MISC) 51
YILDIRIM, Robert Yuksel (Yildirim Group) 69
ZHANG, Daniel (Alibaba) 18
ZHAO, Guicai (ICBC Financial Leasing) 4
ZHAO, Jiong (Bocomm Financial Leasing) 4
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